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ABSTRACT
literature on marital adjustment reveals divergent viewpoints 
concerning the relative merits of quarreling and discussion as means of 
resolving marital problems. Because of insufficient scientific data, a 
study was undertaken to test five general hypotheses regarding the 
problem-solving process in marriage.
The case study and statistical methods of investigation were 
utilized. Questionnaires were completed by 186 single college students,
31 parents of single students, and hi married students. Interviews, 
personality tests, and marital success schedules were also utilized.
The validity of students* responses regarding their parents' marital 
relationships was satisfactorily established by comparing those of 
thirty students with corresponding responses of their parents and by 
comparing the family adjustment scores (Minnesota Personality Scale) 
of lh8 students with questionnaire data.
Major findings for data submitted by single students will be pre­
sented in relation to the hypotheses tested.
First, all married couples have problems to which they must adjust, 
but these problems are not sufficiently severe in some marriages as to be 
regarded as conflict. Five students feel that their parents have never 
had marital problems as defined in the study, but other responses suggest 
the presence of at least minor problems. Marital problems are not even
xhx
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slightly serious for almost half of the couples, and one-sixth have an 
always harmonious relationship. Thus problems are present in at least 
nearly all marriages but conflict, defined as "emotionalized and violent 
opposition," is absent in some.
Second, various methods are used by different couples as the most 
usual ways of solving marital problems, and the use of quarreling is 
totally absent in some marriages. Over half the parents use discussion 
and over one-fourth use quarreling as the most frequent means of resolv­
ing problems. Overlooking the problem, withdrawal, and consulting a 
third person are most often used by the remainder, and fighting and 
threats are sometimes used. Fourteen per cent never use quarreling.
Third, those persons who customarily use one method can be differ­
entiated from those who use another on the basis of certain personal, 
social, and cultural characteristics. Associations significant at the 
5 per cent level of confidence (chi-square test) reveal that husbands 
and wives who usually discuss their problems are more likely than those 
who usually quarrel to have fewer personal, social, and cultural differ­
ences, fewer and less serious marital problems, more favorable and fewer 
unfavorable personality characteristics, and a greater degree of love 
for each other. The discussing and quarreling groups are not signifi­
cantly different for occupation, income, residence, education, and relig­
ion.
Fourth, in terms of effectiveness, some methods are more likely 
to produce satisfactory adjustments to problems and a higher degree of 
marital success and happiness than others. Significant relationships 
suggest that the discussing couples are more likely than the quarreling
xx±
couples to achieve satisfactory adjustments to marital problems and to 
have higher degrees of marital happiness and success.
Fifth, there is a definite relationship between the methods used 
by parents in resolving marital problems and the personality adjustment 
of children in the family. Significant negative associations exist 
between the frequency of parental quarreling heard by students during 
childhood and their childhood happiness, present happiness, family 
adjustment scores, and ability to make friends. Significant positive 
associations exist for stubborn, angers easily, irritable, and easily 
depressed. Associations for morale, social adjustment, and emotionality 
scores on the Minnesota Personality Scale are non-significant.
The findings suggest that none of the hypotheses can be fully 
rejected. With few exceptions, data submitted by the parents of single 
students and by married students lend support to the findings.
CHAPTER I
THEORETICAL ORIENTATION AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
A study of current literature on the subject of marital adjust­
ment reveals that rather divergent viewpoints are held by marriage and 
family authorities as to the most effective means or techniques of 
achieving adjustment to problems arising in the interpersonal relation­
ships of marriage. For the most part, differences of opinion tend to 
center around the relative merits and normality of quarreling versus 
discussion. Present theories appear to be based primarily upon assump­
tion, or at best upon limited observation. Although this has been a 
peripheral consideration in some research, to the writer's knowledge no 
empirical study has been made specifically concerned with the problem.
I. THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem. For some time the need has been 
recognized by the author of providing scientific data upon which more 
reliable theories can be formulated relative to techniques of achieving 
adjustment to marital problems rather than continuing to set forth 
rather broad, unsubstantiated generalizations. The assumption is fre­
quently made, for example, that all couples experience a certain amount 
of conflict in marriage and, furthermore, that all couples, if they are 
truthful about the matter, will admit having a few quarrels now and
1
2then. However, these hypotheses have not been empirically verified. 
There are those who advocate one method of resolving marital difficul­
ties as being more effective than others, but here again scientific 
analysis is lacking. Burgess and Wallin, in making suggestions for 
needed research, say: “Married persons have developed various tech­
niques of manipulation, appeasement, conciliation, and compromise for 
use in solving marital problems. The relative efficiency of these
techniques of decision-making— authoritarian, mutual verbal-coercion,
1
and discussion— is a subject awaiting investigation." There are 
generalizations, too, as to the effect of the various means of problem­
solving upon children in the family. Although there has been some 
research in this area, the relationships have by no means been defi­
nitely established.
With these thoughts in mind, this study is designed, with the 
following objectives: (1) To discover the means or techniques employed
by husbands and wives in attempting to resolve problems arising in the 
interpersonal relationships of marriage. (2) To determine whether 
there are personal, social, or cultural characteristics that distin­
guish those who customarily use one means from those who use another. 
(3) To measure the effectiveness of the various techniques in terms of 
the type and degree of adjustments achieved and the overall success and 
happiness of the marriage relationship. (4) To determine the effect, 
if any, which the means most frequently utilized by parents in resolv-
1
Ernest W. Burgess and Paul Wallin, Engagement and Marriage 
(Chicago: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1953)> p."78b.
3ing their marital problems have upon the personality development of 
children in the family.
It is readily apparent that to answer such questions adequately 
would require quite extensive research, involving a tremendous expendi­
ture in both time and money. In the face of such limitations, the 
present project may more accurately be regarded as a pilot study— one 
from which hypotheses for further research can be formulated.
Significance of the study. Perhaps a few generations ago a 
study of this nature, even if possible, would have been a complete 
waste of time. Under the patriarchal tradition, the wife, supposedly 
at least, was subservient to her husband in almost eveiy respect. His 
was the responsibility of making decisions, of knowing the answer to 
all problems; hers, as a dutiful wife, was but to obey her ’‘lord and 
master.1' And the ideas of personal happiness, of personality fulfill­
ment, of sexual satisfaction for the wife— these were merely incidental 
to the relationship, if they existed at all. The matter of greatest
importance in rearing children was their strict obedience to parental 
2
authority.
Today, however, with the transition toward a more democratic, 
companionship type of family, expectations of husband and wife, as well 
as expectations of children, are changing markedly. In this form of
2
Such points as these concerning the American family a few 
generations ago are emphasized by a number of authorities on the 
family. See particularly Ernest W. Burgess and Harvey J. Locke, The 
Family; From Institution to Companionship (second edition; Hew 
York: American Book Company, 1950).
4the family, according to Burgess and Locke, emphasis is placed upon 
intimate interpersonal association, the giving and receiving of affec­
tion, the equality of husband and -wife, democracy in making decisions,
3
and the fulfillment of personality needs of all family members.
Such ideals of young married couples today no doubt, if achieved, 
are highly gratifying from the standpoint of personal happiness. At 
the same time they likely intensify the difficulty of achieving the 
degree of happiness and harmony- desired. Particularly is this true 
when one realizes that, in a society as heterogeneous and dynamic as 
ours, men and women enter into the marital relationship with differing 
values, ideals, temperaments, customs, and a variety of other dissimi­
larities. These more personal expectations of husband and wife, to­
gether with the many differences that exist between them, perhaps make 
the matter of mutual adjustment in the interpersonal relationships of 
marriage far more important today than ever before. And such adjust­
ments, from the standpoint of many at least, are not to be achieved
through the submission of the wife to her husband.
Judging from the increased divorce and separation rates and the 
large number of unsuccessful marriages reported today, one can conclude 
that many couples are not adjusting to their differences adequately and 
are not achieving the personal happiness in marriage that they desire. 
The hypothesis is sometimes advanced that some marital partners have so 
many differences their marriage is doomed to failure from the beginning.
Such is no doubt a crucial factor, but is it not likely also that the
3
Ibid. See particularly p. 651.
5manner in which couples face their differences, their misunderstand­
ings, their problems, has much to do with the degree of unity and 
satisfaction achieved? If this is true, a more scientific understand­
ing of the processes of achieving adjustment in modem marriage can no 
doubt be of considerable practical value to married couples themselves 
in working out their own difficulties. Such knowledge, too, should be 
of value to the marriage and family counselor, whether professional or 
non-professional, and to the teacher of functional marriage and family 
courses.
Although both social and religious pressures are possibly of 
much less influence today than formerly in promoting family solidarity, 
society still expects couples to achieve success in marriage. It con­
tinues to regard the family as its most basic institution, charged with 
the responsibilities of reproduction and the care and socialization of 
the offspring. Divorce and family disorganization are looked upon as 
indices of social disorganization. Thus, knowledge that could contrib­
ute to furthering family solidarity would be contributing as well to 
promoting a more adequate social organization.
The family is often regarded as the key to the nation's mental 
health, and for many years sociologists, psychologists, and psychia­
trists, as well as many other professional persons, have been concerned 
with the influence of the family upon the personality development of 
the child. E. W. Burgess, in an article entitled "Human Relationships
This was the theme of the annual meeting of the Texas Council 
on Family Relations in 1957-
6Begin in the Home,11 said, in 19^1, that:
Overwhelming are the findings that establish the importance of 
the family in shaping personality formation, in fixing basic atti­
tudes, in determining the affectional relationship which will be 
selective in choosing a mate, in stimulating personality develop­
ment, and in presenting acceptable patterns of social behavior.
Much research has been devoted to the influence of various childhood
experiences in the family upon personality development, but little has
been directly concerned with the possible effect of the problem-solving
techniques of parents upon their children's behavior.
Finally, an analysis of the processes involved in achieving 
adjustment to marital problems should make a worthwhile contribution 
to sociological theory. Burgess and Locke describe the family as a 
unity of interacting persons— a dynamic group, living, changing, and 
growing through interaction. The processes involved in the marriage 
relationship, then, should be fundamentally the same as those occurring 
in other group behavior. Thus a more scientific knowledge of the means 
of resolving problems in marriage should provide further insight into 
basic principles of group behavior in general.
H .  THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AMD DEFINITIONS OF CONCEPTS
The idea that marriage is made up of a group of interacting per­
sons has led many to approach the study of marital adjustment through 
the theoretical framework of the basic social processes. Essentially 
the same point of departure is taken in this study.
^Journal of Home Economics, XXXIII (19^ +1)» 8-13.
£
Burgess and Locke, op, cit., p. 293*
7The theory of social interaction. According to Ogbum and 
Nimkoff, Samuel Butler once observed that “our experiences -with others 
partake of the nature of either a string or a knife; they bind us
7
closer together or they cut us apart.” In all group life both unify­
ing and devisive forces are at work. These forces are referred to by 
the sociologist as social processes. Host writers consider cooperation, 
conflict, competition, accommodation, and assimilation as the most 
basic types. The devisive or oppositional force is defined by Young 
as a “struggle against another or others for a good, goal or value,"
whereas cooperation or the unifying force is “joint striving with
8another or others for a good, goal or value." Competition is seen
as the less violent form of opposition in which attention is focused
g
chiefly on the end or goal rather than on the competitor. Conflict,
however, takes the form of “emotionalized and violent opposition in
which the major concern is to overcome the opponent as a means of
10securing a given goal or reward." Competition, in its purest form, 
is usually considered as continuous and impersonal, whereas conflict is 
intermittent and conscious.
Cooperation may be regarded as a separate process, though it is 
usually considered as including accommodation and assimilation, which
n
William F. Ogburn and Meyer F. Nimkoff, Sociology (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1946), p. 344.
g
Kimball Young, Sociology: A Study of Society and Culture
(second edition; New York: American Book Company, 194977 p. 64.
^Ibid., p. 64. 
^Ibid., p. 68.
8are adjustments to either actual or potential conflict. Bogardus
thinks of accommodation simply as na process of adjusting to differ- 
11ences," and of assimilation as an unconscious process whereby ideas
become blended, attitudes are harmonized, and the sutures found in
12accommodation disappear.
Although these processes of interaction can be distinguished for
analytical purposes, they are not to be regarded as mutually exclusive
categories. As Davis has said:
There is no cooperative group, no matter how harmonious, which 
will not contain the seeds of suppressed conflict. There is no 
conflict, no matter how bitter, which will not have some hidden 
basis of compromise. There is no competition, no matter how im­
personal and ruthless, which cannot claim some contribution to a 
larger cooperative cause.
The frame of reference and definitions of concepts. In relating
the theory of social interaction to the study of marital adjustment
and in delineating the more specific area for the present study, a
problem arises in the definitions of concepts. Particularly is this
true in reference to "marital conflict," which Burgess and Locke define
as a "fight of any sort, ranging from a slight difference of opinion to
14
uncompromising warfare." Waller refers to conflict as "any mutually
11Emory S. Bogardus, Fundamentals of Social Psychology (fourth 
edition; New York: Appleton-Century-CrofTs, "Inc., 1950), p. 346 „
^Ibid., p. 356.
13Kingsley Davis, Human Society (New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1949), p. 162.
14
Ernest W. Burgess and Harvey J. Locke, The Family: From 
Institution to Companionship (New York: American Book Company, 1945)3
p. j)60. Ix is perhaps noteworthy that the term is not defined in their 
second edition.
915destructive relationship," but in Hill's revision of Waller, conflict
is defined as “opposition of any sort ranging from a slight difference
l6of opinion to outright warfare.” It is regarded by Truxal and Merrill
as any differences between husband and wife "which so weaken the ties
17that the couple may seek dissolution in divorce." According to Paul
Landis, marital conflict "at its worst, . . . aims at annihilating the
enemy. In its more gentle forms, it is expressed in quarreling, which
is nothing more than an attempt to annihilate the opponent1s views by 
18argument." These authors, as well as most others, consider some con­
flict in marriage inevitable; but in so doing it appears that many of 
them are thinking of conflict as anything from slight disagreements or 
differences to actual fighting. Folsom, for example, says that "con­
flict is conflict whether fought with soft words or empty beer 
bottles.""^
A notable exception to the above is the point of view taken by 
Landis and Landis. They maintain that in all marriages differences of
Dillard Waller, The Family; A lynamic Interpretation (Hew 
York; The Cordon Company, 193&)> P* 3^ 0.
^Willard Waller, The Family; A lynamic Interpretation, 
Revised by Reuben Hill (New York: The Dryden Press, Inc., 1951)j
p. 298.
17'Andrew G. Truxal and Francis E. Merrill, Marriage and the 
Family in American Culture (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 195377
p -----------------
18Making the Most of Marriage (New York: Appleton- Century-
Crofts, Inc., 19337 5 p. 2B3.
19Joseph K. Folsom, The Family in Democratic Society (New York; 
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 19^5)> p. WS.
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opinion and "potential conflict situations will exist." Although
they do not define conflict, it is apparent that they think of it as
something more serious than slight differences. And they do not look
21
upon conflict as inevitable. Koos also takes the latter stand. For 
the purposes of the present study this same general point of view is 
followed.
As a frame of reference, the basic social processes may be 
considered as existing on a continuum, with conflict at the extreme 
left, assimilation at the extreme right, and competition and accommo­
dation falling in between these two extremes. When two people enter 
into the marriage relationship, they are assumed to be working together 
toward the common goal of a successful marriage (cooperation). Coming 
from different social backgrounds and having different personalities, 
the husband and wife are likely to differ in many of their opinions, 
values, ideals, and customs. Furthermore, marriage often requires the 
attainment of certain skills, as in the area of sex relations. Any one 
of these may constitute a "potential" conflict situation, but it is 
hardly conceivable to regard them as conflict if the couple can adjust 
to them satisfactorily without their relationship being strained in any 
way. Any of these differences which the couple consider sufficiently 
important as to require a solution, any misunderstanding, and any 
adjustment which is required as a result of differences, the writer
20
Judson T. Landis and Mary G. Landis, Building a Successful 
Marriage (second edition; Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1953), p7 255'.
21
Earl Lomon Koos, Marriage (New York: Henry Holt and Company,
1953), pp. 295-298.
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chooses to designate as a marital problem. If the difference is in no 
way a threat to a harmonious relationship, it is not considered to be 
a problem. Whether the problem is to be regarded as conflict depends 
largely upon the degree of seriousness. It thus may range from a 
slight disagreement or difference requiring a solution to a major 
crisis. Inasmuch as no adequate method exists for determining whether 
marital difficulties constitute competition or conflict, the present 
study is concerned primarily with the degree of severity of problems 
as thus defined.
The manner in which the husband and wife seek a solution to their 
problems is considered as the means of adjustment. Few sociologists in 
discussing the social processes are concerned with the specific means 
of achieving accommodation or assimilation, although some mention 
mediation, arbitration, and discussion. Writers in the marriage and 
family area mention fighting, quarreling, discussing, and talking the 
matter over with a third party, such as a marriage counselor (media­
tion). Students in marriage and family courses taught by the writer 
have suggested threats, withdrawal, and overlooking the problem as 
other possible means or techniques of facing marital difficulties.
These seven means are accepted on an a priori basis for the 
present study, but provision is also made for any other means that may 
be used. Fighting is to be thought of as actual physical violence. 
Quarreling is regarded as a battle of words, accompanied by anger and 
heightened emotions. Some authors distinguish between productive 
quarreling— that which is directed at the issue involved— and destruc-
12
22
tive quarreling— that which attacks the ego of the other person.
Others contend that such a distinction is doubtful. Paul Landis main­
tains that quarreling is a direct attack on an opponent. It is an
23attempt to in some measure destroy him. Nimkoff states that "a
quarrel means anger, and anger means striking out at the source of
irritation.** For the most part in the present study quarreling is
considered as a single category rather than attempting to distinguish
between productive and destructive quarreling. Discussion "is the com-
25
paring of opinions, ideas, facts, and interpreting their meanings." 
Harper points out that discussion differs from arguments in that in
discussion "the participants indicate a willingness to learn, to listen
‘2Joto the other person's point of view with a desire to understand it."
To distinguish between discussion and argument more clearly, the term 
calm discussion is used in this study, indicating the objective con­
sideration of the issue and the absence of anger.
Consulting a third party may include a number of different 
persons— parents, in-laws, friends, pastor or priest, counselor, 
lawyer, doctor— or even prayer. “Withdrawal is used to refer to the
22
See especially Evelyn MLllis Duvall and Reuben Hill, When 
You Mariy (revised edition; Boston: D, C. Heath and Company, 1953),
p. 243.
23■\Paul H, Landis, op. cit., p. 289.
2^t-
Meyer Francis Nimkoff, Marriage and the Family (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 19^ +7), p. ^07.
25
Bogardus, op. cit., p. 25^.
^Robert A. Harper, Marriage (New York: Appleton-Century- 
Crofts, Inc., 19^9), p. 131.
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■withholding of affectioml or sexual responses or refusing to have
anything to do with each other. Attempts to control the behavior of
one's mate through such devices as threatening separation, divorce,
physical harm, or to withhold money constitute the means termed threats.
As a technique for attempting to resolve a problem, overlooking the
problem would refer to the refusal on the part of one or both persons
to say or do anything about it, hoping that it will tend to work out
all right in time.
The types of solutions or adjustments that may be achieved for
marital problems include accommodation and assimilation. The term
adjustment itself, using Landis' definition, refers to "a working
arrangement which exists in marriage . . . the state of accommodation
which is achieved in different areas where conflict may exist in 
27
marriage." Writers in the field of marriage and family frequently 
think of compromise and accommodation as different processes of adjust­
ment, but in most sociology texts the former is considered a form of 
the latter. Definitions of accommodation and assimilation are accept­
able as given above, but several different forms of these are possible. 
For present purposes toleration, compromise, conciliation, conversion, 
and domination appear to be the most Important. Toleration is usually
considered as an agreement to "live and let live." Differences are
28overlooked or tolerated in an effort to achieve harmony. In 
2?
Judson T. Landis, "Time Required to Achieve Marriage Adjust­
ment," American Sociological Review, XI (1946), 666.
28
George A. Lundberg, Clarence C. Schrag, and Otis N. Larsen, 
Sociology (Mew York: Harper and Brothers, 1954), p. 437.
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compromise, each gives up something in order that common accord can be 
29reached. A form of accommodation closely related to, and perhaps 
difficult to distinguish from compromise is conciliation. This is to 
be regarded as finding a common ground for agreement. In this the 
solution achieved may differ considerably from the original views or 
wishes of either. Domination refers to the process in which an author­
itarian relationship, with either husband or wife in a dominant posi­
tion, is established. This would include an adjustment in which one 
person either gives in willingly to the other or is more or less forced 
to do so in order to maintain or re-establish harmony. Conversion is 
simply the process by which one person is convinced that the other is 
right and thus accepts his viewpoint.
This study is concerned, then, with the processes involved in 
the movement of married couples from one end of the social interaction 
continuum (competition and conflict) to the other (accommodation and 
assimilation) in reference to marital problems. It considers the 
degree of severity of problems that exist, the means employed in 
attempting to resolve the problems, and the type and degree of adjust­
ments achieved. No consideration is given to the actual origin of 
problems.
IH. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Need for adjustment. Sumner speaks of the family as a state of
29
'Arthur Robert Olsen, Emily Mudd, and Hugo A. Bourdeau,
Readings on Marriage and Family Relations (Harrisburg, Pennsylvania:
The Stackpole Company, 1953)» P» 31^*
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30"antagonistic cooperation,” and Kerserling thinks of it as a "tragic
31state of tension.” Waller states that:
Within a few weeks, more rarely months, after the marriage 
ceremony, the process of conflict emerges. . . .  As the imagi­
nary person with whom one fell in love comes to be replaced by 
the real person with whom one lives in marriage, . . .  as the 
widening area of contact between personalities brings concealed 
difference of opinion and style of life to light, conflict is 
an imperative emergent. The fool's paradise of courtship and 
early marriage— a lovely paradise for all that— soon crumbles, 
and unanimity will not be reached again, if it ever is, until 
years of use have worn the personalities of the two persons into 
the shape required by marriage.
Many authors today would no doubt frown upon such extreme positions. 
However as was pointed out above, most, if not all, marriage and family 
authorities hold that there is need for some adjustment in all mar­
riages .
As to actual research related to this area, a study by Landis of 
509 couples who had been married an average of twenty years revealed 
that in six major problem areas of marriage, slightly more than half 
the couples reported mutually satisfactory adjustment from the begin-
33ning of the marriage. Over half of the middle-class husbands and 
wives in the recent study by Burgess and Wallin of 1,000 engaged and 
666 married couples reported no major adjustments they had to make.
30
William Graham Sumner, Folkways (Boston: Ginn and Company,
1906), pp. 355-356.
31Hermann Keyserling, “The Correct Statement of the Marriage 
Problem," The Book of Marriage, Hermann Keys er ling, editor (Hew York: 
Harcourt, Brace, 1926), pp. 57-58.
^^Waller, op. cit., p. 339.
33Judson T. Landis, “Time Required to Achieve Marriage Adjust­
ment," pp. 666-677.
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"Some couples," Burgess and Wallin report, "find it difficult to recall
34even minor matters of conflict." They state further, however, that
35"nearly every couple admit the presence of minor conflict."
A point of major emphasis in the literature in this area has 
been, for a number of years, the idea that differences and disagree­
ments can be resolved and that they do not indicate marital failure. 
Groves and Ogburn maintain that "a family with no discord would be so 
highly abnormal as to be a social monstrosity. The question, there­
fore, as to when discord reaches such a degree as to become a serious 
problem of adjustment is largely relative." "In every marriage," 
according to Folsom, "there are serious conflicts of interests.
Whether or not these shall wreck the marriage depends upon how the
37partners handle the conflict." Fromme maintains that "marital 
success depends on the ability to resolve disagreement rather than
GO
avoid it." Peterson expresses the viewpoint that any person with 
strong convictions and well-oriented values will come into conflict 
with others. "The ideal of marriage," to him, "is not to eliminate 
areas of conflict but rather to face them courageously so that new
3A
Ernest W. Burgess and Paul Wallin, op. cit., p. 593*
^ Ibid., p. 596.
Ernest Rutherford Groves and William Fielding Ogburn,
American Marriage and Family Relationships (New York: Henry Holt and
Company, 1928), p. 78.
•^Folsom, op. cit., p. 4-44.
GO
Allan Fromme, The Psychologist Looks at Sex and Marriage 
(New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1950)j p. 139.
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39values and new solidarity will appear." In the words of Christensen:
It isn't that some couples experience conflict and others do 
not. Some learn how to resolve their differences, while others 
become increasingly involved in disagreement and maladjustment. 
Conflict is a normal and inevitable part of learning to live to­
gether. Personalities are too different from each other, and 
marriage is too intimate and emotionalized, for anyone to expect 
that all will be harmony and love. No couple agrees on everything 
all the time, but many learn how to be agreeable in their disagree­
ments and to use these little tugs and pulls as steppingstones to 
better adjustment. Dead-level'uniformity is too much to ask.
Neither is it to be desired. With a little oppos^Jion comes the 
challenge and stimulation needed for improvement.
Possibly one of the most widely quoted viewpoints concerning the 
need for marital adjustment is the concept of "unity out of diversity," 
introduced by Burgess and Locke. They say:
A chief problem of success in marriage is that of obtaining 
unity out of diversity. Husband and wife are diverse first of all 
in the fact that they are of a different sex; then there are all 
the other possible differences, those of temperament, of cultural 
backgrounds, of economic and educational status, of social atti­
tudes and life values. Some of these differences, it is true, 
complement each other and contribute to the unity of the relation, 
but others are disruptive and imperil its stability. Every mar­
riage is like the electron in physics, an equilibrium of forces 
of attraction and repulsion. The successful marriage is one in 
which differences are so organized that they contribute to the 
equilibrium, stability, and harmony of the marital relationship.
The unsuccessful marriage is one in which differences upset the 
equilibrium and make for instability and discord.
Much these same points of view are expressed by a number of 
other writers, and although some would tend to feel that actual conflict
39James A. Peterson, Education for Marriage (New York: Charles
Scribner’s Sons, 1956), p. 3737
4-0
Harold T. Christensen, Marriage Analysis: Foundations for
Successful Family life (New York: The Ronald Press Company, 195077
p. 319.
Burgess and Locke, second edition, op. cit., pp. 292-293.
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is not inevitable, perhaps all would agree that a certain degree of 
adjustment is essential in all marriages.
Means of achieving adjustment. Although no research has been 
specifically concerned with discovering the means used by couples in 
achieving adjustment, many writers have discussed the means they feel 
couples ’'ought” to use. For the most part they have interested them­
selves in quarreling versus discussion. The literature on the subject 
may be roughly divided, then, into two different schools of thought—  
those who accept quarreling as desirable and those who oppose quarrel­
ing and feel that discussion is by far the most satisfactory means of 
achieving adjustment.
Possibly the most outspoken proponents of the use of quarreling
in marriage are Reuben Hill and Evelyn Duvall. Drawing heavily upon
Waller's discussion of the normality of conflict and the concepts of
Jf 2
destructive and productive quarreling, they have widely publicized
43the desirability of quarreling in marriage. According to this view­
point, marital conflict is normal and serves the dual function of the 
solution of issues and the release of resentment and tensions. Duvall 
and Hill discuss the creation of tension in the normal routine of daily 
living today and point out that one must control his impulses in order
^^Waller, op. cit., pp. 305-380.
43Duvall and Hill, op. cit., pp. 237-255- See also their 
article, "Have a Good MarrEal Quarrel," Reader's Digest, XLVTII 
(February, 1946), 98-100, and Hill's article, "Quarreling Gomes Into 
Its Own," Parents Magazine, (September, 1946), pp. 24 ff.
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to maintain harmony with persons outside the family, particularly his 
boss. Inasmuch as one cannot really be himself in such relationships, 
they say:
There needs to be some place . . . where the individual can 
give vent to his annoyances and be himself, and that place seems 
to be in marriage. If there is that kind of cantankerousness in 
a marriage, the couple should chalk it down as proof that their 
marriage is performing one of its main functions— providing a place 
to let off steam and re-establish emotional balance. If a marriage 
is so fragile that it must be maintained by the same kind of 
artificial manners that keeps an office force functioning, it is 
pretty precariously based. One insightful authority has stated in 
positive terms, 'One of the functions of marriage is to weave a 
rope of; R elationship strong enough to hold each person at his 
worst.’
Assuming that quarreling is inevitable, one can deduce that the impor­
tant thing is to learn how to quarrel productively. This is done .by 
direct attack on the issue involved rather than attack on the other
person. Christensen says that some may prefer to think of productive
M-5quarreling as discussion, but a careful study of the description 
given by Duvall and Hill, as well as by Wallin, hardly seems to warrant 
such a conclusion, because it is evident that they are thinking in 
terms of strong verbal conflict. In addition to the immediate values 
of productive quarrels, according to these authors, the quarrels do, 
ideally, become fewer and less violent as marriage progresses and basic 
routines and solutions to problems are established. A basic assumption 
of this entire point of view is that unresolved conflicts produce ten­
sion which, for the sake of mental health and happiness, must be
hh.
Duvall and Hill, op. cit., pp. 2k-2~2W}. 
h-5Christensen, op. cit., p. 320.
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released. Quarreling, then, appears to be considered as a curative 
approach.
Christensen takes about the same stand in reference to quarrel­
ing and states that the task faced by every couple is not that of 
learning how to dodge conflict, but of how to handle it when it comes. 
He also states, however, that the means employed by some may not be 
at all suitable to others. Thus each couple must develop its own way.
Skidmore and Cannon, in a chapter entitled "Using Conflicts for Higher
47
Harmony,11 accept the theory of productive and destructive quarreling. 
Peterson, too, accepts quarreling as normal, but he adds to his dis­
cussion as follows:
To stop on the note of a full and free emotional expression 
would be to leave the matter half-ended. Some conflicts may be 
resolved by the honest expression of emotions, but this is not 
true of conflict rooted in cultural values or social relation­
ships. After the air has been cleared of tension, the couple 
needs to go on ^ g a sane and intelligent discussion of the causes 
of the tension.
Mace believes that quarreling has a proper place in marriage in that it 
lets off emotional "steam," which is not accomplished by mere discus­
sion. He feels that the couple need at some time to feel the "heat" of
49
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conflict as inevitable, does warn against developing a conflict pat­
tern. ^  Burgess and Locke are also to be included in this school of 
thought."^
That this viewpoint has supporters in the general public is
evidenced by several recent articles in periodicals. Robert Thomas
Allen, in an article entitled "But I Like To Fight with My Wife,*’
speaks of the pleasure of "making up" after quarrels and objects to
the idea advocated by some marriage counselors of "cooling off" before
52
discussing an issue, Florence Howitt, a journalist giving advice to
the wife on “How To Quarrel with Your Husband," supports woman's right
to quarrel with her husband, when formerly all she could do was to obey
53her husband or run home to Mother. Still another writer in speaking
of quarreling in marriage says:
If you are a married person, and you say you never have such 
experiences, you are either dull, unforgiving— or lying; too dull 
to have any independence of spirit, any personality sparkle at all; 
or so unforgiving as to be neurotic and an unending grudge bearer. 
We cannot escape quarrels. We can diminish their intensity and 
minimize the pain.
Of a number of writers who take the position that quarreling
50Harriet R. Mowrer, "Discords in Marriage," Family, Marriage 
and Parenthood, Howard Becker and Reuben Hill, editors (second edition; 
Boston? D. G. Heath and Company, 1955)? pp. 356-392.
51Burgess and Locke, second edition, op. cit., pp. 513-51^.
'header's Digest, LVII (September, 1950), 99-102.
~^ Good Housekeeping, CXXVTH (March, 1949), 43 ff.
54
Oren Arnold, "When You Quarrel with Your Wife," Better Homes 
and Gardens, XXVTII (September, 1949)? 9-6 ff.
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should, be avoided, possibly Landis and Landis take the most firm
55stand. They recognize that conflict situations are inevitable and 
that one needs to gain release from tensions. As to quarreling with 
one's spouse, however, as a means of settling issues and gaining 
release from tensions, they state:
If we could confine ourselves to a consideration only of the 
need of a specific individual for tension release, we might simply 
say that to provide a place for such release is a function of the 
family, or, more specifically, of marriage. We could then suggest 
that a devoted spouse should welcome the explosive outbursts of 
the mate as his attempts to make a constructive adjustment to 
life. The spouse then would feel that in serving as a sparring 
partner who knew when to retreat and when to meet violence with 
violence he could fulfill one of his marital functions; he would 
be enabling the mate to maintain emotional balance. Unfortunately 
that is not the effect that quarreling usually has in marriage.
It is the opinion of the Landises that few quarrels in marriage can be
regarded as productive and that any release from emotional tension
that may result can usually be gained through more constructive means.
They feel, too, that quarreling with one's mate is little different
from quarreling with friends. One learns to control his impulses when
with friends— if he wishes to keep them— and the same rules apply to
maintaining a harmonious relationship in marriage. They suggest that
57husband and wife decide early in marriage to “talk things over."
Arlitt also regards quarreling as 'undesirable, saying:
Every quarrel results in pain. . . . Every quarrel sets a brick
55Landis and Landis, op. cit., pp. 253-280. 
~^ Ibid., p. 264.
~^Ibid., pp. 264-267.
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in the wall between the people who engage in it. Every quarrel 
produces blocking and frustration. It also makes the person with 
whom one quarrels a stimulus to fighting rather than to the activity 
concerned with love-making. The age for quarreling is nine to 
eleven, not adulthood.
In a chapter entitled "How To Prevent Quarreling," Butterfield says 
that many couples let "their differences of opinion drift into explo­
sive and disastrous proportions because they fail to see ahead of time
59how damaging such quarrels can be."
Nimkoff states that a constructive quarrel is obviously prefer­
able to the destructive, but that "there is still another method of 
settling differences which is better than either, namely discussion.^0 
He considers discussion as being a more difficult method than quarrel­
ing. Himes and Taylor say, too, that ,!it is undoubtedly desirable to 
talk things out." But they continue: "Yet there is something to be
said for quarreling them out if that is the only way emotional tension 
61
can be relieved." According to Harper, "Hate, or at best indif­
ference and coolness, rather than love is the usual consequence of 
frequent quarreling." Harper considers discussion a much more satis­
factory means of dealing with differences. It is pointed out by Magoun
58Ada Hart Arlitt, "The Wedding and Honeymoon," Modem Marriage 
and Family Living, Morris Fishbein and Ruby Jo Reeves Kennedy, editors 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1957)> pp. 185-186.
59Oliver M. Butterfield, Planning for Marriage (Princeton, New 
Jersey: D. Van Nostrand Compary, Inc., 1956), p. 110.
^°Nimkoff, op. cit., p. 507.
61Norman E. Himes, Your Marriage, Revised by Donald L. Taylor 
(New York: Rinehart and Company, Inc., 1955)) p. 1^ +2.
62Harper, op. cit., p. 132.
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that "emotionally mature people can discuss a disagreement without loss 
of emotional unity." Though he feels that quarrels may sometimes be 
more effective than calm discussion, he states that people cannot habi­
tually quarrel without developing hate and that a fight seldom settles 
anything.
Several other writers believe that productive quarreling may at 
times be more effective than discussion, but they feel that in most 
instances, discussion is best. For example, Bowman says quarreling 
may further a couple's adjustment, but he also says that "it is some­
what risky either to recommend or deliberately to plan upon quarreling
6kas a means of dissipating and reducing tension"; and Baber maintains 
that "psychologically and sociologically, calm discussion would seem 
to have more adjustment value than quarreling. . . . Nevertheless, 
there are actually times when quarreling may clear the air better than 
calm, discussion . . . "  According to Baber:
Dreikurs warns against relying upon logic in marital quarrels, 
instead of depending on psychology. It is of no use to prove 
logically that one is right, when proof only increases the anger 
of the other. 'We can be entirely right, but we are wrong when we 
try to explain that we are right. Even if/we are wrong, we may 
succeed if we act right psychologically.'
F. Alexander Magoun, Love and Marriage (New York: Harper and
Brothers, 19^ +8), p. 250.
6k
Henry A. Bowman, Marriage for Moderns (second edition; New 
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 199-5), pp. 327-328.
^Ray E. Baber, Marriage and the Family (second edition; New 
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1953), p. 179.
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Ibid., p. 179, citing Rudolf Dreikurs, The Challenge of 
Marriage {New York: Duell, Sloan, and Pearce, 1S&6).
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Koos, who feels that there are couples whose level of interaction may
67
be free from discord, and Paul Landis, who considers talking things 
out in an adult manner as being the best way of solving marital prob­
lems,^ may be considered in this school of thought, although they 
perhaps look more favorably upon quarreling than the other writers 
mentioned.
One other advocate of the "no quarreling" school is Lloyd 
Shearer, who fairly recently had an article published entitled ,TWe're 
Happily Married." Shearer rather bitterly attacks the viewpoint of 
Duvall and Hill, having read their article in the Reader's Digest.
After four years of marriage, he and his wife felt that they had 
achieved a perfect relationship. But, he says:
Now we are not so sure. People come along and warn us that our 
so-called marriage isn't perfect at all; that if anything, it shim­
mers perilously on the brink of the precipice of disaster; that 
something quite definitely is wrong with both of us and we'd better 
visit a psychiatrist at once and lay our neuroses on the table.
They send us books, pamphlets, magazines, and underlined newspaper 
clippings in which marriage authorities advise us that it's normal 
to quarrel, nag, fight, have sex problems, and engage in a little 
adulteiy now and then.
These, we are told, spice up and vitalize the reglly perfect 
mating. Without them, marriage is stupid and dull.
Shearer also states that he and his wife would rather release their
tensions elsewhere than on each other, and thqy think quarrels spoil
a marriage and help ruin it. "If a man," he concludes, "can be
^Koos, op. cit., pp. 295-311.
^Paul H. Landis, op. cit., pp. 287-291.
^Good Housekeeping, GXXIU (July, 19^6), 21 ff.
2 6
considerate with the man he works with, surely he can afford the same
70privilege to the woman he loves and lives with."
Those who hold this latter viewpoint recognize the need for 
gaining release from tensions, but by and large, they feel that there 
are more wholesome tension relievers than quarreling with one's spouse. 
Furthermore, many state that quarreling only creates further tension.
One object of discussion is to settle differences before they create 
tension. Thus discussion may be viewed as a preventive measure.
From the many sources cited, it is clear that disagreement 
exists among marriage and family authorities, and the general public 
as well, concerning the relative merits of quarreling versus discus­
sion. Although a distinction has been made between two different 
schools of thought, it should be noted that none of those who advocate 
quarreling would deny that discussion is a valuable technique. They do 
believe that some quarreling is normal, however, and apparently con­
sider it as more desirable than calm discussion at times. On the other 
hand, those who think of discussion as the most effective means for 
resolving problems do feel, with few exceptions, that quarreling can 
sometimes serve a useful purpose. A few, however, apparently think 
that quarreling is never justified.
As indicated earlier, there has been little research devoting 
any attention to the means of resolving marital problems. Eddyyille's 
Families includes a short discussion of techniques used by seventy-seven
^Ibid., p. 8^.
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71families in adjusting to problems and crises. The study was not
limited to marital problems, and the classification of methods of
resolving problems includes what the present study considers as types
of adjustment. Thus the study is hardly comparable to the present one.
It may be worthy to note, however, that twenty families just "rock
along, let time settle things, ignore them;" sixteen reported clear-cut
patterns of facing problems, including a family conference and dual
responsibility for decision-making; ten said that general discussion is
used; and eight reported considerable conflict, with no agreement on
problem-solving.
Of some interest are Terman1s findings comparing the answers of
husbands and wives to the question, "Do you try to avoid arguments?"
He was concerned only with agreement or disagreement in response, and
as a result of the findings, he concluded that "it appears that . . .
the greatest single danger to marital happiness is for one spouse to
72like and the_ other to dislike to argue." Terman found, too, that a
frequent complaint of both husbands and wives is that their spouse is
"argumentative." Of high scoring husbands on a marital happiness
scale, H-.6 per cent made this complaint, compared with 35*3 per cent of 
73the low scorers. Only 3-9 per cent of the happy wives, in contrast to
71
Reuben Hill, J. Joel Moss, and Claudine G. Wirth, Eddyville's 
Families, mimeographed manuscript (institute for Research in Social 
Science, 1953)» PP. 188-190.
72
Lewis M. Terman, Psychological Factors in Marital Happiness 
(Hew York: McGraw-Hill Book dompany, Inc., 193877 p. 29.
^Ibid., p. 85.
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32.8 per cent of those scoring low in happiness, complained that their
74
husbands were argumentative. In a list of grievances ranked accord­
ing to seriousness, "argumentative” appears ninth for husbands and 
75third for wives. Also a common complaint of wives is that their 
husband "does not talk things over."78 Findings such as these would 
appear to indicate that quarreling (or arguing, at least) is not 
conducive to the highest degree of marital happiness. This is particu­
larly true for serious quarrels. For example, Burgess and Wallin have 
the question on their consensus scale for measuring marital success,
’'How many serious quarrels or arguments have you had with your mate in
77the past twelve months?" The possible answers range from "none" to 
"4 or more," with the former counting four points in scoring and the 
latter counting zero. This same question appears on the Marriage- 
Adjustment Schedule developed by Burgess, Cottrell, Wallin, and Locke 
as a result of their studies concerned with predicting marital adjust­
ment.78
l^pes of adjustment achieved.
The story is told of a strapping big lieutenant who married a 
young woman of small stature who was inclined to be bossy. After 
carrying her across the threshold, he took off his pants, handed
7^Ibid., p. 87.
7^ Ibid., p. 105.
76Ibid., p. 99.
77Burgess and Wallin, o£. cit., p. 495.
78
See Burgess and Locke, second edition, op. cit., p. 709•
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them to her and commanded her to put them on. She put them on, 
and then protested, 'Why, Bill, they're three times too big for 
me.'
79His reply was, 'Don't ever forget that.'
This young man established the dominance-submission pattern early, 
but with woman's increased status, it is doubtful that such an adjust­
ment would be satisfactory. Most of the literature on types of adjust­
ments deals only with a description of the different forms of adjust­
ments that may be achieved by couples.
A few studies have been made, however, concerning the dominance- 
submission pattern. Paul Landis discusses one such study by Paul
SoPopenoe of 2,596 well-educated families. The purposes were to learn 
who was boss and to determine if the couple were happy with the arrange­
ment. The results revealed that men were dominant in 35 per cent of 
the cases, women in 28 per cent, and that there was democratic authority 
in 37 per cent. Nine out of ten of the husbands and wives who had a 
democratic relationship were happy. If the husband were dominant, 
two-thirds were happy; if the wife were dominant, less than half were 
happy.
Locke, in his comparison of a group of happily married couples 
with a group of divorced couples, considered the question as to 
whether a democratic relation existed between husband and wife or 
whether one or the other tended to be more dominant in several areas 
of the marriage relationship. He concluded that marital adjustment
79Paul Landis, op. cit., p. 286.
8°Ibid., p. 287.
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is positively associated with democratic relationships within the 
•r 81family.
Utilizing data from 603 couples in the Burgess and Wallin study,
Yi-Chuang Lu developed a scale for measuring dominant-equalitarian-
submissive roles and related the results to the marital adjustment
scores of those in each category. A positive relationship was found
to exist between the equalitarian role and the degree of marital adjust-
82ment for both husband and wife.
That a dominant-submissive pattern of behavior is, generally 
speaking, an undesirable type of adjustment in marriage today appears 
to be the opinion of most, if not all, writers in the field.
Possible effects of problem-solving techniques on the personal­
ity development of children.
Every child has a right to a happy home. If the infant at birth 
enters a place of domestic discord, he is as sure to be injured as 
if he were denied proper food, air, or sleep. From the social 
side, the atmosphere of the home influences the growing child just 
as much as physical conditions help or hurt the body.
Such has been the opinion of many students of the family and of child
development for many years. It has been only recently, however, that
investigations of the relationship that actually exists between the
81
Harvey J. Locke, Predicting Adjustment in Marriage (New York: 
Heruy Holt and Company, 1951), pp. 264-267.
8zri -Chuang Lu, ’’Marital Roles and Marriage Adjustment,” 
Sociology and Social Research, XXXVI (1952), 36^-368.
QO
Ernest R. Groves and Gladys H. Groves, r'2h Rules for Happiness 
in Marriage,” Parents Magazine, VI (December, 1931), 13.
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early home life of the child and his personality development have been
undertaken. For the most part, research to date has been only casually
or indirectly related to the problem under discussion. Thus, here
again, most statements on this subject are mere opinions of the persons
making them.
Dewey and Humber, as late as 1951 j state:
. Probably there is no more widely accepted premise among social 
workers, teachers, physicians and psychologists than this one:
The single most powerful factor in the personality development 
of the child is the happingj^s and stability of the home in which 
he spends his early years.
Sewell, after finding no significant relationship between infant
training practices and personality adjustment, concluded that the
most important factor in child development is possibly the personal-
85
social situation in the home in which the training practices occur.
Assumptions such as these led Stroup to study the relationship between
the marital adjustment of the mother and the personality adjustment 
86
of the child. As a measure of the former, he used the Kirkpatrick 
Family Interests Scale, and for the latter, the California Test of 
Personality. The sample consisted of one hundred third grade students, 
chosen at random, and their parents in an Ohio town. An assumption was
8^
Richard Dewey and ¥. J. Humber, The Development of Human 
Behavior (New York: Macmillan Co., 1951), p. 261.
85William Sewell, "Infant Training and the Personality of the 
Child," American Journal of Sociology,LVIII (1952), pp. 150-159.
86Atlee L. Stroup, "Marital Adjustment of the Mother and the 
Personality of the Child," Marriage and Family living, XVTH (l95&), 
190-113.
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made that the marital adjustment of the mother would be highly corre­
lated with the emotional tone or atmosphere of the child* s home 
environment. Results of the study led him to conclude: "The marital
adjustment of the mother is not significantly related to the personal-
87
ity adjustment of the child, as measured in this study." Stroup says
further: "Taking the results at face value definite doubts are cast on
88
many generalizations such as the one made by Dewey and Humber."
Several studies have shown a positive relationship between 
childhood and parental happiness. In one study by Judson Landis, 
"happiness of parents" was listed first in fifteen specific home cir­
cumstances which brought greatest happiness to children between the
89
ages of five and twelve. Such indices are perhaps only indirectly 
related to the subject of discussion; however, it isn*t at all incon­
ceivable that parental happiness would be related to means used in 
achieving adjustment to problems nor that childhood happiness would be 
related to personality adjustment. Paul H. Landis and Carol Stone
found quarreling listed frequently as a problem in the families of high 
90school seniors. "Quarreling in the family" was a problem for 37,0 
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The Relationship of Parental Authority Patterns to Teenage 
Adjustments (State College of Washington, Pullman: Washington
Agricultural Experiment Stations and Institute of Agricultural 
Sciences, 1952), Bulletin No. 538.
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families. In the democratic families, it was listed by 12.7 per cent
of the girls and 9*9 per cent of the boys. "My parents are always
quarreling11 was listed as a problem by less than four per cent of those
in democratic families and by approximately four times as many in
91authoritarian families. These findings would indicate that some 
children do have an ’unfavorable reaction to quarreling. This does not, 
of course, prove any specific effect upon the personality development 
of the individual.
It is perhaps even more significant to note that, iii ranking 
seventeen home circumstances which brought greatest unhappiness to 
them, the students in Judson Landis’ study ranked "Parent's quarreling" 
second. The Landises say that "parents who quarrel easily without con­
sidering their quarrels to be serious would be shocked to learn the
extent of emotional tension created for children by parental quarrel- 
92
ing." This is somewhat the same viewpoint expressed by Groves and 
Ogburn:
Discord within the family falls most heavily upon the child.
To him there is little difference between wholesome friction or 
forceful criticism and quarreling that is born of a disorganized 
personality unable to meet calmly the trivial annoyances of daily 
happenings. Either kind of stress tires him and worries him far 
beyond its meaning to the participants. Perpetual discord also 
builds up in him an habitual sequence of behavior patterns that 
are very likely to be drawn upon as an unrecognized guide in emer­
gencies of his future family life, either in the home of his child­
hood or in his own married experience.
^ Ibid., p. 24-.
92
Landis and Landis, oja. cit., pp. 4-54-4-55 *
93Groves and Ogburn, op. cit., pp. 83-84-.
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Duvall and Hill, strong advocates of quarreling in marriage, 
take a very different stand. They say:
A happy by-product of observation of successful quarreling in 
one's parental family is the absence of fear when conflict looms 
in later marriage. People who are afraid of combat are often the 
first to get hurt.
Proud should be the family which has reared its children to 
be tough-minded, invulnerable to the glancing blows of inept op­
ponents. Thin-skinned, sensitive people find it difficult to 
focus on the problem, tend to take opposition personally so that 
it is difficult to carry through a productive conflict which sticks 
to issues.
Piers and Neisser, in an article concerned with the influence
of early experiences on marital adjustment, feel, too, that some
quarreling, so long as there is an atmosphere of warmth and joy in
the home, isn't going to hurt a child. They do warn, however, against
95constant bickering and overtones of mistrust and suspicion.
As has been true of the other areas in which the literature has 
been summarized, it is evident that quite different viewpoints exist, 
as well, in reference to possible effects of problem-solving techniques 
on the personality development of children.
IV. HYPOTHESES TO BE TESTED
Although there are many divergent opinions among marriage and 
family authorities concerning the problem-solving process in marriage, 
and although there is little research data providing support for any
91$.
Duvall and Hill, op. cit., p. 248.
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particular point of view, a few general hypotheses appear to be war­
ranted. It is hoped that, as a result of data secured in this investi­
gation, more specific ones can be formulated for future research. The 
following hypotheses are set forth for testing in the present study:
First, all married couples have problems to which they must 
adjust, but these problems are not sufficiently severe in some mar­
riages as to be regarded as conflict.
Second, various methods are used by different couples as the 
most usual way of solving marital problems, and the use of quarreling
is totally absent in some marriages.
Third, those persons who customarily use one method can be dif­
ferentiated from those who use another on the basis of certain personal,
social, and cultural characteristics.
Fourth, in terms of effectiveness, some methods are more likely 
to produce satisfactory adjustments to problems and a higher degree of 
marital success and happiness than are others.
Fifth, there is a definite relationship between the methods used 
by parents in resolving marital problems and the personality adjustment 
of children in the family.
CHAPTER H
METHODOLOGY
I. THE METHODS USED
After a consideration of the various methods used in sociologi­
cal research, it was decided that the type of information desired in 
the present study could best be obtained by using the case study 
method, supplemented by the statistical method. The study was designed 
to concentrate on one rather specific area of the marital relationship 
of a number of couples, or cases, and through the use of statistical 
procedure, to determine what uniformities exist for the entire sample.
A case may be thought of as either a single item or fact which must be 
defined or a complexity of related items. One writer, in discussing 
the combination of the case and statistical methods, says that it is 
the purpose of the case analysis to define this item or organized unity
of items, and of the statistical method to organize these items into a
1
larger organic whole or unity. This is to say, in a sense, that the 
individual case has relatively little meaning for the purposes of estab­
lishing hypotheses or generalizations, but bringing them into an 
organized unity enables one to view them in a more meaningful manner.
Wilson Gee, Social Science Research Methods (New Yorki Appleton- 
Century-Crofts, Inc., 1950), p. 272, citing L. L. Bernard, “The Develop­
ment of Methods in Sociology," The Monist, XXXVIII (1938), 310-31^■
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II. TECHNIQUES OF COLLECTING DATA
Several different techniques could have been used in gathering 
the data. Taking into consideration the advantages and disadvantages 
of each, and particularly the time and cost involved, the author 
decided upon the questionnaire as the most appropriate device for secur­
ing most of the information. In addition to this, standardized personal­
ity tests, marital success schedules, and interviews were utilized.
Albert Ellis, concerned with the question of “whether, in studies
of sex, love, and marriage relations, it is best to employ a question-
2
naire or an interview technique of gathering the data . . .," conducted 
a study among sixty-nine female undergraduates, first by interview and 
later by anonymous questionnaire, concerning love relationships. Com­
paring interview and questionnaire responses to sixty analogous items, 
he found that a majority of the subjects gave less favorable, "and 
presumably more self-revelatory," questionnaire than interview responses 
to fifty-five of the questions. It was found, too, that the average 
subject changed about half her responses (from the interview to the 
questionnaire administration) and that there were almost twice as many 
changes In a less favorable than in a more favorable direction. The 
findings led Ellis to conclude that:
. . . for the purpose of studying the love and marital relations 
of college students, the questionnaire method of gathering data is 
as satisfactory as the interview method, and . . .  as questions 
become more ego-involving, the questionnaire may produce more
2
Albert Ellis, "Questionnaire Versus Interview Methods in the 




self-revelatory data than the interview technique*
The results of this study, indicating more valid answers when anony­
mity is assured, together with the fact that questionnaires are less 
expensive when gathering data from a fairly large number of persons, 
were major factors in favor of using questionnaires for the present 
study,
For one group in the sample, however, it was felt that sufficient 
rapport existed that interview data could be used to supplement the 
questionnaire information and to provide further insight into the 
problem-solving process than would be possible otherwise. The sample, 
which will be discussed more fully later, consists of two different 
groups— the families of single college students and married college 
students. Information for the former group was obtained, for the most 
part, by anonymous questionnaires completed by the students themselves. 
A small group of parents of these students provided some additional 
information by anonymous questionnaires. Both questionnaire and inter­
view data were secured from approximately half of the married students, 
whereas only questionnaires, submitted anonymously, were used with the 
remainder.
Collecting data from single students. The questionnaire
4designed for the single students, ten pages in length, consisted of 
seventy-eight different items, most of which were concerned with the
•^Ibid., p. 553*
hf
Reproduced in Appendix B.
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problem-solving process in their parental families. The students were 
asked to indicate the degree of seriousness of problems their parents
had had at any time in fourteen different areas of the marriage
5relationship, the means used by their parents in attempting to resolve 
their problems, how often they had heard their parents quarrel, and the 
type or types of adjustment their parents usually achieved. They were 
asked, too, to rate the degree of marital happiness of their parents 
and the present degree of adjustment they felt their parents had in the 
fourteen areas referred to above. Those students who had at any time 
heard their parents quarrel were asked to give information concerning 
the quarrels. In addition to a number of other questions pertaining to 
the parental relationship, the questionnaire included a family inte­
gration scale,^ a scale for measuring the type of authority in the 
7family, a list of fifteen items for measuring the personality and
g
temperamental compatability of parents, and a check list for indicating
"'With the exception of the last area, "Rearing of children,w 
these are the same areas used by Burgess and Wallin in their Marital 
Consensus Scale. See Ernest W. Burgess and Paul Wallin, Engagement 
and Marriage (Chicago: J. B. IAppincott Company, 1953)) pp. ^95-^96.
^Adapted for use by permission of Reuben Hill. This was used 
in his study, Families Under Stress (New York: Harper and Brothers,
Publishers, 195-9), pp.
7
This scale was developed by Paul H. Landis and Carol Stone.
See their study, The Relationship of Parental Authority Patterns to 
Teenage Adjustments (State College of Washington, Pullman: Washington
Agricultural Experiment Stations and Institute of Agricultural 
Sciences, 1952), Bulletin No. 538. Used by permission of Carol Stone.
g
The Marital Success Schedules developed by Burgess and Wallin 
were used in the present study by permission of Ernest W. Burgess. 
Though designed for use by married couples, the scale for measuring
ko
parental differences and similarities for forty items. These various 
measuring devices were incorporated in the questionnaire to determine 
if any relationships exist between such factors and the methods 
utilized by parents in attempting to resolve their problems.
To determine the possible effect of various means of resolving 
marital problems on the personality development of children in the 
family, the students were given the Minnesota Personality Scale,
9
developed by John G. Barley and Walter J. McNamara. This test is 
designed to give five separate measures of individual adjustment—  
morale, social adjustment, family relations, emotionality, and economic 
conservatism. Only the first four measures are used in the present 
study. The questionnaire also contained a few items which may possibly 
be related to personality adjustment. These include ratings of the 
student's childhood and present happiness, emotional reaction of the 
student to parental quarreling during his childhood, his own evaluation 
of any effect parental quarreling might have had on his own personality 
development, and the means used by the student himself in facing prob­
lems with others. As can be seen, emphasis was placed upon personality 
adjustment rather than upon specific personality traits.
In designing the questionnaire for single students, the author 
developed a preliminary form in the fall semester, 1956-57? and gave it
compatability of personality and temperament was adapted for use in 
the single student questionnaire for the rating of parents by the 
student himself. The last item listed, "emotional maturity," (see 
Appendix B) is not a part of the scale and was not included in the 
scoring. This is used as a separate item of information in the study.
9
Published by The Psychological Corporation, New York City.
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to approximately eighty students in his classes at Southern Methodist 
University. Although the results of this study were not analyzed, 
they did reveal a number of weaknesses in the questionnaire. It was 
found, for example, that the directions for a few questions were not 
easily understood and that some questions did not yield the information 
actually sought. As a result of this pretest, the original question­
naire was carefully revised.
For the most part, both questionnaire and personality tests 
were completed by students in regular class periods during the spring 
semester, 1956-57* In a few cases, students came into the writer’s 
office to take part in the study. A small number of others were given 
questionnaires only to fill out and return at their convenience. 
Completion of the questionnaire and personality test required approxi­
mately thirty-five to forty-five minutes each. To keep the question­
naire and personality test information of a given student together, a 
file number, known only to the student, was written on both forms.
Collecting data from the parents of single students. An eleven- 
page questionnaire consisting of forty-nine items was prepared for 
the parents of single students who took part in the study. This had 
a twofold purpose: first, to serve as a device for validating the
more subjective information submitted by the students and, second, to 
gain further information concerning the problem-solving process. In 
addition to indicating the degree of seriousness of problems in the
10Reproduced in Appendix B.
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fifteen areas mentioned above, the parents were asked to list the
means most frequently used in resolving problems in each area and the
type of adjustment most often achieved in each. They were asked, too,
to indicate the length of time required to achieve a mutually satis-
11factory adjustment in these areas. This was included to determine
if certain techniques of resolving problems may produce a satisfactory
adjustment more quickly than other techniques. Parents were also asked
to indicate, for forty items, the degree of similarity or difference
between themselves and their mates at the time of marriage and at
present and to show, where a change had occurred, whether the change
were on the part of the husband, the wife, or both. Several questions
were asked pertaining to means of resolving problems by the mother and
father of the parent completing the questionnaire.
Three of the Marital Success Schedules developed by Burgess and
Wallin were included in the parents’ questionnaire. These measure the
degree of love, companionship, and compatibility of personality and 
12
temperament. Although it would have been desirable to use others, 
there was the need for keeping the form as short as possible.
The study was sponsored by Southern Methodist University, both 
academically and financially, and in order to avoid any possible 
criticism of the university, questionnaires were mailed to the parents
11This was suggested by Judson Iandis’ study, t5Time Required to 
Achieve Marriage Adjustment,” American Sociological Review, XI (1946), 
666-677. Iandis' study included seven areas, all of which, though 
worded differently, are contained in the fifteen areas of the present 
study.
12
See Burgess and Wallin, op. cit., pp. 497-501,
of the single students in the sample only after receiving their written 
permission to do so. Students who live in the Dallas area were asked 
to take a letter explaining the study to their parents, if they thought 
either of them would be willing to participate. Each parent interested 
in taking part gave his name and address on a form at the bottom of the 
letter and returned it to the writer by mail or by his son or daughter.
A questionnaire was then given to the student, who was instructed to 
write the same "file number" of his questionnaire in the appropriate 
space and to mail it to his parents. In this way anonymity was assured. 
The form was returned to the writer in a self-addressed stamped enve­
lope. A few students who did not live in Dallas but who thought one 
of their parents would be quite interested in taking part in the study 
were also given letters to take to their parents. In these cases, the 
completed questionnaire was first sealed in an envelope addressed to 
the writer and then placed in another envelope and mailed to the 
parent's son or daughter. The student then sent the enclosed envelope 
through the campus mail. This precaution was taken to assure no pos­
sible identification by postmark.
Collecting data from married students. Questionnaires for
married students contained the same information as those for the
parents of single students, and in addition, questions pertaining to
such things as income, occupation, educational level, religious affili-
13ation, and church attendance. As a measure of marital success,married
13Reproduced in Appendix B.
students were requested to fill out five of the Marital Success 
Schedules— those measuring general satisfaction, consensus, love, 
companionship, and compatibility of personality and temperament. In 
order to determine if any relationship exists between certain person­
ality traits.and the means used in attempting to resolve marital prob-
15lems, the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey was used. This 
measures ten traits— general activity, restraint, ascendance, socia­
bility, emotional stability, objectivity, friendliness, thoughtfulness, 
personal relations, and masculinity.
Questionnaires and personality tests were filled out by most of 
the married students in regular class periods during the spring semes­
ter, 1956-57. They were asked to complete the Marital Success Schedules 
at their own convenience. In order to increase the size of the sample, 
a few former married students of the writer who were known to be living 
in Dallas were contacted by telephone and asked to take part in the 
study. All the forms were sent to them by mail. For these persons, 
the information was anonymous.
All married students enrolled in marriage and family courses 
during the spring consented to an interview, in addition to giving the 
above data. ’ Appointments for the interviews were made at the time the
Some of the students completed eight of the schedules (the 
sexual adjustment schedule was omitted), but only the five for which 
norms were available are used. For a discussion of these five 
schedules, see Burgess and Wallin, op. cit., pp. 487-50^, 739-7^6.
The schedules were reproduced by permission of Dr. Ernest W. Burgess.
15Published by Sheridan Supply Company, Beverly Hills, 
California.
5^questionnaires were filled out and were conducted, with the exception 
of three, in the writer's office during the day. The interview required 
from thirty minutes to one hour and was designed to be as non-directive 
as possible. Each participant was asked to think of some specific 
marital problem he (or she) had had and to tell what the problem was, 
how it came into being, how each person had felt about it, how they 
faced the problem, and what was the outcome. If they quarreled about 
this or any other problem, the respondent was asked to describe the 
feelings each had toward the other during and after quarreling. The 
interview was also used to correct any answers on the questionnaire 
where directions had not been followed closely and to probe more deeply 
into the nature of some of the problems checked.
III. THE SAMPLE
Choosing the sample. As indicated above, the sample consists of 
two different groups— the families of single college students and mar­
ried college students. With the exception of approximately four to
six of the cases in the latter group, all of these were enrolled at
16Southern Methodist University during the 1956-57 academic year. For 
the most part these were students in marriage and family classes, 
although a few questionnaires were completed by their friends and by
In addition to currently enrolled students, the married group 
includes from four to six former students who had taken one of the 
marriage courses at S. M. U. within the two preceding years. Included 
in this group also was one divorced person who was instructed to fill 
out the questionnaire as of the time she was married.
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students enrolled in other sociology classes who were interested in 
taking part. The sample was chosen in this manner rather than attempt­
ing to get a random sample of any universe for several reasons. Taking 
the nature of the study into consideration, the writer felt that col­
lege students, particularly those enrolled in marriage and family 
courses, would be more interested in and more willing to cooperate with 
a study of this nature. It was assumed, too, that those who had 
studied such phases of the marriage relationship would be better 
qualified for giving an objective description of the problem-solving 
process in their own families. By giving the questionnaires to students 
in the classroom, the author was able to clarify any points in the 
questionnaire that they did not fully understand.
It is readily recognized that college students and their parents 
are a select group and that sociological studies utilizing such samples 
have often been criticized. Judson Iandis, in discussing the values 
and limitations of using student subjects in family research, says:
. , . research among college students is significant if the re­
searcher constantly asks himself this question: ’Is this getting
at a universal in human relationshipsT' If the answer is yes, 
then there is no reason to feel apologetic for using students as 
subjects any more than if the researcher were using nurses, farmers, 
or industrial workers as his subjects.
Although the frequency with which various means of resolving marital
problems may vary somewhat among different groups in society, it is
likely that the means used by one group would be used to some extent
17Judson T. Iandis, “Values and limitations of Family Research 
Using Student Subjects,” Marriage and Family living, XIX (1957), p. 105.
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in other groups as well. It is the purpose of the present study, not
to say with what frequency different means are used in the population,
but rather to make a comparison of those who customarily use one means
with those who use another, regarding certain personal, social, and
cultural characteristics and to seek to determine the results of the
18
techniques utilized. Iandis also maintains that research using
19student subjects can be of great value if it serves as a pilot study.
A further major consideration in using the particular group 
selected was the time and cost involved in collecting the data. The 
forms for the single students required as much as one and one-half 
hours to complete and those for married students required approximately 
two hours. Interviews for the latter consumed an additional thirty 
minutes to one hour. It is doubtful that persons unknown to the author 
and with no particular interest in the scientific study of the marriage 
relationship would have been willing to give so much time, without 
remuneration, to such a project. The time and cost of conducting the 
study were much less, too, than would have been the case if some other 
sample had been chosen. It is hoped that the present study, by showing 
which are the most important matters to consider, can lead to the 
development of shorter and more efficient techniques of gathering data 
in this area so as to greatly reduce the amount of time required. This, 
too, would reduce the expense involved.
Essentially this same point is made by Burgess and Wallin, 
op. cit., p. 57.
19■^Landis, loc. cat.
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Composition of the sample. Of 202 questionnaires completed by 
single college students, 186 were acceptable for use in the study.
Those not used were rejected largely on the basis of being filled out 
by persons who were not reared during most of their childhood (up to 
age fifteen) by both a mother and father, or by other persons fulfill­
ing these two roles. The Minnesota Personality Scale was completed by 
148 of the students.
Permission was received to send questionnaires to forty parents 
of the students, but only thirty-one returned the questionnaires. One 
mother, after reading the questionnaire, wrote a letter of refusal, 
stating that she considered the information too personal. Twenty-three 
of the parents' questionnaires were filled out by the mother, eight by 
the father.
Forty-two married students participated in the study. Of these,
20forty-one completed the questionnaire, thirty-two filled out the
Marital Success Schedules, and thirty-six took the Guilford-Zimmerman 
Temperament Survey. Twenty of the married students were interviewed.
Characteristics of the single student respondents and their
parents. Of the 186 single students in the study, 111 or 59.7 per cent
were female and 75 or 40.3 per cent were male. Of the seven schools in 
21
the university, most of the respondents (143 or 76.9 per cent) were
One wife who was interviewed and agreed to complete the 
questionnaire and Marital Success Schedules never did so.
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Arts and Sciences, Business Administration, Engineering, 
Music, law, Theology, and Graduate.
from the College of Arts and Sciences. The School of Business Adminis­
tration, with 40 (21.5 per cent), had most of the remainder. One stud­
ent was from the School of Engineering, and the other two were from the 
Graduate School. As to the classification of the students, 11.3 per 
cent were freshmen, 21,0 per cent sophomores, 26.3 per cent juniors,
38,2 per cent seniors, 1.1 per cent graduates, and 2.1 per cent were 
special students. Of the females, 79*3 per cent were sorority members, 
and 60.0 per cent of the males were fraternity members. The median 
age for females was 20.9, and for males it was 22.1.
The major subjects of the students were classified according to 
four general areas of interest— social sciences and related, natural 
sciences and related, humanities and related, and business and related. 
Over two-fifths of the students (43.6 per cent) were in the first 
group, 8.6 per cent in the second, 19*3 per cent in the third, and 24.2 
per cent in the fourth. The major was not indicated by the remaining 
students.
Host of the single students (175) in. the study had been reared 
to age fifteen (or for the greater portion of this period) by their 
natural parents. Five had been reared by adoptive parents, four by 
their mother and step-father, and two by their father and step-mother. 
One hundred sixty-four of the students indicated that their biological 
parents were still married to each other, seven said they were divorced 
and one separated, eleven said that one or both parents were deceased 
but still married to each other at the time of death, and three reported 
that they did not know the marital status of their natural parents. As 
to the place of residence during childhood, 4.3 per cent were reared
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in the country, 17.7 per cent in'a small town, -21.5 per cent in a small 
city, 1^.0 per cent in a suburban area, and 38.7 per cent in a large 
city. Because of checking more than one place of residence or failure 
to check any, 3*8 per cent could not be classified. It is evident from 
this that the students from whom information was gathered are pre­
dominantly urban. Concerning religious affiliation, 163 of the students 
were Protestant, 5 were Catholic, 4 were Jewish, and 13 "none." One 
student failed to indicate his religion. Of the Protestants, the 
Methodists were in the majority with 52.8 per cent, and the Baptists 
were next with 14.1 per cent. The remainder were divided among Presby­
terian, Episcopalian, Christian, Lutheran, Church of Christ, Congre­
gational, and Independent, in descending order.
As to the religious affiliation of parents, 159 students reported 
that their parents were of Protestant faith. Of these, lh-9 were mem­
bers of the same denomination. There were four Jewish couples, four 
Catholic, seven with no religious affiliation, eleven in which one was
a church member but the other not, and only one Catholic-Protestant
22
couple. The educational level of the parents as reported by the 
students reveals that 30*7 per ceht of the mothers and 38.7 per cent of 
the fathers were college graduates. An additional 3303 per cent of the 
mothers and 26.9 per cent of the fathers had some college, while 27 A  
per cent of the mothers and 17.2 per cent of the fathers had completed
As will be discussed more fully later, however, such a high 
degree of homogeneity in religion did not exist at the time of marriage. 
Either one or both persons had changed his religious faith in 92, or 
almost one-half, of the cases.
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high school but had no college. Only 8.6 per cent of the mothers and
17.2 per cent of the fathers had less than a high school education.
The median number of children in the families represented was 2.6.
Well over half (57*5 per cent) of the fathers in the sample 
were engaged in proprietarial or managerial work. Professional workers 
(16.7 per cent) and clerks and kindred, including sales (16.1 per cent), 
were the next largest occupational groups. Only 3.2 per cent were 
skilled workers or foremen, .5 per cent semiskilled, and 1.1 per cent 
unskilled. In the remaining cases the father's occupation was either 
not given or stated in such a way that classification was impossible. 
Correct classification in several cases was somewhat debatable, but it 
is believed that a fairly high degree of accuracy was obtained. The 
data show that 8.1 per cent of the fathers received less than $5>000 
per year, 25.3 per cent from $5>000 to $10,000, 25.3 per cent from 
$10,000 to $20,000, 12.4- per cent from $20,000 to $30,000, and 16.0 per 
cent $30,000 or over. The remaining students did not report their 
father's income. Combining the first two categories makes possible the 
computation of a median income, giving a figure of $1^ -,0^4-3.
Although no attempt was made to measure the specific social 
class position of the families, it is evident that, for the most part, 
they occupy an above average socio-economic status. This is true con­
cerning both occupation and income. The educational level is well above 
average for the general population as well. Of the thirty-one parents 
returning questionnaires, five considered their socio-economic status 
as well above average, fourteen as above average, and twelve as average. 
Taking all the criteria into consideration, one can easily deduce that
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a majority of the families occupy at least an upper-middle social class 
position, and some, no doubt, would be classified as upper class.
Characteristics of the married students. Twenty-one of the 
married student questionnaires were completed by wives and twenty by 
husbands. Ten of each group were interviewed. Of the forty-one 
persons completing questionnaires, twenty-two were seniors, ten were 
sophomores, two special students, two freshmen, and one was a graduate 
student. Four persons in the sample had recently graduated. Twenty- 
seven were currently enrolled in the College of Arts and Sciences, 
eight in the School of Business Administration, and one in law School. 
Fourteen were members of a fraternity or sorority. In regard to the 
educational level of the respondents’ mates, four were less than a 
high school graduate, four were high school graduates but had no col­
lege, eleven had some college, eleven were college graduates, and ten 
had some graduate work.
As to the husband's occupation (or intended occupation if a 
student), twenty-one were classified as professional, four as propri- 
etarial or managerial, ten as clerks and kindred, and two as skilled 
workers. Occupation was not listed for four. Twenty-nine husbands 
were students at Southern Methodist University, Of these, eleven had 
an annual income of less than $2,500, twelve received between $2,500 
and $5,000, five between $5,000 and $10,000, and one between $10,000 
and $20,000. Of those who were not students, eight received less than 
$5,000 annually, one received from $5,000 to $10,000, one from $10,000 
to $20,000, and two had an income of $20,000 or more. Eighteen of the
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wives were not planning to follow a career other than homemaking, 
whereas twenty-three were either in the labor force or planned to be 
after leaving college. Twenty-seven of the respondents regarded them­
selves as being members of the upper middle social class, twelve of the 
lower middle, and two of the upper.
In regard to previous marriages, neither husband nor wife in 
thirty-seven of the cases had ever been married before. In three cases 
one mate had been married previously, and in one case both had been 
married before. In two of the remarriage cases, the wife had been 
divorced, and in one both had been divorced. This information was not 
given by one respondent. Over one-fourth (thirteen) of the couples 
had been married less than one year. Ten had been married from one to 
two years, nine from two to five years, six from five to ten years, and 
three from ten to twenty years. Twenty-six of the couples had no chil­
dren, eight had one, four had two, and three had three or more.
The religious affiliation of thirty-five of the couples was
r
Protestant. Twenty-six of these couples were of the same denomination. 
There were one Catholic and one Catholic-Protestant couple. Two couples 
had no religious affiliation, and in two others, one was a church member 
while the other was not.
IV. A METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEM: RELIABILITY' OF INFORMATION
SUBMITTED BY SINGLE STUDENTS
The question may be raised as to whether children are suffi­
ciently cognizant of the interpersonal relationships between their 
parents to submit reliable information of the nature requested. Several
5b
factors may be taken into consideration here.
If, as is generally assumed, the family is most primary of all 
social groupings, and if, too, the family is the one place where a 
person can really "be himself,” then it would appear logical to assume 
that the relationship existing between any two persons in the family 
is at least fairly well known to any other person in the group who is 
of sufficient age and of normal mentality. Although there would likely 
be some differences in rating on a continuous scale the degree of love, 
seriousness of problems, degree of happiness, and other such factors, 
it is doubtful that there would be such a difference as to constitute 
opposite or nearly opposite evaluations by two or more persons in the 
family. If parents no longer love each other, if. they are having 
serious problems, it is unlikely that within as intimate relationship as 
the family, the children could be led to think that all is well between 
them. It is unlikely, too, that parents could quarrel frequently with­
out their children being aware of it.
It could perhaps also be argued that adult children, particularly 
those who have devoted some attention to the scientific study of the 
marriage relationship, could make a more objective evaluation of the 
relationship between their parents than could the parents themselves. 
Aside from the actual knowledge that students possess concerning their 
parents, there is, of course, the possibility of bias entering into the 
information submitted by way of shielding their parents in a sense, or 
of attempting to give a better impression of their parents* marriage 
than actually exists. This could occur as well, of course, if the 
parents themselves were giving the information. Such biases, however,
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are likely to enter into all studies of this nature, even when anonymity 
is assured.
Several devices were employed in the study for testing some of 
these assumptions.
A comparison of responses of students and their parents to 
certain questionnaire items. As indicated above, one purpose of having 
parents of single students complete questionnaires was to determine if 
they would give the same or similar responses to certain items as their 
children gave. With only thirty-one of the parents responding,the first 
problem to be considered was whether these were typical of all parents 
represented in the study. To determine this, data on the education of 
mother and father, occupation of father, annual income of father, church 
affiliation of both parents, and number of children in the family were 
secured from the questionnaires filled out by the children of these 
parents. Contingency tables were .then set up, giving the number of 
parents who filled out questionnaires and the number of parents who did 
not fill out questionnaires for each classification of these factors. 
Chi-squares were computed for each factor and summed to test the sig­
nificance of the composite criteria. A total chi-square of 20.^0 was 
obtained, which, with 11 degrees of freedom, is significant at the 5 per 
cent level of confidence. Thus the differences observed between the 
parents who did respond and those who did not respond could occur by 
chance less than five times in one hundred. The parents who took part 
in the study cannot, then, be said to be representative of all the 
parents. Consequently, any relationship existing between the responses
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of the parents and their children cannot be taken as proof or disproof 
of the reliability of the students' responses. The number of question­
naires completed by the parents is so small, too, as to cast some doubt 
on the reliability of ary comparisons made between the two groups.
In spite of this, however, it Is interesting and perhaps of some 
theoretical value to note the degree of similarity of some of the 
responses. For the most frequent means used by parents in achieving 
adjustment to marital problems, responses were given by both the parent 
and the student in twenty-five cases. Of these, thirteen responses were 
the same, nine differed by only one degree of frequency (rated most fre­
quent by one and second most frequent by the other, e.g.), and three 
differed by two degrees. Only one of the parents admitted using quarrel­
ing as the most frequent way of facing problems, while nine of the stud­
ents said quarreling ranked first. In seven of the latter cases, the 
parent had listed quarreling as second. This could perhaps be an indi­
cation of a greater degree of objectivity on the part of the student.
In stating the frequency of quarreling, eleven of twenty-eight paired 
responses were the same, fifteen differed by only one degree of fre­
quency, and two differed by two degrees. Results concerning the serious­
ness of parental quarrels showed that eight of twenty responses were the 
same, ten differed by one category, and two differed by two or more 
categories. In nine of the twelve deviant responses, quarreling was 
considered as more serious by the student than by the parent.
In Table I a comparison is made of the responses of students and 
their parents for the degree of seriousness of parental problems in 
fourteen areas of marriage. Of the total number of responses given,
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF RATINGS BY STUDENTS AND THEIR PARENTS OF THE 
DEGREE OF SERIOUSNESS OF PARENTAL PROBLEMS IN 
FOURTEEN AREAS OF THE PARENTS' MARRIAGE
Problem Area N* Same
Rating 
Rating Different 
Different by Two or
Ratings that Dif- • 
fer Rated More 
Serious by:






finances 27 40.7 48.2 11.1 68.8 31.2
Matters of 
recreation 27 33.3 51.9 14.8 61.1 38.9
Religious matters 27 51.9 33.3 14.8 53.8 46.2
Demonstration of 
affection 24 41.7 50.0 8.3 64.3 35.7
Friends 27 55.6 40.7 3.7 66.7 33.3
Table manners 27 51.9 37.0 11.1 53.8 46.2
Matters of conven­
tionality 25 44.0 44.0 12.0 57.1 42.9
Philosophy of life 25 44.0 48.0 8.0 50.0 50.0
Ways of dealing with 
your families 26 46.2 42.3 11.5 57.1 42.9
Wife's working 2k 75.0 25.0 0.0 100.0 0.0
Intimate relations 21 61.9 28.6 9.5 62.5 37.5
Sharing of household 
tasks 26 38.5 57.7 3.8 75.0 25.0
Politics 2 6 65.4 34.6 0.0 66.7 33.3
Rearing of children 25 44.0 44.0 12.0 57.1 42.9
Total 357 49.3 42.0 8.7 62.4 37.6
*The N's vary due to a few students checking "Don't know” for 
some of the items and to a few parents failing to give a response for 
some items.
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49.3 per cent were the same, 42.0 per cent differed by only one
categoiy, and only 8.7 per cent differed by two or more categories.
These percentages are almost identical with those obtained by Burgess
and Cottrell in comparing the happiness rating of couples given by one
23member of the couple with the rating by an outsider. It is worthy 
of note that by far the majority of responses were the same for the 
area of "intimate relations," the one area that students would perhaps 
be expected to know less about than any other. Some students checked 
"Don’t know" for this area, however. Greatest agreement is shown for 
"wife's working," and least agreement for "matters of recreation." It 
should be noted, too, that where deviant reponses are given, the stu­
dents, in 62 per cent of the cases, rated a problem more serious than 
their parents. This could be taken as an indication of the students' 
being more objective about the matter, or it may be that those who 
heard their parents quarreling over problems tended to consider the 
problem as more serious than their parents did.
A comparison of responses of the students and their parents for 
the degree of parental adjustment in fourteen areas of marriage is 
given in Table II. Here the percentage of same responses is somewhat 
less than for the seriousness of problems (4l,5 per cent as compared 
with 49.3 per cent). The responses differing by more than one category,
23
For 272 responses, 48.5 per cent were the same, 42.7 per cent 
differed by one category, and 8.8 per cent differed by two or more cate­
gories. Ernest W. Burgess and Leonard S. Cottrell, Jr., Predicting 




COMPARISON OF RATINGS BY STUDENTS AND THEIR PARENTS 
OF THE DEGREE OF ADJUSTMENT IN FOURTEEN 
AREAS OF THE PARENTS* MARRIAGE















finances 20 *4-5.0 50.0 5.0 45.5 54.5
Matters of 
recreation 21 53.3 52.4 14.3 42.9 57.1
Religious matters 21 52.*4 33.3 14.3 30.0 70.0
Demonstration of 
affection 20 40.0 45.0 15.0 58.3 41.7
Friends 20 55.0 45.0 0.0 22.2 77.8
Table manners 20 50.0 40.0 10.0 20.0 80.0
Matters of conven­
tionality 18 27.8 61.1 11.1 15.4 84.6
Philosophy of life 19 26.3 52.6 21.1 28.6 71.4
Ways of dealing with 
your families 21 33.3 57.2 9.5 42.9 57.1
Wife's working 18 61.1 38.9 0.0 28.6 71.4
Intimate relations 16 43.7 56.3 0.0 44.4 55.6
Sharing of household 
tasks 20 35.0 60.0 5.0 38.5 61.5
Politics 17 52.9 41.2 5.9 37.5 62.5
Rearing of children 21 28.6 61.9 9.5 40.0 60.0
Total 272 41.6 49.6 8.8 35.8 64.2
*The N* s vary due to a few students checking "Don* t know** for
some of the items and to a few parents failing to give a response for 
some items.
however, remain almost identical. Here again greater agreement is 
shown for "wife's working” than for any other, but "rearing of children” 
shows least agreement. Although there are fewer same responses for 
"intimate relations" than in Table I, no responses differed by more 
than one category. In contrast to the ratings for the seriousness of 
problems, when deviant responses existed, students tended to rate the 
degree of adjustment higher than did the parents. Higher ratings were 
given by students for 64 per cent of the deviant responses. The ques­
tion concerning this asked for "present adjustment,” whereas the ques­
tion concerning marital problems asked for the rating of problems that 
parents had had "at any time.” It may well be that students who heard 
parents quarreling during their childhood were impressed with the ser­
iousness of problems between their mother and father, whereas as adults 
they recognize a reasonable degree of adjustment in spite of such prob­
lems. Concerning the average degree of adjustment in the fourteen areas, 
responses were the same in nine of nineteen cases, and the remaining 
ten agreed within one category.
Both students and parents were asked to rate the happiness of 
the parents' marriage. For this, thirteen gave the same response, 
thirteen agreed within one category, and three differed by more than 
one category. The corresponding percentages are 44.8, 44.8, and 10.4, 
which is slightly less agreement than found by Burgess and Cottrell. 
Children were somewhat more likely to give a lower happiness rating than 
were parents.
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Ratings of students and. of parents on personality and tempera­
mental. compatibili.try of husband and wife were classified into quartiles. 
Twelve of the pained, scores were in the same quartile, twelve differed 
by o n l y  one category, and the three remaining cases differed by two or 
more categories. Deviant responses were divided almost equally between 
p a r e n t s  and students as to the lower ratings.
A  further comparison m ay be made between responses for the num-
25her o f  differences "between husband and wife in a group of forty items.
The n u m b e r  of items for which differences were checked were grouped into 
five categories— 0 - 3 ,  4-7, 8-11, 12-15, and 16 and over. Thirteen of 
the p a i r e d  responses were the same, six differed by only one category, 
and s i u c  differed b y  two or more categories. Lower ratings for the 
deviant, responses “were divided equally between parents and students.
These comparisons, if they should be typical of the entire sample, 
would s e e m  to indicate at least a fair degree of accuracy in the respon­
ses. A n d  where deviations occur, it cannot be said whether the parent 
or t h e  student is m o r e  likely to give the correct answer, though there 
are s o m e  indications that the student tends to be somewhat more objec­
tive „ A s  indicated, above, the reliability of the findings can neither 
be subsiaantiated n o r  repudiated by these comparisons; the author, how­
ever, i s  inclined t o  feel that, on the basis of these and other data, 
college students c a n  be relied upon to give sufficiently adequate infor­
ma tioxx concerning tatie interpersonal relationships between their parents.
25
See item on the Single Student Questionnaire, Appendix B,
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Student1 s evaluation of the accuracy of information given. One 
question on the student's questionnaire asked for his own evaluation 
of the accuracy of the information given. The "very accurate" response 
was checked ty 26.3 per cent, "fairly accurate" by 69.9 per cent, and 
"of questionable accuracy" by only 3.8 per cent. The fourth response, 
“of very questionable accuracy," was not checked by any of the 186 
respondents. After careful examination of the seven questionnaires 
checked "of questionable accuracy," it was decided to include them in 
the study inasmuch as they were filled out properly and appeared not to 
deviate markedly from the other questionnaires. In the students' judg­
ment, then, it is evident that they think they have a fairly accurate 
knowledge of the relationship between their parents.
Relationship between the "family relation" score of students and 
their questionnaire responses. Perhaps the most significant factor in 
support of the responses by the students is their "family relations" 
score on the Minnesota Personality Scale. Although designed to measure 
whether there are friendly and healthy parent-child relations, the 
thirty-six questions in this part of the scale appear to be indicative 
of the general atmosphere of home relationships. It would be logical 
to assume, then, that a student indicating a great deal of family dis­
cord or conflict on his questionnaire would tend to score low on the 
family relations scale. The personality test was given approximately 
one month after the questionnaire was completed, thus a high degree of 
association between the test score and questionnaire responses should 
be more meaningful than if they had been administered at about the same
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time.
In Table H I  the family relations scores are compared -with the 
most frequent means used by parents in resolving marital problems. 
One-third of the students who said that calm discussion was the most 
frequent means employed scored in the upper quartile whereas only about 
one-eighth of those who gave quarreling as the most frequent method 
scored this high. For the lowest quartile almost the reverse is true.
A chi-square of 18.56- was obtained for the association between the most 
frequent means used and family adjustment score which, with 3 degrees 
of freedom, is significant at less than the 1 per cent level of confi­
dence.
In Table IV, the family relations scores are compared with the 
general atmosphere of the relationship existing between the parents of 
the students. Twenty-nine per cent of those rating their parents' 
relationship as ’’always" or "usually harmonious” scored in the highest 
quartile as compared with only 6- per cent of those who gave a less 
harmonious rating to their parents* relationship. Only 16 per cent of 
the former scored in the lowest quartile, while 56 per cent of the 
latter did so. Chi-square for this table is 21.63. With 3 degrees of 
freedom, such a relationship could occur by chance less than one time 
in one hundred.
For a comparison between the family relations scores and the 
frequency of parental quarreling heard by the students during their 
childhood", Table V was prepared. Over one-third of the students who 
heard their parents quarrel less than once a year scored in the highest 
quartile, as compared with less than one-fourth of those who heard
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TABLE H I
COMPARISON, BY PER CENT, OF THE FAMIIY RELATIONS SCORES 
OF STUDENTS AND THE MOST FREQUENT MEANS USED BY 














Discussion 87 13.8 16.1 36.8 33.3
Quarreling 42 38.1 31.0 19.0 11.9
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON, BI PER CENT, OF THE FAMIIZ REIATIONS SCORES 
OF STUDENTS AND THE GENERAL ATMOSPHERE OF THE 






Lowest Second Third Highest 





16.0 23.5 31.1 29.4
55.6 14.8 25.9 3.7
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TABLE V
COMPARISON, BY PER CENT, OF THE FAMILY RELATIONS SCORES OF 
STUDENTS AND THE FREQUENCY OF PARENTAL QUARRELING 












Less than once a year 63 11.1 15.9 38.1 34.9
One or more times a 
year, but less than 
once a month 47 21.3 25.5 29.8 23.4
One or more times a 
month 38 47.4 26.3 15.8 10.5
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their parents quarrel one or more times a year but less than monthly 
and one-tenth of those who said they heard their parents quarrel one 
or more times per month. Almost half of those in the latter group 
scored in the lowest quartile, while only about one-ninth of those in 
the first group scored as low. For the relationship between frequency 
of quarreling and the family adjustment scores, chi-square is 2^.61, 
and with 6 degrees of freedom, is significant at less than the 1 per 
cent level.
As to the seriousness of quarrels, it is shown in Table VI that 
29 per cent of the students who did not consider parental quarrels at 
all serious scored in the upper quartile, but only 11 per cent who 
considered parental quarrels as moderately or very serious scored this 
high. Over one-third of the latter group scored in the lower quartile, 
while only slightly over one-tenth of those in the first group did so.
The chi-square obtained (8,03) with 6 degrees of freedom is not signif­
icant at the 5 pen cent level. In analyzing the relationship further, 
however, it was noted that frequencies in the second and third quartiles 
contributed only 1.01 to the value of chi-square. The value of chi- 
square for the lowest and highest quartiles, then, is 7*02, which is 
significant at the five per cent level with only 2 degrees of freedom.
It may thus be assumed that a significant relationship does exist 
between the seriousness of quarrels and lowest and highest family adjust­
ment scores.
The Minnesota Personality Scale was included In the study pri­
marily for an evaluation of the student's personality adjustment, but 
the relationships between the family relations score and questionnaire
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TABLE VI
COMPARISON, BI PER CENT, OF THE FAKELT RELATIONS SCORES 














Not at all serious 28 10.7 28.6 32.1 28.6
Slightly serious 50 28.0 22.0 28.0 22,0
Moderately and 
very serious 36 38.9 2?.8 22.2 11.1
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responses do appear to add considerable weight to the assumption that 
college students are sufficiently perceptive of the interpersonal 
relationships of their parents that they are adequately qualified for 
supplying the information requested. Thus the data secured from 
students in this study are believed to be reliable.
V. ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
Tabulating the data. In deciding upon the most efficient 
methods for analyzing the data, several factors were taken into con­
sideration. As was indicated earlier, the study combines the case 
study and statistical methods of investigation; thus most of the data, 
though largely qualitative, were subject to statistical analysis. 
Classifications for the various items, with few exceptions, were 
established on an a priori basis, and thus responses were classified 
on the questionnaire by the respondent himself.
For sorting, tabulating, and cross-tabulating the responses, IBM 
or similar equipment would have been most efficient. The size of the 
sample, however, was hardly large enough to justify the cost this would 
have entailed. McBee Key Sort Cards were considered, but the large 
number of items for each case would have necessitated the use of at 
least two of the larger cards, which would have reduced the efficiency 
of the system.
Finally, for the analysis, a form was designed and reproduced 
on four inch by six inch index cards. Provision was made for record­
Reproduced in Appendix B,
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ing the responses to one hundred different items on the card. First, 
the items on the questionnaire were coded, and then the code number of 
each response was written on the tabulation card in red pencil. With 
the item numbers in black,' this made for greater efficiency in sorting. 
The cards were then sorted according to the responses recorded for 
various items. In counting the cards in each category, the code number 
for the response was again noted to assure correct placement. Items 
for which students had not responded or had given more than the appro­
priate number of responses were coded ""0,” and in sorting, this consti­
tuted a separate category for each item. After counting, the total 
number of cards in each category was added to be assured of a correct 
count.
Methods of analysis. For analyzing the data, two basic break­
downs of the sample were employed.. First, the cards were sorted accord­
ing to the most frequent means used by parents in attempting to achieve 
adjustment to their marital problems. As will be shown in Chapter IH, 
discussing, quarreling, and overlooking the problem were the three 
methods most frequently used, accounting for 175 of the 186 cases. The 
remaining cases consisted of three other methods checked as most fre­
quently used and included, as well, cases in which more than one means 
were checked as most frequent. Because of this, it was concluded that 
to use these eleven cases in this particular part of the analysis would 
contribute little if any value to the study. Thus for the breakdown 
according to the most frequent means utilized, only the 175 cases list­
ing discussing, quarreling, or overlooking the problem were used.
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Certain personal, social, and cultural characteristics of the husbands 
and -wives and various indices of marital adjustment were then analyzed 
in relation to the most frequent techniques used.
The second basic breakdown was in reference to the frequency of
quarreling heard by the students during their childhood. It was assumed
that this would be of greater importance in analyzing the possible
influence on the personality adjustment of children than would the most
frequent means used for resolving marital problems. As will be shown
later, this will still permit an analysis of possible differential
effects of parental quarreling and discussion. The possible responses
for the frequency of hearing parents quarrel were: never, only once,
less than once a year, one or more times a year but less than monthly,
one or more times a month but less than weekly, one or more times a week
but less than daily, and one or more times a day. Because of the small
number of responses in certain categories, particularly after each was
further subdivided, it was necessary to combine the first three and the 
27
last three. This resulted in the use of only three categories— less 
than once a year, one or more times a year but less than monthly, and 
one or more times a month.
In addition to these basic sortings, certain indices of person­
ality adjustment were also analyzed according to the seriousness of
27
In computing chi-square for data in contingency tables, it is 
generally recommended that there be not less than five expected fre­
quencies in each cell. This was the major determining factor in making 
the indicated combinations. For a discussion of this, see J. P. Guilford, 
Fundamental Statistics in Psychology and Education (second edition; New 
Xork: McGraw-Hill Book"Company,"Inc., 1950), p. 279.
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parental quarreling heard by the student and the emotional reaction of 
the student to parental quarreling. Data submitted by the married stu­
dents and the parents of single students were analyzed according to the 
frequency of quarreling rather than the methods most commonly used for 
resolving problems. This was necessary because of nearly all of the 
respondents checking discussion as the most frequent means employed.
On this basis, two categories were used: those who use quarreling as
their first or second most frequent means of resolving problems and 
those who never or only sometimes quarrel. In general, the latter 
group utilizes the discussion method more frequently than the former; 
thus a comparison of the relative merits of quarreling versus discussing 
problems is still possible.
Statistical procedures. To determine the existence and signif­
icance of association between the means of achieving adjustment to 
marital problems and the variables considered in the study, contingency 
tables were set up for each variable and chi-square computed. The five 
per cent level of confidence was arbitrarily chosen as the measure of 
significance. For the analyses involving the three different means of 
resolving marital problems— discussing, quarreling, and overlooking the
problem— the latter was omitted in the computation of chi-square because
28of the small number of cases (only fourteen) in this category. Thus 
the test of significance is only for differences found to exist between 
quarreling and discussing. For tabular and graphic presentation of the
28See footnote 27.
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findings, however, frequencies and percentages are given for variables 
in relation to all three techniques.
The question may be raised as to whether a test of significance
is justified in the analysis of the data, inasmuch as the sample was
not drawn randomly. Hagood and Price discuss the pros and cons of this
matter, presenting the viewpoint that tests of significance are some-
29times justified even though the sample is not random. It can be 
neither proved nor disproved that the findings of this study are repre­
sentative of any particular universe. But, as stated above, it is not 
the purpose of the study to determine the frequency with which various 
means of resolving problems exist in general; it is rather the purpose 
to discover certain factors that tend to be associated with the methods 
that are used and to determine the effectiveness of the different 
methods. ^  If, for example, it is found that calm discussion is asso­
ciated with a significantly higher degree of marital happiness than is 
quarreling, such an association could occur by waccident** in less than 
five times out of a hundred. Thus it would be highly probable that a 
similar relationship would be found to exist in repeated studies of 
this nature among persons of similar characteristics. Such a high 
degree of significance would also indicate the possibility at least of 
a comparable relationship existing in general in a society possessing 
similar marital folkways and mores.
29Margaret Jarman Hagood and Daniel 0. Price, Statistics for 
Sociologists (revised edition; New York: Henry Holt and Company"!
1952), pp. 419-423.
30
Cf. Burgess and Wallin, loc. cit.
7^V. PRESENTATION OF THE FINDINGS
In presenting the results of the study, the data have been 
divided into three major topics, each presented in a different chapter. 
In Chapter III is a discussion of means used by couples in the sample 
in attempting to resolve their marital problems. This discussion is 
concerned with the frequency with which different means are used and 
the personal, social, and cultural characteristics of those who 
customarily use one means more frequently than another. Included in 
this is a consideration of the possible relationship between the means 
used and such factors as the number and seriousness of marital prob­
lems, the areas in which problems occur, and the differences that exist 
between husband and wife. Attitudes toward the most effective means of 
resolving marital problems are also discussed.
Chapter IV is concerned with the relationship between the means 
most frequently used and the adjustments achieved. The type of adjust­
ment, the degree of adjustment achieved as measured by several different 
indices, and the length of time required to adjust are the major areas 
considered.
The possible effect that different methods of resolving marital 
problems may have on the personality development of children in the 
family is treated in Chapter V. Taken into consideration here are the 
results of the Minnesota Personality Scale completed by the single stu­
dents supplying information for the study, the self-rated happiness of 
the students at present and during childhood, the reaction of the stu­
dents to parental quarreling, attitudes of the students toward means of
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resolving marital problems, techniques used by the students themselves 
in resolving problems, and the academic achievements of the students. 
Another topic discussed is the possible effect of different means used 
by one's parents in resolving problems on one's own success in marriage.
In these chapters major consideration is given to the information 
secured from single students. In view of the small size of the married 
student sample it could hardly be subjected to the same statistical 
treatment as could the sample of single student families. Information 
from the married students and from the parents of single students, how­
ever, is used to supplement the other data and to further substantiate 
some of the findings. For the most part, data from these two groups are 
presented in Appendix A.
Both tables and graphs are used for showing more clearly the 
relationship between the factors considered in the study. Bar graphs 
showing the percentages of cases falling into the various categories 
are used throughout the study. In general, graphs are used for showing 
the relationship between factors found to be significantly associated. 
Data for all other variables are included in tables.
A summary of the findings and conclusions drawn from them are 
presented in Chapter VI.
CHAPTER III
MEANS USED FOR RESOLVING MARITAL PROBLEMS AND THE 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THOSE WHO USE DIFFERENT MEANS
The means used by couples in achieving adjustment to their 
marital problems constitute the basic object of study for the entire 
analysis. Thus it is necessary to consider the different methods 
utilized by those in the study and the frequency -with which each is 
used. It is important, too, to determine if those who use one method 
more frequently than another can be distinguished by certain personal, 
social, and cultural factors from those couples who employ some other 
technique.
I. FREQUENCY WITH WHICH THE VARIOUS MEANS ARE USED
Frequency of using each means. A list of seven theoretically 
possible means of resolving marital problems— calm discussion, quarrel­
ing, fighting, threats, overlooking problem, consulting third person, 
and withdrawal— was given in the single student questionnaire. An 
eighth response, "other,w was listed in case some other method than 
these should be employed. Students were asked to indicate the one 
means most frequently used by their parents, the one second most fre­




It -was shown in introducing this study that most of the dis­
cussions in marriage and family texts concerning the methods used for 
solving marital problems are concerned largely with discussion and 
quarreling. It was to be expected, then, that these techniques would 
be checked by the students as being most frequently used. Figure 1 
gives the frequency with which each method was used by parents. Calm 
discussion was checked as most frequent by 109 or 58.6 per cent of the 
186 students. It was checked as never used by only 2.7 per cent. 
Quarreling was checked as most frequent by 52 or 27.9 per cent. Twenty- 
six (lh- per cent) of the students stated that their parents never quar­
rel. Overlooking the problem was given as the most frequent means by 
7.5 per cent, and withdrawal and consulting a third person by 1.6 per 
cent and 1.1 per cent respectively. Of the 6 remaining students, h- 
checked more than one means and 2 checked 11 other*1 as most frequent.
One of these said, ‘’Father used angry words, while mother remained 
calm and spoke softly.” The other: **In differences of opinion, father
merely states his opinion and nothing more is said." It is to be noted 
that no student checked threats and fighting as the most frequent means 
used. Only 2.7 per cent gave the former and .5 per cent the latter as 
second most frequent. Over four-fifths of the students said their 
parents never use fighting as a method of facing marital problems.
The frequency with which forty-one married students and thirty- 
one parents of single students reported using various means is shown 
in Table I in Appendix A, Approximately four-fifths of each group 
reported using discussion most frequently, which is about 20 per cent 
more than was reported by the single students. Correspondingly, a
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Figure 1. Frequency with which the parents of 186 college stu­
dents use various means of achieving adjustment to marital problems.
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smaller proportion of married students (14.6 per cent) and parents 
(12.9 per cent) reported using quarreling as the most frequent means. 
Quarreling was reported second by 43.9 per cent of the married students 
and by 51.6 per cent of the parents of single students.
Five of the married students stated in interviews that quarreling 
brought things out into the open for them, and after they had both 
"cooled off," they would sit down and discuss the problem calmly.
None of the others, however, mentioned this process. One married stu­
dent reported the reverse of this, saying, "Sometimes what starts out 
to be a calm discussion ends up being a quarrel." One of the parents 
of the single students drew a line through "quarreling" and wrote in 
"heated discussion” as the most frequent means used. A few single stu­
dents commented that there should perhaps be a category between calm 
discussion and quarreling. As defined in the questionnaire, however, 
quarreling was considered as a battle of words involving ary degree of 
anger. The seriousness of quarreis was taken into consideration by a 
later question.
Frequency of parental quarreling heard by children. In addition 
to asking the single students to indicate the most frequent means used 
by their parents for resolving marital problems, they were asked to 
tell how often during their childhood they heard their parents quarrel. 
Possible responses ranged from "never” to an average of "one or more 
times per day.” It is perhaps surprising to many that thirty-three
1
This particular process is discussed in James A. Peterson, 
Education for Marriage (New York : Charles Scribner's Sons, 1956)
PP. 387-389.
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students, or I7.8 per cent, reported that they had never heard their 
parents quarrel at all (see Table VII). Another 9.1 per cent checked 
the "only once” category. The modal response was "one or more times a 
year, but less than once a month." Fifty-eight students, or 31*2 per 
cent, gave this response. Twenty-four reported that they heard their 
parents quarrel one or more times a week, but only one gave a frequency 
as often as one or more times a day.
Also shown in Table VII is the frequency of quarreling heard by 
children, according to whether discussion or quarreling was the most 
frequent means used by parents. Only three students in the quarreling 
group reported hearing their parents quarrel less than once a year, 
and only nine in the discussing group said they heard their parents 
quarrel as often as one or more times a month. The point where over­
lapping occurs most is the category "one or more times a year but less 
than once a month.” This response was checked by 32-7 per cent of the 
quarreling group and 29.3 Per cent of the discussing group.
H .  SOCIAL AND CULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THOSE WHO 
USE DIFFERENT MEANS
Socio-economic factors. Many studies have revealed rather great
differences in marriage and family behavior in the different social
2
classes in American society. Variations have been found to exist in
^For brief discussions of research findings in this area, see 
Ruth Shonle Cavan, The American Family (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell
Company, 1953) > pp. 119-T577~and Evelyn Millis Duvall, Family Develop­
ment (Chicago: J, B. Iippincott Company, 1957)> PP* 65-W.
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TABLE VII
FREQUENCY OF PARENTAL QUARRELING HEARD BY STUDENTS DURING THEIR 
CHILDHOOD (AGES 1-15), BY TOTAL NUMBER OF STUDENTS AND BY 
THOSE WHOSE PARENTS USE QUARRELING OR DISCUSSION 
AS THE MOST FREQUENT MEANS OF RESOLVING 
MARITAL PROBLEMS
Total Discussion Quarreling
Frequency No. Per Cent No. Per Cent No. Per Cent
Never 33 17.8 30 27.5 0 0.0
Only onoe 1? 9.1 15 13.8 0 0.0
Less than once a year 26 14.0 23 21.1 3 5-8
One or more times a year, 
less than once a month 58 31.2 32 29.3 17 32..7
One or more times a month, 
less than once a week 2? 14.5 5 4.6 16 30.8
One or more times a week, 
less than daily 24 12,9 4 3-7 15 28.8
One or more times a day 1 .5 0 0.0 1 1.9
Total 186 100.0 109 100.0 52 100.0
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child-bearing and child-rearing practices, parent-adolescent relation­
ships, dating and courtship behavior, husband and -wife interaction, 
and in family behavior in general. It may well be expected that dif­
ferences also exist in the methods utilized by husband and wife in 
attempting to achieve adjustment to their marital problems.
Although no specific measure of social class position was util­
ized in this study, the belief has been expressed that the sample was 
drawn largely from the upper-middle social class, with a fairly large 
number of families that would perhaps be classified as lower upper. 
Thus there is no basis for comparing widely differing social class 
groupings to determine if those from one social class are more likely 
to use one means than another. Classifications are possible for two 
socio-economic factors— occupation and income of father— but since for 
by far the majority of persons these factors are above average for the 
general population, no conclusive evidence can be presented for either 
the presence or absence of an association between these and the most 
frequent means used.
In Table V U I  the occupation of the father is compared with the 
method most often employed in attempting to achieve adjustment to 
marital problems. Discussion is used by the majority of persons in 
each of the three occupational categories, but there appears to be a 
somewhat greater tendency for professional persons to use discussion 
than is true of the proprietors and managers and of the other groups 
combined. There appears also to be a lesser tendency for those in the 
professions to utilize either quarreling or overlooking the problem. 
Chi-square computed for this relationship, however, shows that such
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TABLE VIII
OCCUPATION OF HUSBAND AND MOST FREQUENT MEANS 







Professional 29 75.9 20.7 3 A
Proprietarial and 
managerial 100 62.0 30.0 8.0
Clerks and kindred, 
other 38 60.5 29.0 10.5
m3
differences could occur more than fifty times in one hundred. Thus 
any association here cannot be concluded to be significant.
The most frequent means used is compared with the father* s in­
come in Table IX. Here, too, a majority of persons In each group use 
discussion most frequently. A slightly larger proportion of persons 
in the middle income group ($10,000-$20,000) use discussion than is 
true of either the higher or lower groups. Little difference exists 
in the proportion in each group using quarreling, but those with an 
income under $10,000 appear to have a greater tendency for overlooking 
the problem than do the other income groups. The difference existing 
between the proportions using discussion and quarreling for the differ-
4ent income classes, however, is not significant.
Thus, for these two criteria— occupation and income— no definite 
association with the means of resolving marital problems is established. 
It may well be that if wider variations in socio-economic status 
existed, significant differences would be found.
Educational level. The question may be raised as to whether the 
educational level of husband and wife tends to influence the way in 
which they face marital problems. For any possible relationship here, 
it was considered more meaningful to classify education for the couple 
rather than for each person. Frequencies were sufficient for three 
categories— neither a college graduate; one a college graduate, the
3
Chi-square is 1.30* 2 degrees of freedom.
4
Chi-square is .4-3, 2 degrees of freedom.
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TABLE IX
INCOME OF HUSBAND AND MOST FREQUENT MEANS OF RESOLVING
MARITAL PROBLEMS
Income N Means Used
(152) Discussion Quarreling Overlooking
(Percentages)
Under $10,000 57 56.1 31.6 12.3
$10,000-20,000 45 68.9 28.9 2.2
$20,000 or over 50 62.0 32.0 6.0
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other less; and both college graduates. Reference to Table X shows 
that as education increases, a greater proportion of the couples use 
discussion, and smaller proportions use quarreling and overlooking the 
problem. The value of chi-square for the discussing and quarreling 
groups, however, indicates that such a relationship could occur almost 
twenty times in one hundred; thus it cannot be considered significant.^
Religion. Inasmuch as peace and harmony are emphasized in 
Christian literature, it may be expected that quarreling would be less 
frequent for husbands and wives who are church members and who regard 
religion as important. It,may be assumed, too, that agreement concern­
ing religious matters would possibly be related to means used In 
achieving adjustment to marital problems. Several aspects of religious 
affiliation and participation were considered.
Since such a large number of the couples in the study were of 
the Protestant faith at the time of marriage (lh2 or 76.3 per cent), 
the frequencies for all other categories are hardly large enough to be 
at all meaningful. Thus for this consideration of the religious 
factor, only two categories were utilized in the analysis— both Protes­
tant, same denomination; and both Protestant, different denomination. 
Although religious differences may create problems, it is evident from 
Table XI that, for this sample at least, there is little relationship 
between the means used for solving problems by those of different and 
same Protestant denominations at the time of marriage. Approximately
5
Chi-square is 3*55> 2 degrees of freedom.
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TABLE X
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF COUPLE AM) MOST FREQUENT MEANS 
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66 per cent in both groups use discussion and 26 per cent quarreling. 
Chi-square for this relationship (.01, 1 degree of freedom) indicates 
that such differences could occur by chance almost ninety-five times 
in one hundred.
Possibly one factor accounting for this is that either one or 
both persons for seventy-nine (or 82.3 per cent) of the couples of 
different religious beliefs changed his faith so that both were, at the 
time of collecting the data, of the same faith or denomination. For 
comparing present church affiliation with the problem-solving techniques, 
three categories were utilized— of different faiths (or denomination); 
of same faith, each still of faith at time of marriage; of same faith, 
one or both changed. In Table XII it is shown that little difference 
exists in the means used for solving problems by the two latter groups. 
For those who are of different faiths or denominations, it appears that 
discussion is less likely to be used and quarreling more likely to be 
used than is true for those of the same faith. The value obtained for 
chi-square, however, does not indicate a significant relationship,^
A comparison of the problem-solving techniques used and the 
church attendance of the student's parents, at present and during the 
student's childhood, is shown in Table XHI. There appears to be a 
slightly greater tendency for those who attended church four or more 
times per month during the student's childhood to use discussion than 
for those who attended less, but they are just as likely to use quarrel­
ing. When differences existed between the attendance of husband and
Chi-square is 1.62, 2 degrees of freedom.
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TABLE X U
PRESENT RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION OF HUSBAND AND WIFE 






Of different faiths 17 ^7.0
(Percentages)
41.2 11.8
Of same faith, each 
still of faith at 
time of marriage 75 64.0 28.0 8.0
Of same faith, one or 
both changed 79 64.6 27.8 7.6
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TABLE XIII
FREQUENCY OF CHURCH ATTENDANCE OF HUSBAND AND WIFE AND 
MEANS OF RESOLVING MARITAL PROBLEMS
Average Frequency 







Both one or less 30 66 .7 23.3 10.0
Both two or three 33 69.7 21.2 9.1
Both four or more 62 64.5 30.7 4.8
All other 4o 52.5 35.0 12.5
Student's Childhood: (173)
Both one or less 20 60 .0 25.0 15.0
Both two or three 36 63.9 27.8 8.3
Both four or more 71 69 .0 26.8 4.2
All other 46 52 .1 37.0 10.9
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wife (the "all other" category), there seems to be a lesser tendency to 
use discussion and a greater tendency to use quarreling. For church 
attendance "at present,” there is even less difference in the means 
used by the different groups, but it is to be noted that 31 pen cent 
of those who attend four or more times per month use quarreling as com­
pared with only 23 per cent of those who only attend one or less times 
per month. For husbands and wives who attend with different fre­
quencies, there is again a lesser proportion who use discussion and a 
larger proportion who use quarreling. It may be of some importance 
that those in the "four or more times per month" group are less likely 
to overlook problems than are those in any other group. This is true 
for both childhood and present church attendance. Chi-square does not 
reveal a significant difference between those who use quarreling and
7
those who use discussion.
Whether the family attended church together during the student's 
childhood and the importance of religion in the home were also con­
sidered. The relationships between these factors and the means used 
for resolving marital problems are shown in Tables XIV and XV, respect­
ively. Seventy-three per cent of those who "always" attended church 
together use discussion as compared with 60 per cent of those who 
attended "sometimes or never." Only 22 per cent of the former use 
quarreling, whereas 35 pen cent of the latter do so. A chi-square of
7
Chi-square for attendance during the student's childhood is 
2.23; for present attendance, it is 2„h8. There are 3 degrees of 
freedom for both tables.
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TABLE XIV
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH FAMILY ATTENDED CHURCH TOGETHER 
DURING STUDENT’S CHILDHOOD AND MEANS OF 
RESOLVING MARITAL PROBLEMS
N _____________ Means Used______________
Frequency of Attending (175)
Church Together Discussion Quarreling Overlooking
(Percentages)
Always 55 72.7 21.8 5-5
Usually or often 6o 55.0 31.7 13.3
Sometimes or never 6o 6o.o 35.0 5 .0
3.00, -with 2 degrees of freedom, indicates, however, that such differ­
ences as revealed here could occur by chance more than twenty times in 
one hundred. The importance of religion in the home is somewhat more 
significant, but the relationship here could still occur by chance
Q
more than five times in one hundred. Table XV shows that 80 per cent 
of the couples in homes where religion was rated "very important” use 
discussion, and only 17.5 per cent use quarreling. In contrast to 
this, 50 per cent of those in homes where religion was of "some, little, 
or no importance" use discussion and 31 per cent use quarreling. It 
should be noted, too, that the less important part religion plays in 
the home, the more likely couples are to overlook the problem.
In reference to the various aspects of religion considered, then,
no definite relationship with the means used in achieving adjustment to
9
marital problems is established. Chi-square is large enough for some 
factors, however, to suggest that there may be some religious differ­
ences between those who use one method and those who use another. A 
larger sample with more varied religious background may well reveal 
significant associations.
g
Chi-square is 4.92, 2 degrees of freedom. This would be sig­
nificant at the 10 per cent level.
9
Reference to Tables II, III, IV, V, and VT (Appendix A), in 
which these religious factors are compared with the frequency of quar­
reling as reported by the parents of single students and the married 
students, produces no further evidence of any specific association.
There does, however, appear to be a tendency for those of different 
religious affiliations to quarrel more frequently than do those of the 
same faith, both at the time of marriage and at present. It should also 
be noted that the frequency of church attendance for these couples is 
related to the frequency of quarreling.
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TABLE XV
IMPORTANCE OF RELIGION IN THE HOME DURING STUDENT'S CHILDHOOD 
AND MEANS OF RESOLVING MARITAL PROBLEMS
N _____________ Means Used______________
Importance of (175)
Religion Discussion Quarreling Overlooking
(Percentages)
Very important 40 80,0 17.5 2.5
Moderately important 77 62.3 35*1 2.6
Some, little, or no
importance 58 50.0 31.0 19.0
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Place of residence. To determine if any relationship exists 
between the place of residence and means used in resolving marital 
problems, it was considered best to have the student give the place of 
residence of his family during his childhood. Residence was then 
divided into three groups— country and small town, small city and 
suburban, and large city. This comparison is made in Table XVI. Little 
difference exists between the groups in the use of discussion, but the 
“country or small town" group uses quarreling somewhat less and over­
looking the problem somewhat more than do the other groups. Chi-square 
(.60, 2 degrees of freedom) shows that the differences in the use of 
quarreling and discussion between the groups cannot be regarded as 
significant.
Perhaps more meaningful than residence of the couple in early 
marriage is the residence of both husband and wife during their child­
hood. Married students and the parents of single students were asked 
to supply this information. Due to the small number of these two 
groups, they were combined. Their place of residence is shown in 
relation to the frequency of quarreling used by the couple in Table 
XVH. The country or small town group is evenly divided between couples 
who quarrel little and those who quarrel frequently. Where both hus­
band and wife were reared in the city or suburban area, slightly more 
than one-third never or only sometimes quarrel, whereas over two-thirds 
use quarreling as the first or second most frequent means of resolving 
problems. A similar division occurs for those couples in which one 
spouse was reared in the country or small town and the other in a city 
or suburban area. The relationship between the place of residence
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TABLE XVI
PLAGE OF RESIDENCE DURING STUDENT'S CHILDHOOD AND 






Country or small town 39 
Small city or suburban 62 
large city 68
(Percentages)





PLACE OF RESIDENCE DURING CHILDHOOD OF SEVENTY-ONE MARRIED 
COUPLES AND MEANS OF RESOLVING MARITAL PROBLEMS*
Place of Residence N
Frequency of Quarreling
Sometimes First or Second Most 
or Never Frequent Means
(Percentages)
Both country or small town 18 50.0 50.0
Both city or suburban area 27 37.0 63.0
One country or small town, 
other city or suburban 
area 26 3^.6 65.^
*Forty married students and thirty-one parents of single 
students.
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during childhood and the frequency of quarreling is not statistically 
significant, according to the values of chi-square (1.16, 2 degrees of 
freedom).
Family background. Two aspects of the family background of the 
married students and the parents of single students may be compared 
with the means used by couples in adjusting to their problems. The 
methods used by the parents of the respondents in the two groups are 
compared with the frequency of quarreling in the respondents* marriages 
in Table XVTH. There appears to be a slight tendency for those reared 
in homes where discussion was the most frequent means used by parents 
to quarrel less frequently than do those reared in homes where quarrel­
ing was the most common technique. Chi-square does not indicate a 
significant difference, however.^0
Respondents also rated the degree of marital happiness of their 
own parents and that of their spouses' parents. The marital happiness 
of the parents of both husbands and wives is compared with the fre­
quency of quarreling by the couples in Figure 2. Fifty-five per cent 
of those couples reared by parents whose marriages were happy or very 
happy never or only sometimes quarrel as compared with 20 per cent of 
those for whom the marriages of the parents of both were average or 
less than average in happiness. Thirty-eight per cent of the couples 
whose parents differed in happiness (parents of one spouse happy or 
very happy, parents of other average or less) quarrel only sometimes
Chi-square is .13, 1 degree of freedom.
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TABLE XVIII
MEANS USED FOR RESOLVING PROBLEMS BY THE PARENTS OF SIXTY-SIX 
MARRIED PERSONS AND THE FREQUENCY OF QUARRELING BY 
THE MARRIED PERSON AND HIS SPOUSE*
Means Used by Parents 
of the Respondents
N
Frequency of Quarreling of Couples
Sometimes 
or Never
First or Second Most 
Frequent Means
(Percentages)
Discussion ho 42.5 57.5
Quarreling 2 6 3 4.6 65.4-
*Thirty-six married students and thirty parents of single 
students.
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MARITAL HAPPINESS OF PARENTS AND THE FREQUENCY OF 
MARITAL QUARRELING BY CHILDREN
m a r i t a l h a p p i n e s s 
o f Pa r e n t s o f 
Bo t h Sp o u s e s
BOTH
AVERAGE OR LESS




Figure 2. Marital happiness of the parents of seventy married 
couples (forty-one married students and twenty-nine parents of single 
students) and the frequency -with which quarreling is used by the 
couples as a means of resolving marital problems.
Fr e q u e n c y o f Qu a r r e l i n g
SOMETIMES 
OR NEVER







or never. Chi-square indicates a significant relationship. Thus for 
this sample, it can be said that if the parents of both husbands and 
wives were happily or very happily married, the couples quarrel less 
frequently than if the parents of either or both were average or less 
than average in marital happiness.
Of all social and cultural factors considered, the marital 
happiness of the parents of the couples is the only factor found to be 
significantly related to the means used by couples in resolving their 
marital problems. Of the other factors considered, the education of 
one's parents is significant at less than the 20 per cent level and the 
importance of religion in the home at less than the 10 per cent level.
It may well be that, with a larger sample with greater variations for 
the factors considered, more social and cultural differences would be 
found to be significant between those who utilize one method for resolv­
ing marital problems and those who employ another.
III. HEMS USED IN RELATION TO PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS
Differences in personality traits. Students in marriage and 
family courses have often remarked that whether married couples quarrel 
or use some other means for resolving problems is perhaps a function 
of the personalities in marital interaction. For testing this assump­
tion, it would have been extremely difficult to secure information 
concerning personality traits of the parents of single students by use
Chi-square is 6.1h, 2 degrees of freedom; significant at the 
5 per cent level.
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of any standardized test. Thus the students were asked to rate both 
their mothers and fathers on the fifteen characteristics appearing in 
the "Compatibility of Personality and Temperament" scale of Burgess' 
and Wallin's Marital Success Schedules. They were also asked to rate 
their parents on "emotional maturity." For these items the students 
indicated whether each parent possessed the trait markedly, consider­
ably, somewhat, a little, or not at all. It is recognized that this 
may not give a completely adequate description of the personalities 
represented, but it should be recalled that by computing the total 
"compatibility score" a fairly high degree of agreement was found to
exist between the ratings of the students and the ratings on the same
12items by either the mothers or fathers of the students.
In order to compare personality traits or characteristics with 
the problem-solving techniques most frequently used by the parents, each 
trait was considered for both persons rather than taking husbands and 
wives individually. This was done on the assumption that the combina­
tion of traits (whether possessed by both persons) would be more mean­
ingful than individual characteristics.
The relationship between personality traits and the means most 
frequently used for resolving problems is shown in Table XIX. Responses 
were such as to necessitate the combining of several categories for 
the rating of personality items. In most cases only two categories 
were feasible for statistical analysis, but for two items ("easy-going"
Instructions for scoring the compatibility scale are given in 
Ernest W. Burgess and Paul Wallin, Engagement and Marriage (Chicago:
J. B. Lippincott Company, 1953)? pp. 501 and 809-8lCh
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TABLE XIX
PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PARENTS OF SINGIE STUDENTS, 
AS RATED BY THE STUDENTS, AND MEANS USED BY THE 
PARENTS FOR RESOLVING MARITAL PROBLEMS
Personality Characteris­


















Both somewhat or less 98 78.6 15.3 6.1 22.88
Irritable
One or both markedly 
or considerably
CO 
CO 34.2 55.3 10.5
Both somewhat or less 130 71.5 22.3 6.2 15.92
Stubborn
One or both markedly 
or considerably
167
86 *6.3 **1.9 12.8
Both somewhat or less 81 80.2 17.3 2.5 14.60
Emotional maturity 
Both markedly or 
considerably
168
126 72.2 22.2 5.6
One or both less 42 35.7 50.0 1-4.3 13.85
Moody
One or both markedly 
or considerably
169
55 43.6 **7.3 9.1
Both somewhat or less 114 71.9 21.1 7.0 12.19
Dominating
One or both markedly 
or considerably
169
57 43.9 4-5.6 10.5
Both somewhat or less 112 72.3 21.4 6.3 11.33
Sense of humor 
Both markedly or 
considerably
I69
110 70.9 22.7 6.4





















Both somewhat or less 83 73.5 20.5 6.0 8.03
Easily excited
One or both markedly 
or considerably
167
72 50.0 40.3 9.7
7.46Both somewhat or less 95 72.6 21.1 6.3
Sense of duty 
Both markedly or 
considerably
169
150 67.4 27.3 5.3
One or both less 19 26.3 47.4 26.3 5.76
Easy going
Both markedly or 
considerably
170
38 81.6 18.4 0.0
Both somewhat or less 71 62.0 28,2 9.8
One markedly or con­
siderably, one less 61 52.5 37.7 9.8 **5.70
Easily depressed
One or both markedly 
or considerably
166
45 46,7 40.0 13.3
Both somewhat or less 121 69.4 25.6 5.0 4.12
Selfish
One or both a little 
or more
168
79 54.4 36.7 8.9
Both not at all 89 69.7 23.6 6.7 **3.34
Makes friends easily 
Both markedly or 
considerably
169
120 65.9 25.8 8.3














Likes belonging to 
organizations 





2k A  7.3
Both somewhat or less 68 63.2 29.^ 7 A
One markedly or con­
siderably, one less 6l 59.0 32.8 8.2 ** .93
Takes responsibility 
willingly
Both markedly or 
considerably
170
136 63.2 29.4- 7.4
One or both less 3^ 61.8 29 A 8.8 ** .03
^Frequencies under the "Overlooking" column were not included in 
the computation of chi-square.
* * Chi-squares preceded by a double asterisk (**) are not sig­
nificant; all others are significant at the 1 per cent level, except 
for "sense of duty” (2 per cent level) and "easily depressed" (5 per
cent level).
10?
and "likes belonging to organizations") three were used. The categories 
are not the same for each trait, thus the reader is referred to the 
table for the different classifications. Chi-square is given for the 
relationship between each personality characteristic and the use of 
discussion or quarreling as the most frequent problem-solving technique.
It can be assumed, according to the values of chi-square, that 
a close association does exist between certain personality traits and 
use of discussion or quarreling most frequently by a couple. Relation­
ships were found to be significant at the 1 per cent level for the 
following characteristics: angers easily, irritable, stubborn, emo­
tional maturity, moody, dominating, sense of humor, easily hurt, and 
easily excited. "Sense of duty" is significant at the 2 per cent level 
and “easily depressed** at the 5 per cent level. For couples with one 
or both persons possessing markedly or considerably the characteristics 
angers easily, irritable, moody, and dominating, a greater proportion 
use quarreling than use discussion as the most frequent means. For 
those possessing these traits somewhat or less, approximately three- 
fourths use discussion most often, and less than one-fourth use quarrel­
ing. Couples with one or both persons rating high for stubborn, easily 
hurt, easily excited, and easily depressed use quarreling almost twice 
as much, proportionately, as do those possessing these characteristics 
to a lesser extent. Approximately three-fourths of the couples with 
high ratings for emotional maturity, sense of humor, and sense of duty 
use discussion as their most frequent method of resolving problems, 
whereas from about one-fourth to less than one-half of the couples 
rating low for these characteristics use discussion.
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These findings, then, suggest that couples who use discussion 
more than quarreling can be differentiated by certain personality 
characteristics from those who use quarreling most. The former, for 
this sample at least, rate high in emotional maturity, sense of humor, 
and sense of duty, and low for angers easily, irritable, stubborn, 
moody, dominating, easily hurt, easily excited, and easily depressed. 
Parents who quarrel a great deal, then, tend to be characterized by 
the personality traits generally regarded as being undesirable, accord­
ing to the ratings by students, whereas those who usually discuss their
13
problems possess the more wholesome characteristics.
A standardized personality test, The Guilford-Zimmerman Temper­
ament Survey, provided a more objective measure of ten specific person­
ality traits for the married students. Unfortunately, however, the 
number of persons completing the test (36) was too small to permit 
reliable tests of significance for any association existing between 
the traits measured and the frequency of quarreling in marriage. In
13Ratings by the parents of single students and by married 
students on these same traits are shown in relation to the frequency 
of quarreling in Table VII, Appendix A. Although frequencies are in­
sufficient for computing chi-square for each of the two groups, it can 
be seen that, for the ratings by parents, particularly, much the same 
relationships appear to be present. That is, those who possess "mark- 
edly or considerably*'’ such characteristics as angers easily, stubborn, 
irritable, dominating, easily hurt, moody, easily depressed, and easily 
excited, quarrel more frequently, proportionately, than do those having 
these traits to a lesser extent. If either person is even slightly 
selfish, quarreling tends to be more frequent than if neither is. (By 
combining the two groups and computing chi-square, this characteristic 
and "easily depressed" are significant at the 5 per cent level. Such 
differences exist between the groups, however, that there is little 
justification for combining them.) Persons with a strong sense of 
duty and sense of humor appear somewhat less likely to quarrel fre­
quently than others.
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Table XX the C scores of those taking the test are compared -with the 
frequency of marital quarreling. The eleven possible C scores, 
ranging from 0 through 10, are grouped into three categories. The 
first, 0-3» represents approximately the lowest quartile; the category 
4-6 corresponds roughly to the second and third quartiles; and the 
7-10 group is about the same as the fourth quartile.
For the general activity score, no difference in frequency of 
quarreling exists between the low and high scorers; but those in the 
middle range quarrel more frequently than do others. The restraint 
score appears to be inversely related to the frequency of quarreling. 
Slightly more than half of those with low ascendance scores use quar­
reling as the first or second most frequent means of resolving problems, 
but those in the middle range are divided equally in regard to frequency 
of quarreling. More than 90 per cent of those with high ascendance 
scores, however, are in the most frequent quarreling category. Those 
scoring higher in sociability and emotional stability appear more 
likely to quarrel frequently than those scoring lower. This relation­
ship between emotional stability and frequency of quarreling appears 
somewhat contradictory to the findings for the parents of single students 
as discussed above.
Of the married students scoring in the middle category for 
objectivity, 75.9 per cent use quarreling as the first or second most 
frequent means as compared with only 24.1 per cent who never or only
Norms for the test are on the basis of C scores rather than 
percentiles. See "Profile Chart for the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament 
Survey" (Beverly Hills, California: Sheridan Supply Company, 1955).
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TABLE XX
G SCORES OF THIRTY-SIX MARRIED STUDENTS ON THE GUILFORD- 
Z3MMERMAN TEMPERAMENT SURVEY AND THE FREQUENCY 
OF QUARRELING IN MARRIAGE
Trait C Score N
Frequency of Quarreling
Never or First or Second Most 
Sometimes Frequent Means
(Percentages)
General activity 0-3 10 40.0 60.0
4--6 16 25.0 75.0
7-10 10 40.0 60.0
Restraint o-3 1 0.0 100.0
4-6 25 32.0 68.0
7-10 10 40.0 60.0
Ascendance 0-3 9 44.4 55.6
4-6 14 50.0 50.0
7-10 13 7.7 92.3
Sociability 0-3 4 75-0 25.0
4-6 24 33.3 66.7
7-10 8 12.5 87.5
Emotional stability 0-3 8 75.0 25.0
4-6 21 23.8 76.2
7-10 7 14.3 85.7
Objectivity 0-3 3 100.0 0.0
4-6 29 24.1 75.9
7-10 4 50.0 50.0
Friendliness 0-3 12 33.3 66.7
4-6 16 31.2 68.8
7-10 8 37.5 62,5
Thoughtfulness 0-3 6 16.7 83.3
4-6 19 31.6 68.4
7-10 11 45.5 54.5
Personal relations 0-3 8 62.5 37.5
4-6 20 25.0 75.0
7-10 8 25.0 75.0
Masculinity 0-3 10 40.0 60.0
4-6 14 35.7 64.3
7-10 12 25.0 75.0
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sometimes quarrel. The four persons in the highest scoring group are 
evenly divided in reference to frequency of quarreling. Relatively 
little difference exists between the friendliness scores and frequency 
of quarreling. Those in the middle and upper categories for personal 
relations are more likely to quarrel frequently than those in the lower. 
The use of quarreling seems to increase slightly as masculinity scores 
increase.
Scores, then, for ascendance, sociability, emotional stability, 
and masculinity appear to be directly related to the frequency of 
quarreling. Restraint and thoughtfulness scores are inversely related. 
The middle range of scores appears somewhat more favorable for quarrel­
ing frequently for general activity, objectivity, and friendliness.
For personal relations, the middle and upper categories are associated 
with more frequent quarreling than the lower.
The question may be raised as to whether there are differences 
by sex between the trait scores and the frequency of quarreling. In 
Table XXI a comparison is made between the mean scores of husbands and 
of wives for the traits measured and the frequency of quarreling. Both 
husbands and wives in the most frequent quarreling group have higher 
mean scores for ascendance, sociability, emotional stability, objec­
tivity, personal relations, and masculinity. Both have lower mean 
scores for restraint and friendliness. For general activity the mean 
score of the husbands in the most frequent quarreling group is higher 
than that of the husbands in the less frequent group. The reverse, 
however, is true for the wives. For thoughtfulness, the husbands in 
the most frequent quarreling group have a lower mean score, whereas the
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TABLE XXI
MEAN SCORES OF THIRTY-SIX MARRIED STUDENTS ON THE GUILFORD- 
Z3MMERMAN TEMPERAMENT SURVEY AND THE FREQUENCY 
OF QUARRELING IN MARRIAGE*
Trait Spouse
Frequency of Quarreling
Never or First or Second Most 
Sometimes Frequent Means
General activity Husbands 16.2 17.3
Wives 17.7 17.3
Both 16.9 17.3
Restraint Husbands 19.2 16.7
Wives 21.0 19.0
Both 20.1 17.8
Ascendance Husbands 14.2 20.2
Wives 12.0 15.8
Both 13.1 18.0
Sociability Husbands 17-3 19.4
Wives 18.2 23.3
Both 17.8 21.3
Emotional stability Husbands 12.5 17.8
Wives 14.5 20.7
Both 13-5 19.2
Objectivity Husbands 15.2 20.0
Wives 16.7 19.0
Both 15.9 19.5
Friendliness Husbands 11.3 10.6
Wives 19.2 17.8
Both 15.2 14.2
Thoughtfulness Husbands 21.8 19.2
Wives 17.8 18.6
Both 19.8 18.9
Personal relations Husbands 14.5 16.3
Wives 19-7 21.1
Both 17.1 18.7
Masculinity Husbands 15.5 20.7
Wives 8.7 10.1
*The test was taken by 18 husbands and 18 wives. Six of each 
are in the "Never or Sometimes" group; twelve of each are in the other 
category.
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wives in this group have a higher mean score.
Inasmuch as frequencies for scores on the various traits of the 
Guilford Zimmerman Survey are too small for reliable tests of signifi­
cance, it cannot be shown that any of the associations are significant.
It can only be said that certain relationships "appear** to exist.
Compatibility of personality and temperament. In addition to 
considering each of the personality characteristics of the Burgess and 
Wallin compatibility scale discussed above, a total compatibility score 
was computed and compared with the means used in resolving marital
15problems. The compatibility scale was constructed by Burgess and 
Wallin as a measure of marital success and could perhaps be considered 
a possible result of means used for resolving problems. It is likely, 
however, that the characteristics of personality and temperament which 
are considered would be present for each individual at the time of 
marriage and may thus be conceived as possible factors of causation 
rather than effect. The scale was accurately completed by 170 of the
186 single students, and the scores obtained were divided into quartiles,
16according to the norms established by Burgess and Wallin. The compar­
ison of the compatibility scores with the most frequent means used by 
parents in resolving marital problems is shown in Figure 3*
It is evident that the higher the compatibility scores, as rated 
by students, the more likely couples are to use discussion. The
16Burgess and Wallin, loc. cit. It is to be recalled that 
"emotional maturity" is not a part of the scale.
l6lbid., p. 742.
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COMPATIBILITY OF PERSONALITY AND TEMPERAMENT AND THE MEANS 



















Figure 3. Quartile scores for 170 couples, as rated by stu­
dents (children of the couples), on the Burgess and Wallin Compatibil 
ity of Personality and Temperament Schedule and the most frequent 
means used by the couples in achieving adjustment to their marital 
problems.
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proportion using this method increases from 28 per cent in the lowest 
quartile to 89 per cent in the highest. The lower the scores, the more 
likely couples are to use quarreling as their most frequent method of 
facing problems. Also, the lower the scores, the more likely couples 
are to overlook their problems. The value of chi-square for the 
relationship of discussion and quarreling with the means used is 32.87. 
The chi-square required for significance at the 1 per cent level with 
3 degrees of freedom is only 11.34. Thus a highly significant relation­
ship exists.
The compatibility scores of parents (as rated by the parents
themselves) and married students do not reveal quite as clear cut a
relationship, but there does appear to be a somewhat similar association
17between their scores and the frequency of quarreling. Of parents who 
quarrel frequently, for example, only one scored in the upper quartile, 
whereas ten scored in the lowest quartile. Corresponding figures for 
the married students are three and eight.
Job satisfaction of the husband. A further personal factor con­
sidered is the satisfaction of the fathers of the single students in 
their work. As shown in Table XXII, a majority of the students reported 
their fathers as 11 very satisfied" in their work. Most of the others 
(43) checked the "satisfied" category. Only two categories— ’’very 
satisfied" and "satisfied or less"— were feasible for comparing job 
satisfaction with the means of achieving adjustment to marital problems.
^See Table VIII, Appendix A.
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TABLE XXII
JOB SATISFACTION OF HUSBAND AND MEANS OF 
RESOLVING MARITAL PROBLEMS
N Means Used
Job Satisfaction (167) Discussion Quarreling Overlooking
(Percentages)
Very satisfied 108 67.6 25.0 7.^
Satisfied or less 59 5^*2 37-3 8*5
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Reference to the table reveals that the fathers who are most satisfied 
in their work are somewhat more likely to use discussion in marriage 
and less likely to use quarreling. They are only slightly less likely 
to overlook problems. A chi-square of 2.4-3) 1 degree of freedom, does
not reveal a significant relationship, however, at the 5 per cent level
of confidence. It would be significant at approximately the 12 per cent 
level; thus a larger sample, permitting greater contrasts in degrees of 
job satisfaction, would possibly reveal a meaningful association.
Health of husband and wife. In Table XXIII a comparison is made 
between the state of health of the parents, as rated by the single 
students, and the means used for resolving marital problems. The find­
ings, though not significant, suggest the possibility of a slight 
tendency for those who have fair or poor health to be less likely to
discuss their problems and more likely to quarrel and to overlook their
18problems than those who have good or excellent health.
IV. MEANS USED IN RELATION TO MARITAL AND FAMIIX 
CHARACTERISTICS
It is conceivable that various other factors pertaining to the 
marriage relationship and patterns of family behavior may also be 
associated with means used in resolving problems. Information was 
obtained for such factors as the degree of love between husband and 
wife, problems present in the marriage relationship, the number of 
differences between husband and wife, and the type of authority in the
18
Chi-square is .33> 1 degree of freedom.
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table x x m
HEALTH OF HUSBAND AND WIFE AND MEANS OF 
RESOLVING MARITAL PROBLEMS
N Means Used
State of Health (166) Discussion Quarreling Overlooking
Both good or excellent 125 65.6
(Percentages)
27.2 7.2
One or both fair or poor 1)4 56.1 31.7 12.2
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home. These will be discussed in the order listed.
Degree of love between husbands and wives. It no doubt would be 
the opinion of many persons that couples who have a high degree of love 
for each other would quarrel less than those who are not as much in 
love. It would possibly be concluded, too, that they would be more 
likely to discuss their problems "calmly." This is one of the prevalent 
ideas in society that authorities who advocate quarreling are attempt­
ing to break down, maintaining that quarreling is normal in any marriage 
and can be used as steppingstones to marital growth and harmony.
Single students were asked to rate the degree of love existing 
between their parents. The responses, though worded differently in 
the questionnaire, were classified as “high," "medium,** and "average 
or less" and compared with the most frequent means of resolving prob­
lems used by the parents. This comparison is shown in Figure h. A 
slight majority of the students (ninety-six) rated their parents' love 
for each other as average or less, thirty-four as medium high, and 
forty-three as high. Although for each degree of love couples are more 
likely to discuss their problems than to quarrel about them, it can 
readily be seen that as the degree of love decreases, the likelihood of 
quarreling increases markedly. Whereas only 9*3 per cent of those 
rating "high" in love use quarreling as their most frequent means, 39*6 
per cent of those in the "average or less" group do so. Chi-square for 
this relationship (16.95) 2 degrees of freedom) is significant at less 
than the 1 per cent level. Those in the "average or less" category are 
also much more likely to overlook their problems than are those with a
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OEGREE OF LOVE AND MEANS OF RESOLVING 
MARITAL PROBLEMS
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Figure 1|. The degree of love between husbands and wives (173
couples) and the most frequent means used for achieving adjustment to
their marital problems.
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higher degree of love.
It may readily be agreed that students possibly used the fact 
of their parents’ quarrels as a criterion in rating the degree of love 
between their parents. In view of this possibility, what do the 
parents' own ratings and the ratings of married students reveal con­
cerning this relationship? Quartile scores for the "Love for Mate and 
Conception of its Reciprocation by Mate" scale of the Burgess and Wallin 
Marital Success Schedules are compared with the frequency of quarreling 
in Table XXIV. Thirty-two married students and the parents of twenty- 
nine single students completed this scale. Reference to the table 
indicates a similar relationship to that revealed by the single students. 
Percentage comparisons are hardly justifiable with such low frequencies 
in some cells, but it can be readily seen from the actual frequencies 
that the low scorers are likely to quarrel more often than the high 
scorers.
Problems in the marriage relationship. The single students were 
asked to check the frequency with which problems arose in their parents' 
marriages, to indicate the different areas in which there had been prob­
lems, and to rate the degree of seriousness of the problems. The fre­
quency of problems was divided into three classifications for analysis—  
less than one a month, one or more per month but less than one a week, 
and one or more per week. A majority of the students (105) said their 
parents had less than one problem a month, 4-6 checked the "one or more 
per month" response, and only 22 checked "one or more a week." The 
proportion of couples in each of these categories using discussion,
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TABLE XXIV
QUARTILE SCORES OF SIXTY-THREE MARRIED PERSONS ON THE BURGESS AND 
WALLIN ’’LOVE FOR MATE AND CONCEPTION OF ITS RECIPROCATION 




Never or First or Second Most 
Sometimes Frequent Means
Married students: 32
Highest (25-35) 27 10 17
Second and third (21-24) 2 1 1
Lowest (0-20) 3 0 3
Parents of single students: 29
Highest (25-35) 18 10 8
Second and third (21-24) 5 0 5
Lowest (0-20) 6 0 6
♦Scores are based on norms established by Burgess and Wallin.
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quarreling, and overlooking the problem is shown in Figure 5. Couples 
with fewer than one problem a month are almost four times as likely to 
discuss problems when they do arise as are those who have one or more 
problems a week. The latter are four times as likely to quarrel and 
six times as likely to overlook their problems as are couples with less 
than one problem a month. Chi-square for the relationship between the 
frequency of problems and the use of quarreling and discussion (38.56,
2 degrees of freedom) is significant at less than the 1 per cent level.
In Figure 6 the number of areas in which problems arise (in
fourteen areas of marriage) is compared with the methods most frequently
used by the couples in attempting to achieve adjustment to the prob- 
19lems. Almost 90 per cent of the couples with problems in none, one, 
or two areas use discussion most frequently. With each increase in the 
number of areas in which problems have existed, the percentage of couples 
using discussion decreases, with only 46 per cent employing this means 
in the last category (9-14 areas). Correspondingly, the proportion of 
couples utilizing quarreling and overlooking the problem increases with 
each increase in the number of areas in which problems have occurred.
The relationship existing between the number of problem areas and the
20use of quarreling and discussion is significant at the 2 per cent level.
19The problem areas are: handling family finances, matters of
recreation, religious matters, demonstration of affection, friends, 
table manners, matters of conventionality, philosophy of life, ways of 
dealing with your families, wife's working, intimate relations, sharing 
of household tasks, politics, and rearing of children.
20
Chi-square is 10.01, 3 degrees of freedom.
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FREQUENCY OF MARITAL PROBLEMS AND MEANS 
OF RESOLVING PROBLEMS
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Figure f>. The frequency of marital problems of 173 couples and
the most frequent means used for achieving adjustment to their prob­
lems.
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OF RESOLVING PROBLEMS
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Figure 6. Number of areas in which 175 couples have had marital




The number of these same areas in which the parents of single
students have had serious problems is shown in relation to the most
frequent means used in Figure 7. Eighty-two of the students reported
no serious problems for their parents, twenty-nine reported only one
area as serious, eighteen gave two areas, and forty-six indicated
serious marital problems in three or more of the fourteen areas. It is
particularly noteworthy that 87.8 per cent of those couples with no
serious problems reported use discussion as the most frequent means of
resolving problems, whereas only 17.4 per cent of those with serious
problems in three or more areas use this technique. Also, only 8,5
per cent of those who, to the student's knowledge, have had no serious
problems use quarreling, whereas 63.0 per cent of those with serious
problems in three or more areas do so. A very high chi-square (55.69)
3 degrees of freedom) was obtained for this relationship. A chi-square
21of only 11.34 is required for significance at the 1 per cent level.
Closely related to the seriousness of problems is the importance 
of issues about which married couples quarrel. Those students who had 
ever heard their parents quarrel were asked to indicate whether the 
issues were always trivial, usually trivial, sometimes trivial and some­
times important, usually important, or always important. The responses 
of 123 students who had heard their parents quarrel more than once were
21
For a comparison of the frequency of quarreling by married 
students and parents of single students with the frequency with which 
marital problems occur, the number of areas in which they occur, and the 
number of areas in which there have been serious problems, see Tables IX, 
X, and XI in Appendix A. These comparisons suggest essentially the same 
relationships as do the comparisons for data submitted by single students.
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NUMBER OF AREAS IN WHICH SERIOUS MARITAL PROBLEMS OCCUR 
AND MEANS OF RESOLVING PROBLEMS
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Figure 7* Number of areas in which serious problems have 
occurred for 17$ couples and the most frequent means used for achieving 
adjustment to the problems.
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tabulated. Of these, 17 considered the issues as usually or always 
trivial, 79 as sometimes trivial and sometimes important, and 27 as 
usually or always important. The percentages of couples in each of 
these classifications using discussion, quarreling, and overlooking the 
problem as the most frequent means are shown in Figure 8. Where the 
issues involved are usually or always trivial, less than one-fourth of 
the couples are in the discussing group, whereas almost two thirds are 
in the quarreling group. On the other hand, where the issues are 
usually or always important, almost two-thirds of the couples are in 
the discussing group and only about one-fourth are in the quarreling 
group. This comparison suggests that when couples who most often 
discuss problems do quarrel, the issues involved are more likely to be 
important than are those about which the quarreling group quarrel. The 
chi-square obtained (7.10, with 2 degrees of freedom) is significant at 
the 5 per cent level.
Still a further consideration regarding marital problems is the 
area in which they occur. Does the problem area have any relationship 
with the means used for resolving the problem? Married students and 
the parents of single students were asked to indicate the method most 
often used for resolving problems in the different areas in which prob­
lems had occurred at any time in their marriage relationships. The 
results of this question are given in Table XXV. The problem areas are
ranked in order from the one most frequently checked as an area in
22which problems had occurred to the one least frequently checked.
Though not of major importance in this study, it is well to
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importance of issues about wh i c h couples quarrel and the
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Figure 8. Importance of issues about -which 123 couples quarrel 
and the most frequent means used by the couples in achieving adjust­
ment, to their marital problems.
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TABLE XXV
AREAS IN WHICH SEVENTY MARRIED COUPLES HAVE HAD PROBLEMS 
AND THE MOST FREQUENT MEANS OF FACING 
PROBLEMS IN EACH AREA
Problem Area (.
Number of 
Persons Means of Resolving Problems
Flecking as 
Problem Discussion Quarreling Other*
Handling family finances 48 68.8
(Percentages)
25.0 6.2
Ways of dealing with 
your families 44 45-5 40.9 13.6
Philosophy of life 35 68.6 22.9 8.5
Sharing of household tasks 32 59.4 34.4 6.2
Matters of recreation 30 83.3 10.0 6.7
Religious matters 28 67-9 10.7 21.4
Demonstration of affection 25 56.0 8.0 36.0
Intimate relations 23 69.6 0.0 30.4
Rearing of children 22 59.1 31.8 9.1
Matters of conventionality • 21 76.2 14.3 9.5
Friends 18 66.7 22.2 11.1
Table manners 15 73.3 6.7 20.0
Wife's working 12 66.7 33.3 0.0
Politics 8 87.5 12.5 0.0
*Includes threats, overlooking the problem, consulting a third 
person, and withdrawal. "Overlooking the problem'1 was checked almost 
three times as often as the other three combined.
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Discussion was checked as the most frequent method employed for resolv­
ing problems in all areas. "Politics" is apparently most likely to be 
discussed (87.5 per cent) and "ways of dealing with your families11 is 
least likely to be discussed (45*5 per cent). A greater proportion 
(40.9 per cent) quarrel about the latter than about problems in any 
other area. Approximately one-third of those with problems in "sharing 
of household tasks," "wife's working," and "rearing of children" 
indicated quarreling as the means most frequently used. Wo one checked
quarreling as the usual method of facing problems in "intimate rela- 
23tions." Problems in this area and in "demonstration of affection" 
are apparently much more likely to be overlooked than problems in other 
areas.
Number of differences between husbands and wives. Single stu­
dents were asked to indicate the degree of similarity or difference
24between their mothers and fathers for forty different items. For a 
comparison of the differences between husbands and wives with the means 
most frequently used in resolving problems, the total number of items 
checked as different on each questionnaire were classified under four 
headings— 0-3 differences, 4-7, 8-11, and 12 or more. Of 161 students
note that the area of sex relations ranks eighth as a problem area, 
whereas a number of other studies have found this to be either the 
first or second major problem area.
23
One wife did indicate in an interview that she and her husband 
had quarreled some about problems in this area.
29-
See question 64 on the Single Student Questionnaire, Appendix 
B, for listing of these items.
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submitting this information, 48 checked differences for 0-3 items, 48 
for 4-7, 36 for 8-11, and 29 for 12 or more items. Percentages of 
couples in each category utilizing discussion, quarreling, and over­
looking the problem as the most frequent techniques of resolving prob­
lems are given in Figure 9. It is readily evident that the more 
differences that exist, the more likely couples are to quarrel about 
their problems, and the less likely they are to discuss them ('with the 
exception of a slight reversal between the second and third categories).
A chi-square of 19.16, with 3 degrees of freedom, indicates an associa­
tion significant at less than the 1 per cent level.
'type of authority in the family. Two measures of the type of 
authority in the family were utilized in the questionnaire for single 
students. One is the Authoritarian Scale developed by Landis and Stone. 
This scale measures the type of parental authority, according to whether 
it is democratic, intermediate, or authoritarian. Reference to Table 
XXVI indicates that parents rated as authoritarian are somewhat less 
likely to discuss their problems and slightly more likely to quarrel.
They are also more likely to overlook their problems. Chi-square for
the relationship between type of authority and discussion and quarrel-
23ing, however, does not indicate a significant association.
Another measure of authority is concerned more specifically with 
whether the mother or the father took the lead (or was more dominant) 
regarding different activities within the family, or whether a democratic
25Chi-square is .60, 2 degrees of freedom.
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NUMBER OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HUSBANDS AND WIVES AND MEANS 
OF RESOLVING MARITAL PROBLEMS
Nu m b e r of 
D iff eren ces
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Figure 9. Number of differences between 175 husbands and wives 
for Uo items and the most frequent means used by the couples in 
achieving adjustment to their marital problems. (For a listing of the 
items, see question 61i, Single Student Questionnaire, Appendix B.)
13*+
TABLE 3ffll
TYPE OF PARENTAL AUTHORITY IN THE HOME AND MEANS OF 
RESOLVING MARITAL PROBLEMS
Itype of N Means Used




Intermediate 102 63.7 29.4 6.9
Authoritarian 2k 50.0 33.3 16.7
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relationship existed. Students were asked to indicate the type of 
leadership in making family decisions, social and recreational activi­
ties, handling family finances, religious behavior, making friends, and 
disciplining the children. Scoring was done on an arbitrary basis.
The mother or father was regarded as more dominant if either took the 
lead in four or more areas. For all other responses, a democratic 
relationship was assumed to exist. For analysis, inasmuch as 154 of 
174 students indicated a democratic relationship, only two categories 
were used: "one parent dominant,” and "democratic.” As shown in
Figure 10, a much greater proportion of the "one parent dominant" group 
(20 cases) use quarreling as the most frequent means of resolving prob­
lems than do those of the "democratic" group. The respective percent­
ages are 55*0 and 26.0. Of the latter group, 66.9 per cent use dis­
cussion as compared with only 30.0 per cent of the former. The 
democratic group is not only less likely to quarrel but less likely 
to overlook their problems as well. A chi-square of 7.90 was obtained 
for the association between the type of leadership in the family and 
the use of quarreling and discussion. With one degree of freedom, this 
is significant at less than the 1 per cent level.
V. EXPRESSED ATTITUDES TOWARD THE MOST EFFECTIVE MEANS 
OF RESOLVING MARITAL PROBLEMS
How do the attitudes of persons toward the most effective means 
of resolving marital problems relate to the actual means used in one* s 
marriage? Married students and the parents of single students were 
asked to check what they regarded as the best means of achieving adjust-
136
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Figure 10. Type of leadership in the family and the means used 
by 17U couples in achieving adjustment to their marital problems.
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ment to marital problems and also to indicate what they considered 
to be the second most effective device. With the exception of two 
married students who checked "consulting third person," both the mar­
ried students and the parents are in favor of "discussion" as the best 
means. It is to be recalled that twenty-three of thirty-one parents 
and thirty-two of forty-one married students checked discussion as the 
most frequent means used in their marriages. Furthermore, twenty 
parents and twenty-four married students use quarreling as either the 
first or second most frequent means. Thus a number of persons in each 
group deviate from what they consider to be most ideal.
For the second best means, discussion was checked by two persons, 
quarreling by sixteen, overlooking the problem by sixteen, consulting 
a third person by twenty-six, and withdrawal by two. Of twelve married 
students checking quarreling as the second best means, eleven are in 
the group using quarreling as the first or second most frequent means. 
All of the parents checking quarreling (k) are in this group. Consult­
ing a third party was checked by four persons in the group which never 
or only sometimes quarrels and by twelve of those who quarrel frequently. 
Fourteen of those who checked overlooking the problem are in the former 
group, while twelve are in the latter.
These findings suggest, then, that most married persons regard 
discussion as the best means of resolving marital problems. Those who 
quarrel little seem to favor overlooking the problem as the next best 
means, while those who quarrel frequently checked quarreling more often 
than any other for second place.
CHAPTER IV
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN MEANS USED FOR RESOLVING 
PROBLEMS AND ADJUSTMENTS ACHIEVED
Perhaps of greatest consequence in so far as the interpersonal 
relationships between husband and wife are concerned is the association 
existing between means used in achieving adjustment to marital problems 
and the type, degree, and expedition of adjustments achieved. These 
factors regarding adjustment may be thought of as possible effects of 
the means employed and not as actual results. Even where a cause-effect 
relationship is strongly indicated between two variables, which is cause 
and which is effect cannot be accurately determined. And it is quite 
possible that somewhat of a "vicious circle" process exists. For 
example, if those who usually quarrel about problems rate lower in mari­
tal happiness than those who usually discuss problems, is the lower hap­
piness a result of quarreling, or do the couples quarrel because they 
are less happy? Either or both may be the case, but it appears likely 
that the factors considered in this chapter may more logically be viewed 
as possible effects of means used than as characteristics distinguishing 
those who utilize one means from those who use another. Factors regard­
ing the types of adjustments achieved, the degree of adjustment, and the 
length of time required to adjust to marital problems will be analyzed.
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I. TYPES OF ADJUSTMENT ACHIEVED
The single students were asked to indicate the most frequent 
types of solution or adjustment to marital problems occurring between 
their parents. The possible choices included: no solution, toleration,
compromise, conciliation, conversion, domination, and "other." Defini­
tions were given on the questionnaire for each type. If the student 
checked the "other" category, he was asked to give a description. Pro­
vision was made for giving more than one type of solution by using a 
"1" to indicate the most frequent, a "2" to indicate the next most fre­
quent, etc. Inasmuch as some failed to follow instructions as given, 
the most frequent types checked could be determined for only 152 ques­
tionnaires. Of these, six students gave "no solution," nineteen 
"toleration," sixty-nine "compromise," twenty-five "conciliation," 
thirteen "conversion," and twenty "domination." The relationship between 
these and the means used in resolving problems is shown in Figure 11.
Of the types of adjustment listed, compromise is usually regarded 
as one of the most satisfactory in the marriage relationship. It is 
noteworthy that 60 per cent of those couples who usually discuss their 
problems achieve this type of adjustment as compared with only 22.7 per 
cent of those who usually quarrel and 15-5 per cent of those who most 
often overlook their problems. Perhaps the most undesirable adjustment, 
according to the democratic family ideal, is domination. This is most 
frequent -for only 3*1 per cent of the discussing group as compared with 
27.3 per cent of the quarreling group and 38.5 per cent of the over­
looking group. Toleration was checked as the most frequent type of
140
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□  NO SOLUTION
Figure 11. Means used for resolving marital problems by 1^2 
couples and the most frequent type of adjustment achieved.
i M
adjustment for 5*3 per cent of the discussing group, 22.7 per cent of 
the quarreling group, and 30.8 per cent of the overlooking group. 
Relatively little difference exists for the other types of adjustment.
For computing chi-square, a comparison was made between the more 
favorable categories (compromise, conciliation, and conversion) and the 
less favorable (no solution, toleration, and domination). The value of 
chi-square indicates a highly significant relationship between these 
types of adjustment and the use of discussion and quarreling..
The responses of married students and the parents of single 
students lend support to these relationships, particularly regarding 
the likelihood of achieving a compromise to marital problems (See 
Table XII, Appendix A). Of sixty-eight couples, jO.k per cent of those 
who "never or sometimes quarrel" checked compromise as the most fre­
quent type of adjustment. Only 43*9 per cent of those who quarrel more 
frequently gave this response. Only two married persons gave domination 
as the usual type of adjustment, but both of these were in the most fre­
quent quarreling group. No solution and toleration were also checked 
as the most frequent type of solution by a greater proportion of the 
latter group than by those who quarrel less.
On the basis of these responses, then, it appears that discussion 
is more likely to be associated with the more favorable types of adjust­
ment, particularly compromise. Frequent quarreling is less closely 
related to compromise than is discussion and more closely related to
1
Chi-square is 21.35» 1 degree of freedom. This is significant 
at the 2 per cent level.
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the less satisfying types of adjustment.
II. DEGREE OF ADJUSTMENT ACHIEVED
Several indices were utilized for measuring the degree of adjust­
ment husbands and wives had achieved in their marital relationship. The 
major factors include the rating by students of their parents' adjust­
ment in fourteen areas of marriage, scores of married persons on the 
Burgess and Wallin Marital Success Schedules, the degree of marital 
happiness, and the degree of family integration. Miscellaneous factors 
indicative of adjustment were also considered.
Marital adjustment of couples in fourteen areas of marriage.
In addition to having single students indicate the degree of seriousness 
of problems their parents had experienced in the fourteen areas of mar­
riage mentioned above, they were also asked to give the degree of adjust­
ment their parents had achieved in each area. The different degrees of 
adjustment were arbitrarily weighted (very poor, 1; poor, 2; fair, 3j 
good, 4; and excellent, 5) and an average adjustment score computed.
The average scores were then classified according to the very poor to 
excellent continuum, with the weight assigned to each category repre­
senting the mid-point value.
Figure 12 shows the relationship between the average degree of 
adjustment of parents as rated fcy the single students and the most 
frequent means used by the parents in resolving their marital problems. 
Although by far a majority of all students regard their parents' marital 
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Figure 12. Means used for resolving marital problems by 169 
couples and the average degree of adjustment in lU areas of marriage.
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twice as many in the discussing group as in the quarreling group have 
an excellent rating (54.2 per cent as compared with 22.5 pe:r cent).
Only 7*7 per cent of the overlooking group were rated this high. Only 
one couple (.9 per cent) in the discussing group was given an adjustment 
rating of fair or less, whereas eight (16.3 per cent) of the quarreling 
group and three (23.1 per cent) of the overlooking group received this 
rating.
For computing chi-square for the relationship between the use of
quarreling and discussing and the average adjustment achieved, only two
categories were used--excellent and good or less. The value of chi-square
2
reveals a relationship significant at less than the 1 per cent level.
The degree of adjustment was also analyzed in terms of the total 
number of areas in which the couples have achieved excellent or good 
adjustments and the number in which fair, poor, or very poor adjustments 
have been achieved. Figures 13 and 14 show the relationships between 
these variables and the most frequent means of resolving marital prob­
lems. Ninety of the couples were reported as having good or excellent 
adjustment in thirteen or fourteen areas, forty-two in eleven or twelve, 
and thirty-seven in ten or less. Of 107 couples in the discussing group, 
65*4 per cent had thirteen or fourteen areas of excellent or good adjust­
ment as compared with only 32.6 per cent in the quarreling group and 
30.8 per cent in the overlooking group. Percentages for these same 
groups in the "ten or less" category are 8.4, 42.9> and 53*8, respec­
tively. A relationship significant at less than the 1 per cent level
o
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Figure 13. Means used for resolving marital problems by 169
couples and the number of areas of excellent or good adjustment for lU
areas of marriage.
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was found to exist between the areas of excellent or good adjustment
3
and the use of discussion and quarreling.
It is rather obvious that if those who usually discuss their 
problems are more likely to have a high degree of adjustment in more 
areas than those who quarrel, then they are also likely to have fewer 
areas of fair, poor, or very poor adjustment. It is perhaps meaningful, 
however, to note (Figure It-) the differences that do exist for so few 
areas of unsatisfactory adjustment. No areas of unsatisfactory adjust­
ment were reported for seventy-eight couples, one or two areas were 
reported for forty-seven, three or four for twenty-six, and five or 
more for eighteen. Only one (.9 per cent) of the discussing group is 
in the latter category as compared with twelve (2k.5 per cent) of the 
quarreling group. Of those who usually discuss their problems, 58.9
per cent have no areas of unsatisfactory adjustment as compared with
i konly 22.k per cent of those who use quarreling most frequently.
The degree of adjustment achieved by married couples, then, as 
measured by ratings for the fourteen areas of marriage considered, 
appears to be definitely related to the most frequent means used for 
resolving problems. In general, discussion is associated with a much 
higher degree of adjustment than quarreling and overlooking the problem.
Scores on the Burgess and Wallin Marital Success Schedules.
3
Chi-square is 27.kl, 2 degrees of freedom.
^The value of chi-square (25.53> 2 degrees of freedom) is signi­
ficant at the 1 per cent level. The categories "three or four" and 
"five or more" were combined for computing chi-square.
1*4-7
MEANS OF RESOLVING MARITAL PROBLEMS AND AREAS
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Figure lli. Means used for resolving marital problems by 16? 
couples and the number of areas of fair, poor, or very poor adjustment 
for lU areas of marriage.
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Scores of the married students and the parents of single students on 
the schedules for measuring compatibility and love were discussed in 
the preceding chapter. In addition to these, both groups completed the 
companionship scale, and the married students also filled out the 
schedule for measuring general satisfaction and consensus.
In Table XXVII are shown the companionship scores of sixty-three 
married couples in relation to the frequency with which the couples 
quarrel. Less than 10 per cent of the couples who never or only some­
times quarrel scored in the lowest quartile, as compared with 34 per 
cent of those who use quarreling as the first or second most frequent 
method of resolving problems. On the other hand, a greater proportion 
of the latter group (24.4 per cent) than of the former (18.1 per cent) 
scored in the highest quartile. The mean scores for the two groups, 
however, indicate somewhat higher scores for those who never or some­
times quarrel than for those who quarrel more frequently.-'’
Scores of thirty-two married students on the general satisfaction 
schedule are compared with the frequency of quarreling by the couples in 
Table XXVIII. For general satisfaction as well as for companionship, 
those who quarrel most frequently are found more often in both the 
lowest and highest quartiles than are these who quarrel less frequently. 
Here again, however, the mean scores are higher among the latter than 
among the former.^
5
The mean scores are 42.3 and 39*2, respectively.
g
The mean scores are 40.1 for those who quarrel never or some­
times and 36.0 for those who quarrel more frequently.
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TABLE XXVII
FREQUENCY OF QUARRELING BY SIXTY-THREE MARRIED COUPLES 
AND SCORES ON THE BURGESS AND WALLIN 
COMPANIONSHIP SCHEDULE


















Married students 11 0 4 4 3
Parents 11 .2 4 4 1
Total 22 2 9.1 8 36.4 8 36*4 4 18.1
First or second most
frequent means
Married students 21 4 4 6 7
Parents 20 10 4 3 3
Total 41 14 34.1 8 19.5 9 22.0 10 24.4
The distribution of scores was such that the norms established 
by Burgess and Wallin could not be used. Quartile divisions were made 
on the basis of the raw scores of the sixty-three respondents.
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TABLE XXVIII
FREQUENCY OF QUARRELING BY THIRTY-TWO MARRIED STUDENTS 
AND SCORES ON THE BURGESS AND WALLIN GENERAL 
SATISFACTION SCHEDULE
Quartile Scores*

















Never or sometimes 11 2 18.2 3 27.3 5 45.4 1 9.1
First or second most 
frequent means 21 7 33-3 5 23.8 3 14.3 6 28.6
Quartile divisions were made on the basis of the raw scores of 
the thirty-two respondents.
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A comparison is made in Table XXIX between the scores of these 
thirty-two married students on the Burgess and Wallin consensus schedule 
and the frequency of quarreling by the couples. Forty-five per cent of 
those who never or sometimes quarrel scored in the highest quartile as 
compared with only 19 per cent of those who use this as the first or 
second most frequent means of resolving marital problems. Of the former 
group, only 9*1 per cent scored in the lowest quartile as compared with
28.6 per cent of the latter.
Although the sample is too small to establish any conclusive 
evidence of an association between the frequency of quarreling and 
companionship, general satisfaction, and consensus scores, certain 
relationships are suggested. Those who never or only sometimes quarrel 
appear to score somewhat higher for all three factors than do those who 
quarrel more frequently. For the general satisfaction and companionship 
scores, however, the latter group scored more often than the former in 
the highest quartile as well as the lowest. Thus a consistent relation­
ship exists only for the consensus scores.
Degree of marital happiness. Students were asked to rate the 
marital happiness of their parents on a five point scale ranging from 
very happy to very unhappy. A slight majority of the students (95 out 
of 170) rated their parents' marriages as very happy. Thirty-six of 
the couples were rated as happy and thirty-nine as average or less.
7The mean score for those who quarrel never or sometimes is 70*9; 
for those who quarrel more frequently, it is 66.6.
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TABLE XXIX
FREQUENCY OF QUARRELING BY THIRTY-TWO MARRIED STUDENTS 
AND SCORES ON THE BURGESS AND WALLIN 
CONSENSUS SCHEDULE
Quartile Scores*
















Never or sometimes 11 1 9.1 2 18.2 3 27.3 5 45.4
First or second most 
frequent means 21 6 28.6 5 23.8 6 28.6 4 19.0
Quartile divisions were made on the basis of the raw scores 
of the thirty-two respondents.
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The relationship between the degree of happiness and the most frequent 
means used for resolving problems is shown in Figure 15-
Over 76 Per cent of the discussing group were rated as very 
happy as compared with 22.0 per cent of those using quarreling most fre­
quently and 21.4 per cent of those who overlook their problems. Only
6.6 per cent of the discussing group were rated average or less, whereas 
48.0 per cent of the quarreling group and 57*2 per cent of the overlook­
ing group were so rated. Chi-square for the association between marital 
happiness and the use of quarreling and discussion is significant at
less than the 1 per cent level.^
Students were also asked to indicate whether their parents are 
happier, have about the same degree of happiness, or are less happy 
than during the students' childhood. In Figure 16 it is shown that 
approximately 28 per cent of the couples in each of the three groups 
were rated happier. Only 2.9 per cent of the discussing group, however, 
were rated as less happy as compared with 23*9 per cent of the quarrel­
ing group and 28.6 per cent of the overlooking group. This would
suggest that the means used may not be of particular importance in pro­
ducing greater happiness but is of considerable consequence in producing 
greater unhappiness. Differences between the use of discussion and




Chi-square is 22.27, 2 degrees of freedom.
9Chi-square is 17*39, 2 degrees of freedom. One expected cell 
frequently in the contingency table was only 4.3, which is less than the 
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Figure 15. Means used for resolving marital problems by 170
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Figure 16. Means used for resolving marital problems by l6U
couples and change in marital happiness since the early childhood of
their children in college.
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Married students and the parents of single students rated the 
degree of happiness in their marriages on the same scale as above.
Table XIII, Appendix A, indicates that couples who use quarreling as 
their first or second most frequent means of resolving marital problems 
are more likely to rate their marriages as average and unhappy than are 
those who quarrel less. A majority of both married students and parents 
rated their marriages as very happy, except for parents who are in the 
most frequent quarreling category. Of the twenty parents in this group,
five rated their marriage as very happy, seven as happy, six as average, 
and two as unhappy. The association between frequency of quarreling and 
happiness of the parents and married students lends support to the 
relationship expressed by the single students.
In general, discussion appears to be more closely associated 
with a higher degree of marital happiness than does quarreling.. Also, 
discussion appears less likely to be associated with a decrease in 
marital happiness. Overlooking problems apparently bears about the 
same relationship to marital happiness and a decrease in happiness as 
does quarreling.
Degree of family integration. The Family Integration Scale 
developed by Reuben Hill may be regarded as an index of marital adjust­
ment. It is concerned with the relationships among all family members,
combine any of the three categories pertaining to change in happiness. 
Expected cell frequencies of as low as 2 are sometimes accepted as 
reliable. Inasmuch as the cell frequency is 4-.3, and the value of chi- 
square is so high, there is little reason to doubt a highly significant 
relationship.
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however, and may thus be even more meaningful for present purposes.
The scale was employed in the study to determine if any relationship
exists between the means used by parents in facing their problems and
the degree of integration of the family. This comparison is shown in
Figure 17* Placement into medium, low, and high integration scores
10was on the basis of the categories used in Hill's stucty-.
Only eight families in the present study scored in the lowest 
category on the integration scale. For analysis these were combined 
with those in the medium group, making a total of eighty-six families 
in this classification. Eighty-five families scored in the high cate­
gory. Reference to Figure 17 shows that 60.4 per cent of those in the 
discussing group scored high in family integration as compared with only
31*^ per cent in the quarreling group and 35*7 per cent in the overlook-
11ing group. Chi-square indicates a highly significant relationship.
It thus appears that the use of discussion in resolving marital 
problems is more likely to be associated with a high degree of family 
integration, whereas quarreling is more likely to be associated with a 
medium or low degree of integration.
Other indices of marital adjustment. Other indices considered 
which may give some indication of the degree of marital adjustment are 
whether the couple have ever considered divorce, the general atmosphere 
of the relationship between husband and wife, the general atmosphere
loSee Reuben Hill, Families Under Stress (New fork: Harper and 
Brothers, Publishers, 19^9)> P» 133*
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Figure 17. Means used for resolving marital problems by 171
couples and the degree of family integration.
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of all family relationships, the feeling on the part of the children in 
the family that their parents hate each other, the permanence of solu­
tions to problems, and changes in the frequency of problems since the 
first year of marriage.
The comparison between the most frequent means of resolving
marital problems and whether divorce was ever considered is shown in
Figure 18. Of 17^ couples for whom information was given, only 28 (16.1
per cent) were reported as having ever considered divorce. This, of
course, was according to children of the couples, and it is quite
possible that some parents had, without the students' knowledge, thought
of getting a divorce. Of the discussing group, only 3*7 per cent were
reported as having considered divorce as compared with 35*3 per cent of
the quarreling group. Chi-square for the association between these
12factors is significant at less than the 1 per cent level. It should 
be noted, too, that over two-fifths of those who customarily overlook 
their problems were reported as having considered divorce.
Figure 19 shows the association between problem-solving techniques 
and the general atmosphere of the marital relationship. Twenty-eight 
students rated the relationship between their parents as always harmon-
13ious, 110 as usually harmonious, and 35 as strained. Of the discussing 
group, 25 per cent are in the always harmonious category, whereas none
12Chi-square is 26.78, 1 degree of freedom.
13This category includes five possible responses ranging from 
"a somewhat strained relationship" to "almost constant nagging, bicker­
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Figure 18. Means used for resolving marital problems by 17U
couples and the consideration of divorce by the couples.
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Figure 19. Means used for resolving marital problems by 173 
couples and the general atmosphere of the relationship between the 
husbands and wives.
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of the quarreling group and only 7*1 Per cent (one couple) of the over­
looking group were so rated. Only 5*6 per cent of the discussing group 
were reported as having a strained relationship as compared with 43•1
per cent of the quarreling group and 50.0 per cent of the overlooking 
X 4-
group. Differences between the discussing and quarreling groups are
15significant at less than the 1 per cent level.
To show the relationship between the means most often used in 
resolving marital problems and the general atmosphere of family relation­
ships, Figure 20 was prepared. Twelve families were rated as always 
harmonious, 120 as usually harmonious, and 34 as having strained family 
relationships. Almost 90 per cent of the discussing group were rated 
as usually or always harmonious, but only about 65 per cent of the 
quarreling group and 54 per cent of the overlooking group were included 
in these categories. The remaining percentages for each group (10, 35, 
and 46, respectively) were rated as having strained relationships. Chi- 
square for the differences between the discussing and quarreling groups
16
indicates a relationship significant at less than the 1 per cent level.
In Figure 21 a comparison is made between the means used by 
parents in resolving problems and the frequency with which the student 
respondents had the feeling that their parents hate each other. Of 174
14These relationships are further substantiated by the responses 
of married students and the parents of single students as shown in 
Table XIV, Appendix; A.
15Chi-square is 41.95, 2 degrees of freedom.
■^Chi-square is 12.03, 1 degree of freedom. The "always harmon­
ious" and "usually harmonious" categories were combined for computing 
chi-square.
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Figure 20. Means used for resolving marital problems by 166
couples and the general atmosphere of all family relationships.
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Figure 21. Means used for resolving marital problems by 17U
couples and the frequency with which children have had the feeling
that their parents hate each other.
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students, 134 gave the response "never." Twenty-four said they had had 
this feeling only once or seldom, and sixteen gave occasionally, often, 
or always. Only 6.4 per cent of the students whose parents usually 
discuss their problems had ever had the feeling that their parents hate 
each other. Over 30 per cent of the children in the quarreling group 
reported having this feeling once or seldom, and 23.5 per cent reported 
a frequency of occasionally or more. Twenty-nine per cent of the 
children of the overlooking group had such a feeling occasionally or 
more. A chi-square of 44.68, with 2 degrees of freedom, indicates a 
highly significant difference between the quarreling and discussing 
groups.
Married students and the parents of single students were asked 
to indicate whether solutions to their problems are usually permanent 
or temporary. Table XXX reveals that both groups of parents (those who 
never or sometimes quarrel and those who use quarreling as their first 
or second most frequent means of resolving problems) are almost evenly 
divided on the question of whether solutions to problems are permanent 
or temporary. For the married students, however, it is clearly evident 
that permanent solutions are more likely to occur for those who never 
or sometimes quarrel, whereas temporary solutions are somewhat more 
likely to occur for those who quarrel more frequently.
The parents of single students and the married students who had 
been married longer than one year were also requested to indicate 
whether the frequency of problems in their marriage has increased, 
decreased, or remained the same since their first year of marriage.
The relationship between this and the frequency of quarreling is shown
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TABLE XXX
FREQUENCY OF QUARRELING BY SIXTY-SEVEN MARRIED COUPLES 
AND THE PERMANENCE OF SOLUTIONS TO 
MARITAL PROBLEMS
Permanence of Solutions to Problems
Frequency of Quarreling N Permanent Temporary
No. Per Cent No. Per Cent
Never or sometimes
Married students 15 11 4
Parents 11 6 5
Total 26 17 65*4 9 34.6
First or second most 
frequent means
Married students 24 11 13
Parents 17 9 8
Total in 20 48.8 21 51.2
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in Table XXXI. For both parents and married students the frequency of 
problems has increased more, proportionately, for those who quarrel fre­
quently than for those who never or only sometimes quarrel. The respec­
tive percentages (computed by combining the parents and the married 
students) are 21.6 and 5»0* On the other hand, 51*4 per cent of those 
who quarrel frequently reported less problems as compared with 45.0 
per cent of those who never or only sometimes quarrel. Thus the more 
frequent quarrelers indicate both fewer and more problems since their 
first year of marriage than do the other group, but the former are over 
four times as likely to have more problems and only slightly more likely 
to have fewer problems.
In regard to the degree of marital adjustment, every index con­
sidered indicates that the use of discussion is more likely to be asso­
ciated with a higher degree of marital adjustment than are quarreling 
and overlooking the problem. Information from married students and the 
parents of single students gives further evidence of this relationship 
in that the frequency of quarreling appears to be inversely related to 
the degree of marital adjustment.
III. LENGTH OF TIME REQUIRED TO ADJUST
A further conceivable index of the possible effectiveness of 
different methods of resolving marital problems is the length of time 
required by couples to achieve a satisfactory adjustment to their prob­
lems. Both married students and parents of single students were asked 
to indicate whether a mutually satisfactory adjustment has been achieved 
in fourteen areas of marriage and, if so, how long it has taken to
168
TABLE XXXI
FREQUENCY OF QUARRELING BY FIFTY-SEVEN MARRIED COUPLES AND 
CHANGES IN THE FREQUENCY OF MARITAL PROBLEMS 
SINCE THE FIRST YEAR OF MARRIAGE
Change in Frequency of Problems









Married students 10 4 5 1
Parents 10 5 5 0
Total 20 9 45.0 10 50.0 1 5-0
First or second most 
frequent means
Married students 18 8 5 5
Parents 19 11 5 3
Total 37 19 51*4 10 27.0 8 21.6
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achieve this adjustment. A comparison is made in Table XXXII between 
the length of time required to adjust and the frequency of quarreling.
Perhaps the most obvious relationship in this table is the one 
between the frequency of quarreling and the percentages of couples 
indicating a satisfactory adjustment from the beginning of their mar­
riages. With only two exceptions (wife's working and politics), couples 
who seldom quarrel (never or sometimes) are more likely to have had a 
satisfactory adjustment from the beginning of their marriages in the 
areas listed than are those who quarrel more frequently. In the area 
of family finances, for example, over twice as many, proportionately, of 
those who seldom quarrel reported mutual satisfaction from the beginning 
as did those who frequently quarrel. These relationships, however, 
merely suggest that those who do not achieve a mutually satisfactory 
adjustment from the beginning are more likely to quarrel frequently 
than are those who do.
Of greater concern at the moment is any difference that may exist 
between those who quarrel seldom and those who quarrel frequently in 
regard to the length of time required to adjust in those areas in which 
there has not been mutual satisfaction from the beginning. Frequencies 
in each of the categories for this comparison are so small that only 
very tentative conclusions can be drawn. It is to be noted, however, 
that a greater proportion of couples who quarrel frequently report a 
"still unsatisfactory" adjustment in nine of the fourteen areas than do 
those who quarrel less frequently. For four areas (sharing household 
tasks, intimate relations, religious matters, and rearing of children) 
the reverse is true. For one area (friends) the same proportion in
170
TABLE XXXII
FREQUENCY OF QUARRELING BY SEVENTY-ONE COUPLES AND 
LENGTH OF TIME REQUIRED TO ADJUST IN 
FOURTEEN AREAS OF MARRIAGE
Area of Adjustment 
and Frequency of 
Quarreling
N
Time Required to Achieve a Mutually
 Satisfactory Adjustment________
Satisfac- One to Still
tory From Twelve More Than Unsatis-
Beginning Months One Year factory
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One to Still 
Twelve More Than Unsatis- 
Months One Year factory
(Percentage 
of total)
(Percentages of those not re­
porting satisfaction from 
the beginning)
Matters of recreation
Seldom quarrel 28 78 .6 50.0 50.0 0 .0
Frequently quarrel 43 58 .1 22 .2 38.9 38.9
Matters of convention­
ality
Seldom quarrel 28 82.2 40.0 4o.o 20.0
Frequently quarrel 42 69.1 30 .8 30.8 38.4
Table manners
Seldom quarrel 28 78.5 66 .6 16.7 16.7
Frequently quarrel 4l 75-6 50.0 10.0 4o.o
Friends
Seldom quarrel 28 85*7 25.0 50.0 25.0
Frequently quarrel 41 70.7 33-3 41.7 25.0
Wife’s working
Seldom quarrel 27 81.5 80.0 20.0 0 .0
Frequently quarrel 
Politics
38 84.2 16.7 50.0 33.3
Seldom quarrel 2? 81.5 40.0 4o.o 20 .0
Frequently quarrel 39 92.3 0.0 0 .0 100.0
*
Never or sometimes quarrel.
First or second most frequent means of resolving problems.
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both groups report a "still ■unsatisfactory" adjustment. In almost two- 
thirds of the areas, then, a mutually satisfactory adjustment appears 
to occur more quickly for those who seldom quarrel than for those who 
frequently quarrel,
IV. ADDITIONAL FACTORS RELATED TO THE USE OF QUARRELING
Single students who had heard their parents quarrel more than 
once were asked to give information regarding the nature and results of 
their quarrels. Data were submitted by 123 students. Fifty-nine of 
these were from the group of parents who use discussion as their most 
frequent method of resolving marital problems, fifty-one were from the 
quarreling group, and thirteen were from the group in which problems are 
overlooked. Married students and the parents of the single students 
also submitted data concerning quarreling.
Changes in the frequency of quarreling. If quarreling serves 
as an effective device for resolving problems, it would appear that 
as more issues are settled there would be a gradual decrease in the 
frequency of quarreling. Duvall and Hill say, for example, in refer­
ence to productive quarrels: "Ideally, the quarrels tend to become
fewer and less violent as the marriage progresses and basic routines
17and solutions to problems are established." One hundred and seventeen 
of the single students indicated whether their parents quarrel less,
17'Evelyn Millis Duvall and Reuben Hill, When You Mariy (revised 
edition; Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1953)> pp« 243-244.
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more, or with about the same frequency as during the students’ child­
hood. Slightly less than one-half of the students (^7-0 per cent) said 
that the frequency of parental quarreling has decreased, whereas almost 
one-fourth (23*1 per cent) said there has been an increase. The remain­
ing 29*9 per cent reported no change. A comparison of changes with the 
most frequent method of resolving problems (Table XXXIII) reveals little 
difference between the discussing and quarreling groups in regard to a 
decrease in frequency. An increase in frequency was reported for 30-4-
per cent of the quarreling group, however, as compared with only 20*7
18per cent of the discussing group. Almost 70 per cent of those who
overlook their problems were reported as quarreling less frequently and
only about 8 per cent were reported as quarreling more frequently. This
may well indicate that a dominance-submission pattern has emerged for
those who overlook their problems.
Married students and the parents of single students were asked
to indicate any change in the frequency of quarreling since their first
year of marriage. The results were essentially the same as above,
except that slightly over half of the respondents reported less frequent
19quarreling than during their first year of marriage. A greater pro­
portion of those who quarrel often reported more frequent quarreling, 
than did those who never or sometimes quarrel. Little difference exists 
in the proportion in each group reporting less frequent quarreling.
18Chi-square for these relationships is 1.58 with 2 degrees of 
freedom. Thus the associations cannot be regarded as significant.
19
See Table XV, Appendix A.
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TABLE XXXIII
MEANS OF RESOLVING MARITAL PROBLEMS AND CHANGES IN THE
frequency: o f p a r e n t a l q u a r r e l i n g si n c e
STUDENT'S CHILDHOOD
Change in Frequency of Quarreling









Discussion 58 44.8 3^.5 20.7
Quarreling 46 ^3.5 26.1 30.4
Overlooking 13 69.2 23.1 7.7
Total 117 47.0 29.9 23.1
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Are quarrels productive or destructive? Students were asked to
indicate whether their parents' quarrels are productive or destructive.
Productive quarrels were defined as those which center on the issue
involved, whereas destructive quarrels were defined as those in which
20the participants attack the ego of the other. One-half of the 121 
students giving this information reported that quarrels between their 
parents are usually or always productive, 46 (38.0 per cent) said the 
quarrels are sometimes productive and sometimes destructive, and only 
14 (11.6 per cent) indicated that their parents' quarrels are usually 
or always destructive. Figure 22 reveals that considerable difference 
exists in this regard between the discussing group and the quarreling 
group. Quarrels for 78 per cent of the former were reported as always 
or usually productive as compared with only 24 per cent of the latter. 
Also, less than 2 per cent of the discussing group were reported as 
having destructive quarrels as compared with 22 per cent of the quar­
reling group. Thus it appears that couples who quarrel frequently are 
much less likely to have productive quarrels and more likely to have 
destructive quarrels than those who usually discuss their problems. .The
chi-square test indicates that this relationship is significant at less
21than the 1 per cent level.
The findings concerning the changes in the frequency of quarrel­
ing and the type of quarreling do not lend support to the idea presented
20
See Duvall and Hill, loc. cit.
21
Chi-square is 33*50, 3 degrees of freedom. Reference to 
Table XVI, Appendix A, indicates the same type of relationship for the 
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Figure 22. Means used for resolving marital problems by 121 
couples in relation to whether quarrels are usually productive, 
destructive, or sometimes productive and sometimes destructive.
17?
by Duvall and Hill that when couples use productive quarreling, the 
quarrels become fewer. If this were true, inasmuch as those in the 
discussing group are more likely to have productive quarrels than are 
those in the quarreling group, the frequency of quarreling should have 
decreased considerably more for the former than for the latter. Such 
is not the case, however.
Seriousness of quarrels. The seriousness of quarrels, rated 
on the basis of anger and emotional involvement, is shown in relation 
to the most frequent means of resolving problems in Figure 23* Of 123 
students, 36.6 per cent reported parental quarrels as moderately or 
veiy serious, 39*8 per cent as slightly serious, and 23.6 per cent as 
not at all serious. The discussing group has almost four times as 
many, proportionately, in the latter category as does the quarreling 
group (37*3 per cent and 9*8 per cent, respectively). Of those who 
usually discuss their problems, 18.6 per cent were rated as having 
moderately or very serious quarrels, whereas 54-9 per cent of the quar­
reling group and 46.1 per cent of the overlooking group were rated thus.
The value of chi-square (19.00, 2 degrees of freedom) reveals an asso-
22ciation significant at less than the 1 per cent level.
Things said in quarrels that were later regretted. Students 
were asked to indicate how often their parents said things in quarrels 
which they later regretted. Of 120 persons, 82 (68.3 per cent) checked
22Information from the married students and parents of single 
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Figure 23. Means used for resolving marital problems by 123
couples and the degree of seriousness of marital quarrels.
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the "seldom or never" response and 38 (31*7 per cent) gave the "often
or very often" response. Considerable difference exists in the responses
given when compared with the most frequent method of resolving problems.
As shown in Figure 24, 84.2 per cent of the discussing group as compared
with 54.0 per cent of the quarreling group and 53*8 per cent of the
overlooking group gave the "seldom or never" response. Thus only a
slight majority of the two latter groups checked this response. The
difference between the discussing and quarreling groups is significant
23at less than the 1 per cent levelo
Responses by the married students and parents of single students
reveal no relationship between the frequency of quarreling and the
frequency with which things were said in quarrels that were later 
24regretted. Only very slightly more than half in each group gave the 
seldom or never response.
Feelings toward one’s spouse during quarrels. The married 
students who were interviewed were asked to describe their feelings 
toward their spouses during quarrels and to tell how they thought their 
mates feel toward them. None gave any indication of any feeling of 
hatred toward his mate, although seven persons indicated that there was 
a momentary feeling on the part of one or both that the marriage had 
possibly been a mistake. The following examples illustrate some of the 
feelings expressed.
27Chi-square is 10.08, 1 degree of freedom.
24
See Table XVIII, Appendix A.
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Figure 2U. Means used for resolving marital problems by 120
couples and frequency with which things were said during marital
quarrels that were later regretted.
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Husband.: I have the feeling now and then that our marriage is
a mistake. There is some feeling of dislike but not of hatred.
My wife feels about the same way that I do. . . . We always say 
what we think, and make up afterwards.
Wife: I don't feel too good when we quarrel. At first, when
we had disagreements I would start crying. I couldn't talk. I 
had never done that with my parents. I'd just try to overlook 
things. Bill would tell me not to do that, to say what I thought. 
We're doing better now, but I just don't like to talk back. I 
don't enjoy quarreling, but there's never a feeling of hatred or 
that our marriage is a mistake by either.
Husband: I've got a violent temper and get pretty mad. I
don't ever feel that I want to commit homicide or anything like 
that. I get mad because she won't listen to my reasoning, and 
of course I always think I'm righto Our quarrels don't last 
very long, and they're over trivial matters. We may have felt 
temporarily that our marriage was a mistake. I think we both said 
that to each other on one or two occasions during our most violent 
quarrels right after we married. We're both always sorry after­
wards.
Wife: I used to cry all the time when we first got married,
but I don't now. Anything he said I took seriously and remembered.
I didn't have a feeling of hatred but rather a feeling of being 
hurt. When Joe is mad, I don't think he's thinking; he's always 
sorry about it later. I never had the feeling that he hated me 
or regretted our marriage. I only had such a feeling once. I 
was mad at him once and threw a pair of his pants on the floor and 
stomped on them.
Husband: I get a feeling of superiority. I just know I'm 
in the right all the time. I feel very, very superior but I know 
I'm not. I have the feeling that my wife is very narrow minded.
There is no feeling of not liking my wife, although I sometimes 
feel that our marriage was a mistake. My wife feels the same way 
I do, I guess. At least that's the way she acts sometimes.
Wife: On a few occasions, after drinking heavily, he has
just gone crazy. Once he threatened to kill me. He grabbed me 
by the throat and threw me on the bed and told me not to move.
I was scared and wondered where I might get help, but I had no 
feeling of hatred for him. Once he said he was going to get a 
divorce. After he gets over it, he is just as sweet and consider­
ate as he can be.
Husband: I dislike quarreling, which may go back to my family,
I don't know. When we quarrel my feeling is, ' [profane exclamation] , 
why did this have to happen again?' I have no feeling of hate or 
dissatisfaction with my marriage. My wife probably feels sometimes
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that she shouldn't have married me. These are not deep-seated 
feelings and only occur during our quarrels.
Wife: I get awfully disgusted with my husband sometimes, but
I never hate him. I never have a feeling that our marriage is a 
mistake. He gets disgusted with me, too, and sometimes thinks 
I'm a little stubborn. In a way I am, but then In a way he is, 
too.
These examples reveal that several negative feelings are 
involved during quarreling. There are feelings of dislike, disgust, 
and despair; of the inferiority of one's mate and the superiority 
of one's self; of the other person's merely being stubborn. There are 
misgivings concerning the marriage relationship. The degree of anger 
varies considerably, and there is sometimes even the desire to do 
physical harm to one's mate when highly excited emotionally. Nearly 
all of those who had such feelings during quarrels readily admitted 
that they were temporary and that both were usually sorry later for 
the things that had been said. Several persons said that they dislike 
quarreling.
Somewhat more positive feelings during a quarrel were expressed 
by only one person. A wife said:
Our quarrels do not bother me much, because I know we'll work 
things out. There is no feeling of hatred. I come to realize 
how sensible he is and how ridiculous I am. He's more mature 
than I am. He gets outdone with me, but even during a quarrel, 
he says he still loves me. He'll pass things off by saying something 
funny, and I laugh. Then he goes back and tries to get us both to 
see what we've been saying. We discuss it, and our problem is 
solved. Our quarrels are very minor.
The usual outcome of marital quarrels. In regard to the effective­
ness of quarreling as a problem-solving device, the following responses 
were given by 123 single students: 13»8 per cent said that their
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parents arrived at no solution to their problems through quarreling and 
that quarrels merely created further tension; 17*9 per cent reported 
that no solution was achieved but that tension was relieved; 27 • 6 per 
cent indicated that problems were sometimes solved through quarreling; 
and the remaining ■'-TO.7 per cent said that problems were usually or 
always solved. Almost one-third, then, say that quarreling never solves 
problems between their parents, and only about two-fifths say that 
problems are usually or always solved. This would not indicate that 
quarreling is a highly effective technique for solving problems. On 
the other hand, only 14 per cent of the students felt that quarreling 
produced further tension between their parents.
In Figure 25 it is shown that significant differences exist
in the effectiveness of quarrels according to whether couples usually
25discuss their problems or quarrel about them. Over twice as many of 
the quarreling group as of the discussing group (17*7 per cent as 
compared with 8.5 per cent) are reported as not achieving a solution 
to problems through quarreling and of having greater tension created.
Of the discussing group, 55*9 per cent reported that quarreling usually 
or always solves problems as compared with only 29*4 per cent of the 
quarreling group and 15*3 per cent of the overlooking group. As indi­
cated above, those who usually discuss problems are more likely to have 
productive than destructive quarrels, which possibly accounts for a 
greater proportion of these couples than of the quarreling group
25Chi-square is 9*76, 3 degrees of freedom. This is signifi­
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Figure 23. Means used for resolving marital problems by 123
couples and the usual outcome of quarrels as a problem-solving device.
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achieving solutions to problems through quarreling.
Similar relationships are revealed try information from the 
married students and parents of single students. A greater proportion 
of both the frequent quarrelers and those who never or only sometimes 
quarrel, however, reported that quarrels are always or usually solved.^ 
Some of the married students said in interviews that quarreling never 
solved problems for them. A few said that quarreling may release ten­
sion and bring things out into the open. Typical responses were:
Husband: I don't think quarreling ever solves anything. I
guess it does sometimes release tension. But even after the tension 
is gone, we still have to sit down and discuss it and work things 
out.
Wife: When we quarreled, we just quarreled, and we didn't
get anything done. Quarreling never solved anything at first.
We just discuss things now.
Effect of quarreling on the affectional relationship. Much 
has been written about a closer affectional relationship existing 
between husband and wife when they "kiss and make up" after quarreling. 
Duvall and Hill, for example, say:
Some'men and women . . . are surprised at the force of the love 
emotions which arise as a result of a quarrel. Quarreling thus 
helps to stabilize the marriage by reminding the couple, as they 
kiss and make up, of the depth of their love.
Single students were asked to indicate whether the affectional relation­
ship between their parents is less close, about the same, or closer 
than usual after a quarrel. The "less close" response was given by 23*1
See Table XIX, Appendix A. 
^Duvall and Hill, op. cit., p. 244
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per cent, the "about the same" response by 7^*3 per cent, and the
"closer" response by only 6.6 per cent. These findings offer little
support, then, for the idea that to "kiss and make up" after a quarrel
provides such a rapturous experience. Almost four times as many couples
were reported as being less close in their affectional relations than
as being closer. Data gathered from married students and the parents
of single students indicate a larger proportion of couples who feel a
28closer affectional relationship after quarreling (almost one-third).
In Figure 26 a comparison is made between the most frequent 
means of resolving marital problems and the effect of quarreling on 
the affectional relationship. Only 13*5 per cent of the discussing 
group were reported as less close than usual after quarreling, as 
compared with 3^*7 per cent of the quarreling group, and 23.1 per cent 
of the overlooking group. Of the discussing group, 10.2 per cent were 
reported as having a closer relationship, whereas only h.l per cent of 
the quarreling group and none of the overlooking group were so reported. 
By combining the "about the same" and "closer" categories, a chi-square 
of 5*68 was obtained, which with 1 degree of freedom is significant at 
the 2 per cent level.
How soon do couples make up after quarreling? "Let not the 
sun go down on thy wrath" has long been a maxim for married couples.
Of 123 students, 17*1 per cent reported that their parents make up 
immediately after quarreling and 59•3 per cent said that they become 
reconciled the same day. Almost one-fourth (23*6 per cent), however,
pQ
See Table XX, Appendix A.
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Figure 26. Means used for resolving marital problems by 121
couples and the effect of quarreling on the affectional relationship
of the couples.
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indicated that it takes their parents several days to make up after 
a quarrel. Significant differences exist according to the most fre­
quent method of resolving problems, as shown in Figure 27. Of the 
parents who usually discuss their problems, 28.8 per cent make up 
immediately, whereas only 5*9 per cent of those who quarrel about their 
problems do so. It should also be noted that only 6.8 per cent of the 
discussing group take several days to become reconciled as compared
with 111.2 per cent of the quarreling group and 30.8 per cent of the
29
overlooking group. Responses by married students and parents of
30single students show similar but less pronounced relationships.
Would couples be happier if they quarreled less? Students who
had heard their parents quarrel were asked whether, in their opinion,
their parents would be happier in their marriage relationships if they
quarreled less. Slightly less than half (46.7 per cent) of the 122
students giving this information checked the "yes" response. A slightly
higher percentage (49*2 per cent) of married students and parents of
31the single students gave this same response.
As shown in Figure 28, the "yes" response was nearly three 
times as high for parents in the quarreling group as for those in 
the discussing group (68.6 per cent and 24.1 per cent, respectively).
29Chi-square for differences between the discussing and quarrel­
ing groups is 22.79 with 2 degrees of freedom. This is significant at 
less than the 1 per cent level.
-^See Table XXI, Appendix A.
•^See Table XXII, Appendix A.
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Figure 27. Means used for resolving marital problems by 123
couples in relation to how soon the couples make up after quarreling
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DISCUSSION










Figure 28. Means used for resolving marital problems by 122
couples in relation to whether their marriage would be happier if they
quarreled less.
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The difference between the discussing and quarreling groups is signi.fi-
32cant at less than the 1 per cent level. Responses by married students
and parents of single students show essentially the same relationships
33in regard to the frequency of quarreling.
Spontaneity of quarrels. Quarreling is often regarded as being
an effective device for "bringing things out into the open" and gain-
34ing release from tensions that have accumulated. The question may 
well be asked whether quarreling usually occurs in marriage after ten­
sions have developed concerning a given problem or whether they tend 
to occur spontaneously (without any forethought and without any build­
up of tension about a particular problem). Thirty-five married students 
and twenty-nine parents of single students submitted information regard­
ing this question. The results are shown in Table XXXIV.
It is to be noted that almost one-third (31*2 per cent) of the 
couples indicated that quarreling is always spontaneous, whereas only 
about one-sixth (17*2 per cent) said that they quarrel only after 
tension has accumulated. The remaining couples said that quarreling 
sometimes occurs spontaneously and sometimes after tension. Of impor­
tance, too, is the fact that spontaneous quarrels are apparently 
somewhat more likely to occur for those who quarrel frequently than 
for those who never or only sometimes quarrel. On the other hand,
32Chi-square is 20.05, 1 degree of freedom.
^See Table XXII, Appendix A.
34J See particularly Duvall and Hill, op. cit., pp. 237-243.
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TABLE XXXIV
FREQUENCY OF QUARRELING BY SIXTY-FOUR MARRIED COUPLES 
AND THE SPONTANEITY OF QUARRELS
Quarrels Occur:






No. Per Cent No. Per Cent No. Per Cent
Never or sometimes
Married students 11 2 3 6
Parents 9 3 2 4
Total 20 5 25.0 5 25.0
00u-\0■1—\
First or second most 
frequent means
Married students 24 6 4 14
Parents 20 9 2 9
Total 44 15 3^.1 6 13*6 23 52.3
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tension is almost twice as likely to precede quarreling in the latter 
group as in the former.
Not all of these factors related to quarreling are specifically 
concerned with marital adjustment, but they do give further insight into 
the nature and general effectiveness of this method of resolving marital 
problems. To briefly summarize, about one in four couples quarrel more 
frequently than they did during the students' childhood, whereas two in 
four quarrel less frequently. One-half of the parents usually have 
productive quarrels, while only a little over one-tenth usually have 
destructive quarrels. One in three couples have moderately or very 
serious quarrels, and one in three often say things in quarrels that 
they regret later. Problems about which couples quarrel are usually 
solved through quarreling for only two out of five couples, and for 
almost one-third of the couples problems are never solved through quar­
reling. Only about one in fifteen couples have a closer affectional 
relationship after a quarrel, while one in four have a relationship less 
close than usual. Three-fourths of the couples make up immediately after 
a quarrel or during the same day. Almost one-half of the students sub­
mitting information for the study feel that their parents would be 
happier if they quarreled less.
These findings lend little support to hypotheses concerning the 
desirability and effectiveness of quarreling. It should be noted, how­
ever, that some couples, especially those who do not quarrel frequently 
and those who have productive quarrels, find quarreling to be an effec­
tive technique for resolving marital problems. For the most part, data 
submitted by the married students and the parents of single students
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show essentially the same relationships as that presented by the single 
students.
CHAPTER V
POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF MEANS USED FOR RESOLVING MARITAL 
PROBLEMS ON THE PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT 
OF CHILDREN
A further factor to consider in relation to the relative merits 
of different methods used in achieving adjustment to marital problems 
Is the effect that these means may have upon the personality develop­
ment of children in the family. As shown in Chapter I, different 
viewpoints are held regarding the influence on the child of problem- 
solving techniques used by his parents.
Inasmuch as the early years of one's life are generally regarded 
as being most important in personality formation, it is perhaps more 
meaningful to take into consideration the frequency of parental quar­
reling heard during the respondents' childhood rather than the most 
frequent means presently used by their parents in resolving marital 
problems. However, in the following comparison of the frequency of 
parental quarreling during childhood with the most common techniques 
of resolving marital problems, it is seen that an inverse relationship 
exists between the frequency of quarreling and the use of discussion:
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Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent 
Parents Quarreled: N Using Using Using
(186) Discussion Quarreling Other Means
Less than once a year 76 89.5 3.9 6,6
Less than once a month,
more than once a year $8 55.2 29.3 15.5
Once or more a month 52 17.3 6l.5 21.2
Only three of the "quarreling1* couples appear in the "less than once a 
year" category, and only nine of the "discussing” couples are in the 
"one or more times a month" category. Classification of the sample 
according to the frequency of parental quarreling, then, still permits 
a comparison of differential effects of discussion and quarreling on 
personality development.
The single students in the study were asked to give information 
concerning their childhood happiness, present happiness, health, 
academic achievement in college, major subjects in college, methods 
they used in facing their own problems, attitudes toward the most effec­
tive means of resolving marital problems, and emotional reactions to 
parental quarreling during childhood. The Minnesota Personality Scale—  
measuring morale, social relations, emotionality, and family relations—  
was completed by 148 students. These factors were analyzed in relation 
to the frequency of parental quarreling heard by the students during 
childhood. In addition to this, scores on the Minnesota Personality 
Scale were compared with the emotional reaction of the students to 
parental quarreling and with the seriousness of their parents* quarrels.
The degree of marital happiness of married students and the par­
ents of single students was analyzed in relation to the methods used
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by their parents in achieving adjustment to marital problems.
I. PERSONAL HAPPINESS OF CHILDREN
Childhood happiness. Students rated both their present and 
childhood happiness on a five point scale ranging from very happy to 
very unhappy. One hundred students rated their childhood as very happy, 
forty-eight as happy, and thirty-eight as average or less. As shown in 
Figure 29, a negative relationship exists between the frequency of 
parental quarreling heard by the respondents and their childhood hap­
piness.^ Whereas 73•7 per cent of the students who heard their parents 
quarrel less than once a year rated their childhood happiness as very 
happy, only 32.7 per cent of those who heard their parents quarrel one 
or more times a month rated their childhood happiness this high. Almost 
four times as many of the latter group said their childhood happiness 
was average or less as did those in the former group. Inasmuch as 
parents in the low frequency quarreling group are more likely to discuss 
their problems than to quarrel about them, these findings suggest that 
parental discussion of problems is conducive to a higher degree of happi­
ness for children in the family than is parental quarreling.
Students who had heard their parents quarrel more than once were 
also asked if they thought their childhood would have been happier if 
their parents had quarreled less. Of 142 students, 57 said "yes’1 and.
85 said Mno.“ Figure 30 reveals that only 4.3 per cent of the students
1
This relationship is significant at less than the 1 per cent 
level of confidence. Chi-square is 27.92 with 4 degrees of freedom.
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Figure 29. Frequency of parental quarreling heard by 186 col­







FREQUENCY OF PARENTAL QUARRELING HEARD BY STUDENTS IN RELATION 
TO WHETHER THEIR CHILDHOOD WOULD HAVE BEEN HAPPIER 














Figure 30. Frequency of parental quarreling heard by ll*2 col­
lege students during childhood in relation to their answer to the 
question* "Do you think your childhood would have been happier had 
your parents quarreled less?"
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in the low frequency quarreling group answered "yes," as compared with
42.6 per cent in the medium frequency group and 61.5 per cent in the
high frequency group. These relationships are significant at less than
2
the 1 per cent level.
Present happiness. Possibly of even greater importance than 
childhood happiness for determining the effects of different problem­
solving techniques on personality development is the present happiness 
of the individual. An association between the means used and present 
happiness would be more indicative of a continuing influence on one's 
personality adjustment.
One hundred students rated their present degree of happiness as 
very happy, fifty-eight as happy, and twenty-eight as average or less. 
Figure 31 shows that an inverse relationship, significant at less than
the 1 per cent level, exists between the present degree of happiness
q
and the frequency of quarreling heard during childhood. Over two- 
thirds (68.4 per cent) of the students from families in the low frequency 
quarreling group said they are very happy at present, while only 51.7 
per cent of the medium frequency group and 34.6 per cent of the high 
frequency group gave this response. Corresponding percentages giving 
the "average or less" response are 7.9 > 15.5 5 and 25.0.
Although a large majority of the students said they are happy or 
veiy happy, these findings do indicate a higher present happiness rating
2
Chi-square is 21.27, 2 degrees of freedom.
3
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Figure 31• Frequency of parental quarreling heard by 186 col­
lege students during childhood and their present happiness*
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for students from homes in which parental problems are generally solved 
through discussion than for those from homes in which there is frequent 
quarreling.
II. SELF-RATED PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS
In addition to rating their mothers and fathers on the character­
istics listed in the Burgess and Wallin scale for measuring compatibility 
of personality and temperament, the single students rated themselves for 
the same traits. "Emotional maturity" was added to the list, making a 
total of sixteen items. Students indicated whether they possess the 
characteristics markedly, considerably, somewhat, a little, or not at 
all. For analysis, the first two categories were combined, and the 
last two were combined. Ratings by the students are compared with the 
frequency of parental quarreling heard by them during childhood in 
Table XIXV.
As shown in the table, significant associations were found for 
five traits— makes friends easily, stubborn, angers easily, irritable, 
and easily depressed. Of the students reared in homes where they heard 
their parents quarrel less than once a year, 93.0 per cent said that 
they possess markedly or considerably the ability to make friends 
easily. Only 69.1 per cent of those from the medium frequency quarrel­
ing group and 70.8 per cent of those from the high frequency group gave 
these responses. On the basis of this association, it appears that 
children reared in homes in which there has been frequent parental quar­
reling may have greater difficulty in making friends easily than do 
those reared in homes with less quarreling and where problems are usually
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TABLE XXXV
FREQUENCY OF PARENTAL QUARRELING HEARD BY COLLEGE STUDENTS 
DURING CHILDHOOD AND SELF-RATED PERSONALITY 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDENTS
Personality Characteristics 
and Degree Possessed N
Frequency of Parental Quarreling’1'
Chi-
Low Medium High square
(Percentages)
Makes friends easily 
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and Degree Possessed N
Frequency of Parental Quarreling*
Chi-
Low Medium High square
(Percentages)
Moody




















































































Sense of duty 













Sense of humor 














Low— less than once a year; medium— less than once a month; 
high— once or more a month. The number of cases in each group varies 
slightly for the different characteristics. The low category varies 
from 67 to 71> "the medium from 53 to 56, and the high from 47 to 48.
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TABLE XXXV (continued.)
**Chi-squares preceded by a double asterisk are significant at 
less than the 5 per cent level. Each of these has ^ degrees of freedom 
except "makes friends easily," which has only 2. Due to small cell 




The significant associations suggest a positive correlation 
between the frequency of parental quarreling heard by students and 
the degree to which they possess such traits as stubbornness, angering 
easily, irritability, and being easily depressed. In regard to stub­
bornness, 32.8 per cent of those from the low frequency quarreling 
group said that they possess this characteristic "little or none," as 
compared with 24.1 per cent of those in the medium frequency group and 
14.6 per cent of the high frequency group. For angers easily, the 
corresponding percentages possessing the trait "little or none" are 
52.8, 41.8, and 29.2. Similar associations exist for the irritable and 
easily depressed characteristics.
Although the chi-squares are not significant, small positive 
correlations appear to exist, particularly for the extreme categories, 
between the frequency of parental quarreling and the degree to which 
such traits as easily excited, dominating, moody, selfish, and easily 
hurt are possessed. It is interesting to note that almost no differ­
ences exist among the three quarreling groups in their rating for sense 
of humor.
In general, the data suggest that a positive correlation exists 
between the frequency of parental quarreling heard by children in the 
family and the degree to which the more undesirable personality charac­
teristics are possessed. A negative association is suggested in regard 
to a few of the more desirable traits. This is not at all pronounced, 
however, except for making friends easily, and a positive relationship 
is indicated for taking responsibility willingly.
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III. PERSONALITY ADJUSTMENT AS MEASURED BY THE 
MINNESOTA PERSONALITY SCALE
The scores of 1^ +8 students for four areas of personality adjust­
ment— morale, social relations, emotionality, and family relations—  
were analyzed in relation to the frequency of parental quarreling heard 
during the students’ childhood, the degree of seriousness of parental 
quarrels, and the students' reactions to quarreling as a child. These 
comparisons are given in Tables XXXVI through XXXIX.
Morale. As shown in Table XXXVI, there is apparently little 
relationship between the morale scores of students on the Minnesota 
Personality Scale and the variables considered in regard to parental 
quarreling. Students who heard their parents quarrel one or more times 
a month did score in the lowest quartile almost three times as often, 
proportionately, as those who heard their parents quarrel less than 
once a year (13.2 per cent and 4-,8 per cent, respectively). On the 
other hand, students who rated their parents* quarrels as moderately 
and very serious scored in the highest quartile with a slightly greater 
frequency, proportionately, than those who rated their parents’ quarrels 
as not at all serious. Also, a slightly greater proportion of those who 
said they were seriously upset emotionally by their parents' quarrels 
scored in the highest quartile than of those who were not at all upset 
emotionally. The chi-square test indicates that none of these associa­
tions is significant, however.
Social relations. The social relations scores are compared with
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TABLE XXXVX
MORALE SCORES OF COLLEGE STUDENTS AND THE FREQUENCY: OF PARENTAL 
QUARRELING HEARD BY THE STUDENTS DURING CHILDHOOD, THE 
SERIOUSNESS OF PARENTAL QUARREIS, AND THE 
REACTIONS OF THE STUDENTS TO 
PARENTAL QUARRELING
















Frequency of parental 
quarreling





Less than once a month 47 2.1 10.7 40.4 46,8
Once or more a month 38 13o2 13.2 21.0 52.6 6.41




28 7.1 14.3 32.2 46.4
Slightly 50 8.0 14.0 30.0 48.0
Moderately and very 36 5.6 19.4 22.2 52.8 1.01
Emotional reactions of 
students to quarrels 
Not at all upset
110
27 7.^ 14.8 33.3 44.4
Somewhat upset 67 7.5 16.4 28.4 47.7
Seriously upset 16 6.2 6.2 31.3 56.3 .24
*Quartile scores are based upon norms established for the
Minnesota Personality Scale.
**Chi-square is not significant for any of these associations.
Small cell frequencies necessitated the combining of certain categories
for computing chi-square.
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the parental quarreling variables in Table XXXVTI. In regard to the 
frequency of quarreling, students from the high frequency group scored 
in the lowest quartile almost three times as often, proportionately, as 
did those in the low frequency group. The latter scored in the highest 
quartile slightly more often. The association, however, is not signifi­
cant.
There is a slight indication that the greater the degree of 
seriousness of parental quarrels, the higher the social relations 
scores of the students. This is evidenced by only 8.3 per cent of 
those rating their parents’ quarrels as moderately and very serious 
scoring in the lowest quartile as compared with 17.9 per cent of those 
who said that their parents quarrels were not at all serious. Also, a 
smaller proportion of the latter scored in the highest quartile. Of 
the students indicating serious emotional reactions to parental quarrel­
ing, only 18.8 per cent scored in the highest quartile for social rela­
tions, as compared with 33.^ per cent of those who were not at all upset 
by parental quarreling.
None of the associations between social relations scores and 
parental quarreling variables are significant.
Emotionality. Table XXXVUI reveals only a slight relationship 
between the frequency of parental quarreling heard by students during 
childhood and their emotionality scores. Those in the medium frequency 
quarreling category scored less often than either the low or the high 
frequency groups In the highest quartiles. The percentage scoring in 
the lowest quartile is somewhat greater for the high frequency group.
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TABLE XXXVII
SOCIAL RELATIONS SCORES OF COLLEGE STUDENTS AND THE FREQUENCY OF 
PARENTAL QUARRELING HEARD BY THE STUDENTS DURING 
CHILDHOOD, THE SERIOUSNESS OF PARENTAL QUARRELS,
AND THE REACTIONS OF THE STUDENTS TO 
PARENTAL QUARRELING
Social Relations Scores*














Frequency of parental 
quarreling





Less than once a month 47 19.1 12.8 29.8 38.3
Once or more a month 38 18.4 18.4 29.0 34.2 5.58




28 17.9 14.2 42.9 25.0
Slightly 50 18.0 14.0 30.0 38.0
Moderately and very 36 8.3 19.*i 27.8 44.5 2.95
Emotional reactions of 
students to quarrels 
Not at all upset
no'
27 22.2 14.8 29.6 33.4
Somewhat upset 67 10.5 13.4 34.3 41.8
Seriously upset 16 25.0 25.0 31.2 18.8 5.*13
*Quartile scores are based upon the norms established for the
Minnesota Personality Scale.
**Chi-square is not significant for any of these associations.




EMOTIONALITY SCORES OF COLLEGE STUDENTS AND THE FREQUENCY OF 
PARENTAL QUARRELING HEARD BY THE STUDENTS DURING 
CHILDHOOD, THE SERIOUSNESS OF PARENTAL QUARRELS,
AND THE REACTIONS OF THE STUDENTS TO 
PARENTAL QUARRELING
Emotionality Scores*














Frequency of parental 
quarreling





Less than once a month 47 21.3 34.0 23.4 21.3
Once or more a month 38 26.3 23.7 21.0 29.0 2.14




28 17.9 • 17.9 32.1 32.1
Slightly 50 22.0 28.0 28.0 22.0
Moderately and very 36 30.6 27.8 11.1 30.5 6.46
Emotional reactions of 
students to quarrels 
Not at all upset
110
27 22.2 18.5 33.^ 25.9
Somewhat upset 67 22.4 22.4 22.4 32.8
Seriously upset 16 31.3 43.7 18.8 6.2 5.54
* Quartile scores are based upon the norms established for the
Minnesota Personality Scale.
**Chi-square is not significant for any of these associations.
Small cell frequencies necessitated the combining of certain categories
for computing chi-square.
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For the seriousness of parental quarrels, the lowest quartile for 
emotionality scores contains a greater proportion of students who 
rated their parents' quarrels as moderately and very serious than of 
those who regarded them as not at all serious. The respective percent­
ages are 30*6 and 17.9. Neither of these associations is significant.
Although the value of chi-square does not indicate a significant
relationship at the 5 per cent level between the emotional reaction of
students to parental quarreling and their emotionality scores, it is
h
significant at less than the 7 per cent level. In view of this, the 
marked differences that do exist are perhaps worthy of consideration.
Only 6.2 per cent of the students who said parental quarrels usually 
caused them to be seriously upset emotionally scored in the highest 
quartile, as compared with four times as many (25.9 per cent) of those 
who said they were not at all upset by parental quarrels. Of the former 
group, 75.0 per cent scored below the 50th percentile, whereas only 40.7 
per cent of the latter scored this low.
There is a strong indication, then, of a negative relationship 
between the emotional reaction of children to parental quarreling and 
emotionality scores as measured by the Minnesota Personality Scale.
The question may be raised, of course, as to whether emotionality is 
influenced by differential effects of parental quarreling on the 
emotional state of children, or whether their differential reactions 
can be attributed to differences in emotionality.
Zj.
For computing chi-square, it was necessary to combine the first 
and second quartile categories and the third and fourth. Thus there are 
only 2 degrees of freedom. A chi-square of 5.991 is required for signifi­
cance at the 5 per cent level.
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Family relations. The students' scores for the family relations 
test were found to be significantly related to the frequency of parental 
quarreling heard during the students' childhood and their emotional 
reactions to parental quarreling. As shown in Table XXXIX, only 11.1 
per cent of the students whose parents seldom quarrel scored in the 
lowest quartile, as compared with 21.3 per cent of those in the medium 
frequency quarreling group and k'J,k per cent of those in the high fre­
quency group. Corresponding percentages scoring in the highest quartile 
are 3^.9 > 23.^ , and 10,5. A highly significant negative correlation 
exists, then, between the frequency of parental quarreling and the 
family relations scores.
In regard to the emotional reactions of students to parental 
quarreling, almost four-fifths of those who were seriously upset 
emotionally scored below the 50th percentile as compared with less 
than half of those who said they were not at all disturbed by their 
parents* quarrels. Only 6.2 per cent of the former scored in the 
highest quartile, whereas 26.0 per cent of the latter scored this high. 
Thus a negative association significant at the 5 per cent level (2 
degrees of freedom) exists between the students' emotional reactions 
to parental quarreling and their family relations scores.
The relationship between the seriousness of parental quarrels 
and family relations scores is also negative, but it is not significant 
at the 5 per cent level. Rather marked differences exist, however, 
among the percentages of students in the three groups (according to the 
seriousness of quarrels) scoring in the lowest quartile as well as among 
those scoring in the highest quartile. These two categories (the lowest
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TABLE XXXIX
FAMIIY RELATIONS SCORES OF COLLEGE STUDENTS AND THE FREQUENCE OF 
PARENTAL QUARRELING HEARD BY THE STUDENTS DURING 
CHILDHOOD, THE SERIOUSNESS OF PARENTAL QUARREIS,
AND THE REACTIONS OF THE STUDENTS TO 
PARENTAL QUARRELING
Family Relations Scores*














Frequency of parental 
quarreling





Less than once a month 47 21.3 25.5 29.8 23.4
Once or more a month 38 47.4 26.3 15.8 10.5 24.61




28 10.7 28.6 32.1 28.6
Slightly 50 28.0 22.0 28.0 22.0
Moderately and very 36 38.9 27.8 22.2 11.1 8.03
Emotional reactions of 
students to quarrels 
Not at all upset
110
27 14.8 29.6 29.6 26.0
Somewhat upset 67 25.4 25.4 29.8 19.^
Seriously upset 16 62.5 18.8 12.5 6.2 6.02
*Quartile scores are based upon the norms established for the 
Minnesota Personality Scale.
**Chi-squares are significant at the 1 and 5 pen cent levels, 
respectively, for frequency of parental quarreling heard by children 
(6 degrees of freedom) and reactions of students to parental quarreling 
(2 degrees of freedom). For computing chi-square for the latter, it 
was necessary, because of small cell frequencies, to combine the first 
and second quartile scores and the third and fourth quartile scores.
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and highest quartiles) contribute the major portion of chi-square 
(7.02 of a total 8.03). Thus if only the extreme quartile scores were 
compared with the degree of seriousness of parental quarrels, a signifi­
cant relationship would exist,
IV. ADDITIONAL FACTORS RELATED TO PERSONALITY: DEVELOPMENT
Reactions of children to parental quarreling. One hundred
twenty-eight students who had heard their parents quarrel more than
once indicated whether, during their childhood, they had been seriously,
somewhat, or not at all upset emotionally by parental quarreling. These
responses are compared with the frequency of quarreling in Figure 32.
The response "not at all upset emotionally* was given by 58.3 per cent
of those from low frequency quarreling families, by 17.3 per cent of
those in the medium frequency group, and by 19.2 per cent of those in
the high frequency group. The "seriously upset emotionally* response
was given by 4,2 per cent, 11.5 per cent, and 28.9 per cent of these
respective groups. A positive relationship exists, then, between the
frequency of parental quarreling heard by the students and the degree
of emotional disturbance they experienced. This association is signifi-
5
cant at less than the 1 per cent level.
Students’ evaluations of the effect of parental quarreling on 
their personality development. Students who had heard their parents 
quarrel more than once gave their own evaluations as to the effect they
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Figure 32. Frequency of parental quarreling heard by 128 col­
lege students during childhood and their emotional reactions to their 
parents' quarrels.
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felt that parental quarreling had had on their personality development.
Of 129 students, 46 said that parental quarreling had had a detrimental 
effect, 77 said there had been little if any effect, and 21 felt that 
there had been a -wholesome effect. As shown in Figure 33 > only 8.3 per 
cent of the low frequency quarreling group indicated a detrimental 
effect, whereas 34.0 per cent of the medium frequency group and 50*0 
per cent of the high frequency group felt this way. Percentages of 
each group checking the "wholesome effect" response were 25.0, 9.4, and 
13.5> respectively.
The association between the frequency of parental quarreling 
and the students’ evaluations of the effect of quarreling on their
personality development is significant at less than the 1 per cent
£
level of confidence. This suggests that the greater the frequency of 
quarreling, the more likely children are to regard quarreling as detri­
mental.
Health of students. Attitudes of persons toward their physical 
health are often included in personality tests. Inasmuch as a close 
relationship has often been found to exist between emotional and physical 
health, it is conceivable that parental quarreling could at least affect 
the attitude of a child toward his health. Students were asked to indi­
cate whether their present state of health is excellent, good, fair, or 
poor. Of 185 students, 130 regarded their health as being excellent and 
most of the remaining 55 said their health is good. As shown in Table XL
Chi-square is 14.80, 4 degrees of freedom.
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frequency of parental quarreling heard by students and
THEIR EVALUATION OF THE EFFECT OF QUARRELING 
ON THEIR PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT











Figure 33* Frequency of parental quarreling heard by 129 col­
lege students during childhood and the students1 evaluations of the 
effect of this quarreling on their personality development;
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TABLE XL
FREQUENCY OF PARENTAL QUARRELING HEARD BY 185 COLLEGE STUDENTS 
DURING CHILDHOOD AND THE PRESENT STATE 
OF THE STUDENTS' HEALTH





Excellent Good or Less
(Percentages)
Less than once a year 7 6 71.0 29.0
Less than once a month 57 64.9 35.1
Once or more a month 52 75.0 25.0
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there is little if any relationship between one* s state of health and
the frequency of quarreling heard during childhood. The value of chi-
7
square does not indicate a significant association.
Attitudes of students as to the most effective means for resolv­
ing problems in marriage. The single students were requested to indicate 
their first and second choices concerning what they regarded as the 
best means of resolving marital problems. For first choice, 170 students 
checked discussion, 3 checked overlooking the problem, 2 quarreling, and 
2 consulting a third person. The first choice for the 9 remaining stu­
dents could not be determined. A second choice was given by only 161 
students. Seventy-five of these checked consulting a third person, 44- 
quarreling, 33 overlooking the problem, 7 discussion, and 2 withdrawal.
In Table XLI the second choices for resolving marital problems are com­
pared with the frequency of parental quarreling heard by the students 
during childhood. Due to small frequencies in certain cells and the 
impossibility of combining any categories, chi-square was not computed 
for this table. With so little difference in the percentages giving 
different responses, however, it is not likely that any significant 
relationship does exist. It is perhaps important to note that nearly 
all of the students feel that discussion is the most effective method 
of handling marital problems and that only slightly over one-fourth 
regard quarreling as the second best means.
Attitudes toward quarreling in marriage. From a list of five
7
Chi-square is 1.4-1, 2 degrees of freedom.
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TABLE XLT
FREQUENCE OF PARENTAL QUARRELING HEARD BY 161 COLLEGE STUDENTS 
DURING CHILDHOOD AND THE STUDENTS' ATTITUDES AS TO THE 






Second Best Means for Resolving Problems
Dis- Quarrel- Over- Con- With-
cussion ing looking suiting drawal
(Percentages)
Less than once a year 67 3.0 28.3 25.^ ^3.3 0.0
Less than once a month 51 3.9 29.4 15.7 47.1 3.9
Once or more a month ^3 7.0 23.3 18.6 51.1 0.0
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statements setting forth varying degrees of favorable and unfavorable 
attitudes toward quarreling in marriage, each student was asked to check 
the one statement most nearly representing his own attitude. The per­
centage of persons checking each statement is shown in relation to the 
frequency of parental quarreling heard by the students in Table XLII. 
Over half of the students (56.2 per cent) said that quarreling should 
occur as little as possible but that it is better than permitting 
strained relationships to continue. Only 4-.3 per cent of the students 
checked that quarreling should be avoided at all costs, and only 7»0 
per cent indicated that it is perfectly normal and desirable. It is 
possibly of some significance that students whose parents were placed 
in the low frequency quarreling group gave this latter response three 
times as often, proportionately, as did those in the high frequency 
group. This could perhaps be accounted for in that quarreling between 
parents who usually discuss their problems is more likely to be pro­
ductive, more likely to be over important matters, and more likely to 
solve problems than is true for parents who usually quarrel about their 
problems.
Due to several small cell frequencies, chi-square was not com­
puted for the relationship between the frequency of parental quarreling 
and students' attitudes toward quarreling in marriage. One can be 
fairly certain, however, that a statistically significant relationship 
does not exist.
Attitudes toward parental quarreling in the presence of children. 
Although students from homes in which parental quarreling occurs most
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TABLE XLII
FREQUENCY OF PARENTAL QUARRELING HEARD BY 185 COLLEGE STUDENTS 
DURING CHILDHOOD AND THE STUDENTS’ ATTITUDES 
TOWARD QUARRELING IN MARRIAGE
Frequency of Quarreling N Attitudes Toward Quarreling*
1 2 3 4 5
(Percentages)
Less than once a year 75 6.7 16.0 50.6 16.0 10.7
Less than once a month 58 1.7 10.3 69.0 13.8 5.2
Once or more a month 52 3.8 21.2 50.0 21.2 3.8
Total 185 *K3 15.7 56.2 16.8 7.0
*Numbers in the table represent the following statements:
(1) It should be avoided at all costs, for it is always damaging to the 
relationship.
(2) It should be avoided if possible, for it usually creates further 
tension.
(3) It should occur as little as possible, but it is better than per­
mitting strained relationships to continue.
(4) It is usually an effective means of “clearing the air" and re­
establishing one's emotional balance.
(5) It is perfectly normal and desirable, and marriage would be dull 
and monotonous without an occasional quarrel.
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often are more likely than others to feel that quarreling has had a 
detrimental effect on their personality development, they are less 
likely to feel that parents should not quarrel in the presence of 
their children. In response to this question, 35 of 183 students 
answered "yes" and 148 answered "no." As shown in Figure 34, only 
6.8 per cent of the students in the low frequency quarreling group 
answered yes, as compared with 24.6 per cent of those in the medium 
frequency group and 30.8 per cent of the high frequency group. This 
represents an association significant at less than the 1 per cent
g
level. Thus it appears that the greater the frequency of parental 
quarreling heard by children, the more likely they are to feel that 
parents should quarrel in the presence of their children. It must be 
noted, however, that well over two-thirds of the students in each of 
the three groups do not feel this way.
Most frequent means used by students in resolving their problems. 
Is there any relationship between the methods used by parents in facing 
their problems and the methods employed by children in attempting to 
resolve their own problems? Of 167 students, 139 said that they use 
calm discussion more often than any other technique. Only 10 reported 
using quarreling most often, and 18 checked some other means. In 
Table XT .TIT a comparison is made between the different means used and 
the frequency of parental quarreling heard by the students during their 
childhood. Little difference exists between the medium and high fre-
8Chi-square is 13.11) 2 degrees of freedom.
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FREQUENCY OF PARENTAL QUARRELING HEARD BY STUDENTS AND THEIR 
ATTITUDES TOWARD QUARRELING IN THE PRESENCE OF CHILDREN















Figure 3U. Frequency of parental quarreling heard by 183 col­
lege students during childhood and the students' responses to the 
question! "Should parents quarrel in the presence of their children?"
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TABLE XLIH
FREQUENCY OF PARENTAL QUARRELING HEARD BY 167 COLLEGE STUDENTS 
DURING CHILDHOOD AND THE STUDENTS' MOST FREQUENT 
MEANS OF RESOLVING THEIR OWN PROBLEMS
Means of Resolving Problems
Frequency of Quarreling N by Students
Discussion Quarreling Other
(Percentages)
Less than once a y§ar 71 87.3 2.8 9.9
Less than once a month 50 80.0 10.0 10.0
Once or more a month 46 80.4 6.5 13.1
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quency quarreling groups, but a lower proportion of the students in
the low frequency group use quarreling and a higher proportion use
discussion. The chi-square test does not indicate a significant dif- 
g
ference, however.
Frequency of quarreling by students. Students were asked to 
indicate whether they had never, occasionally, often, or very often 
quarreled with members of their family and friends. The responses 
were divided into four categories as follows: very often (those who
had quarreled very often with two or more persons); often (those who 
had quarreled very often with less than two persons but often or more 
with two or more persons); occasionally (those who had quarreled often 
or more with less than two persons but occasionally or more with one 
or more persons); and never (those who had never quarreled with anyone). 
For analysis it was necessary to combine the first two categories and 
the last two categories.
Of 186 students, 38 were classified as quarreling often or very 
often and 148 were classified as quarreling occasionally or never. In 
Figure 35 the frequency of quarreling heard by students during child­
hood is compared with the frequency of quarreling by the students. The 
medium frequency parental quarreling group has a smaller proportion 
of students who quarrel often or very often than do either of the other 
groups. The percentage who quarrel often or very often in the high 
frequency quarreling group, however, is over twice as high as in the
g
Chi-square is 1.47, 2 degrees of freedom. For computing chi- 
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Figure 35* Frequency of parental quarreling heard ty 186 col­
lege students during childhood and the frequency of quarreling by the 
students.
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medium group, and almost twice as high as in the low frequency group.
It appears, then, that children from homes in which there has been fre­
quent parental quarreling are more likely to quarrel often than are
those who have witnessed little parental quarreling. The relationship
10between these factors is significant at the 5 per cent level.
Students1 major subjects in college. Information was secured 
as to the major course of study of each student. The majors were 
classified as follows: social sciences and related, natural sciences
and related, humanities and related, and business and related. The 
number of students majoring in each is compared with the frequency of 
parental quarreling heard by the students in Table XLIV. Reference 
to the table reveals only slight differences between the three quarrel­
ing frequency groups in the percentages majoring in each course of
study. Chi-square indicates that these are likely purely chance dif- 
11ferences. Thus there is no indication of any association between 
the frequency of parental quarreling heard by students and their voca­
tional interests.
Students1 overall grade averages in college. Students were 
asked to indicate whether their overall grade averages were A, B, C, 
or D. These are compared with the frequency of parental quarreling 
heard by the students in Table XLV. Due to the small number of students 
reporting A and D averages, each of these categories was combined with
10Chi-square is 6.96, 2 degrees of freedom.
1 1Chi-square is 6 degrees of freedom.
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TABLE X U V
FREQUENCY OF PARENTAL QUARRELING HEARD BY 178 COLLEGE STUDENTS 
DURING CHILDHOOD AND THE STUDENTS' MAJOR 
SUBJECTS IN COLLEGE
Major












Less than once a year 73 43.8
(Percentages) 
8.2 23.3 24.7
Less than once a month 55 49.1 9.1 12.7 29.1
Once or more a month 50 44.0 10.0 24.0 22.0
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TABLE XLV
FREQUENCY OF PARENTAL QUARRELING HEARD BY 185 COLLEGE STUDENTS 
DURING CHILDHOOD AND THE STUDENTS* OVERALL 
GRADE AVERAGES IN COLLEGE
Frequency of Quarreling N Grade Average
A or B C or D
(Percentages)
Less than once a year 75 1*1.3 58.7
Less than once a month 58 44.8 55.2
Once or more a month 52 44.2 55.8
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its adjacent category. As shown in the table, little difference exists
between the students from the three quarreling frequency groups in
regard to their academic success. Chi-square does not indicate a sig-
12
nificant relationship.
IV. POSSIBLE EFFECT OF MEANS USED BY PARENTS IN RESOLVING 
PROBLEMS ON THE MARITAL HAPPINESS OF CHILDREN
The married students and parents of single students indicated 
which methods their parents had used most frequently in achieving 
adjustment to their marital problems. Forty respondents indicated that 
their parents used discussion most often and twenty-two said that quar­
reling was used most often. The degree of marital happiness of the 
married students and the parents of single students is shown in relation 
to whether their parents used quarreling or discussion in Table XLVI.
Almost three-fifths (57-5 per cent) of those whose parents 
usually discussed their problems rated their marriages as veiy happy 
as compared with only two-fifths (40,9 per cent) of those who reported 
that their parents usually quarreled. Only 17.5 per cent of those in 
the discussion group rated their marriages as average or less, whereas
27.5 per cent of the quarreling group gave this rating. Although it 
appears that couples whose parents quarreled frequently are less likely 
to have a very happy marriage than are those whose parents usually dis­
cussed their problems, a chi-square test of significance indicates that 
such a relationship could occur by chance approximately thirty times in
12
Chi-square is .18, 2 degrees of freedom.
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TABLE XLVI
MEANS USED FOR RESOLVING MARITAL PROBLEMS BY THE PARENTS 
OF SIXTY-TWO MARRIED COUPLES AND THE DEGREE 
OF MARITAL HAPPINESS OF THE COUPLES
Marital Happiness












Married students 22 14 4 4
Parents of single 
students 18 9 6 3
Total 40 23 57.5 10 25.0 7 17.5
Quarreling
Married students 10 5 3 2
Parents of single 
students 12 4 4 4
Total 22 9 4o.9 7 31.8 6 27.3
13one hundred. Thus the association cannot be regarded as significant.
13For computing chi-square the "happy** and Maverage or less" 
categories were combined and the married students and parents of 
single students were grouped together. Chi-square for the relation­
ship is 1.03> 1 degree of freedom.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this study of 186 families of single college students and 41 
married college students an attempt has been made to discover the means 
used by husbands and wives for resolving their marital problems, to 
determine whether persons who utilize one method can be distinguished 
by personal, social, or cultural factors from those who use another, to 
measure the effectiveness of various techniques, and to determine if 
any relationship exists between the means used by parents and the per­
sonality development of children in the family.
A combination of the case study and statistical methods of 
investigation were utilized. Data were secured by questionnaires 
completed by 186 single college students, 31 parents of single students, 
and 41 married students. In addition to this, use of the Minnesota 
Personality Scale, Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey, and the 
Burgess and Wallin Marital Success Schedules provided further informa­
tion. Also, twenty of the married students consented to an interview.
A satisfactory degree of validity was established for the information 
submitted by the single students by comparing their responses to certain 
items with corresponding responses given by their parents (thirty cases) 
and by comparing the students* family adjustment scores on the Minnesota 
Personality Scale with questionnaire data.
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The results of the study may now be summarized, in relation to 
the hypotheses set forth in Chapter I. Conclusions regarding the find­
ings are not to be considered as generalizations but rather as tentative 
hypotheses awaiting further investigation.
First hypothesis; All married couples have problems to which 
they must adjust, but these problems are not sufficiently severe in 
some marriages as to be regarded as conflict. A marital problem was 
defined as any disagreement, difference of opinion, different view­
point, or lack of adjustment which requires some type of solution in 
order to achieve, maintain, or re-establish a harmonious relationship 
between husband and wife. Of the 186 students submitting information 
for the study, 26 (14.0 per cent) said that to their knowledge their 
parents never had such problems. For the fourteen problem areas con­
sidered, however, only six students checked "no problem at all" for 
each of the areas. One of these said that his parents had problems 
less than once a month, whereas the other five gave the "never” response. 
These five said that the relationship between their parents is always 
harmonious, with complete freedom from discord. They also indicated 
that they had never heard their parents quarrel. When asked what means 
were used by their parents in attempting to resolve marital problems, 
however, each checked discussion. It is thus likely that they have 
heard their parents discuss certain differences of opinion but that 
inasmuch as the differences were resolved with little if any difficulty, 
the students do not regard these as being problems.
All of the married students and parents of single students who
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completed questionnaires indicated problems in one or more of fourteen 
problem areas in marriage. When asked how often problems arise in 
marriage, however, two of each group checked the "never" response.
Here again, it may well be that to the respondents the definition given 
of a marital problem may have indicated something more serious than had 
ever occurred in their relationships with their spouses.
The definition given of conflict describes it as "emotionalized
and violent opposition in which the major concern is to overcome the
1
opponent as a means of securing a given goal or reward.” As dis­
cussed above, it is evident that some students feel that "emotionalised 
and violent opposition" has never occurred between their parents. Of 
the three groups analyzed in the study (according to the problem­
solving techniques utilized), 28 of 173 of the parents (16.2 per cent) 
were reported as having an always harmonious relationship with complete 
freedom from discord. If the degree of seriousness of problems can be 
taken as an index of conflict, it should be noted that 46.9 per cent of 
the students reported that problems arising between their parents are 
not even slightly serious.
Six of the married students reported that their marriages are 
always harmonious with complete freedom from discord, but none of the 
parents of the single students gave this response. Twenty married 
students and twelve parents of single students reported that their 
marital problems have never been even slightly serious.
As quoted in Chapter I from: Kimball Young, Sociology: A 
Study of Society and Culture (second edition; Mew York: American Book 
Company, 1949), p."'68.
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On the basis of these findings, there does not appear to be 
sufficient evidence to reject the hypothesis that all married couples 
have problems. On the other hand, the hypothesis is not conclusively 
supported by the data. The evidence does strongly indicate that prob­
lems are not sufficiently severe in some marriages as to be regarded as 
conflict.
Second hypothesis; Various methods are used by different couples 
as the most usual way of solving marital problems, and the use of quar­
reling is totally absent in some marriages. It has been shown that
58.6 per cent of the single students reported that their parents use 
calm discussion most frequently as a means of resolving marital problems, 
whereas 27.9 Per cent reported the use of quarreling, and 7.5 per cent 
said their parents usually overlook their problems. A few reported 
withdrawal or consulting a third person as the most frequent means 
employed. Both threats and fighting were listed as being sometimes used. 
Fourteen per cent of the students said that their parents never quarrel.
Discussion was listed as the most frequent technique by 78.1 per 
cent of the married students and by 80.6 per cent of the parents of 
single students. Quarreling was checked as the most common means by
14.6 per cent of the former and 12.9 per cent of the latter. The remain­
ing most frequent means were divided among overlooking the problem, 
withdrawal, and consulting a third person. Both groups reported some 
use of threats and fighting. Only 9.7 per cent of the parents reported 
that they never quarrel, whereas 17’. 1 per cent of the married students 
gave this response.
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For the couples included in this study, then, it is evident, 
assuming the validity of the responses, that several different tech­
niques are employed as the most common means of resolving marital 
problems and that quarreling, defined as a battle of words involving 
varying degrees of anger, is totally absent in some marriages. The 
second hypothesis is therefore supported by the findings.
Third hypothesis: Those persons who customarily use one method
of resolving problems can be differentiated from those who use another 
on the basis of certain personal, social, and cultural factors. Data 
were analyzed to determine if couples who use discussion as their most 
frequent means of resolving problems can be differentiated from those 
who use quarreling on the basis of such cultural and social factors as 
occupation, income, education, religion, residence, and family back­
ground. Although some relationship does appear to exist for several of 
these, only one was found to be significant at the 5 per cent level of 
confidence according to the chi-square test. The one significant factor 
is the degree of marital happiness of the parents of the married couples 
supplying information for the study. An inverse relationship was found 
to exist between the frequency of quarreling by the couples and the 
marital happiness of the couples' parents.
This portion of the hypothesis, then, is not supported by the 
findings. Before it can be rejected, however, additional research 
involving greater variations within the sample for these factors is 
necessaiy.
In regard to personal factors, a number of statistically sig-
zko
nificant associations were found. Persons who use discussion as their 
most frequent means of resolving marital problems are more likely than 
those who usually quarrel to rate low for such personality character­
istics as angers easily, irritable, stubborn, easily hurt, easily 
excited, and easily depressed. They rate higher for emotional maturity, 
sense of humor, and sense of duty. Couples who usually discuss their 
problems also have a higher degree of personality and temperamental 
compatability (as measured by the Burgess and Wallin scale) and a higher 
degree of love for each other. Problems occur less frequently, in fewer 
areas of marriage, and are less likely to be serious for the discussing 
group. Couples in this group have fewer differences than those in the 
quarreling group. The decision-making process is more likely to be 
democratic for the former than for the latter. When couples who usually 
discuss their problems do quarrel, the issues involved are more likely 
to be important than are those about which the quarreling couples 
quarrel.
Personal factors not found to be significantly related to the 
methods used for resolving marital problems include the job satisfaction 
of husbands, the health of husbands and wives, scores on the Landis and 
Stone authoritarian scale, and such personality traits as makes friends 
easily, easy-going, selfish, takes responsibility willingly, and likes 
belonging to organizations.
Although chi-square was not computed for most of the data 
collected from married students and the parents of single students, the 
relationships between most of the factors considered and the frequency 
of quarreling by the couples lend support to the associations for the
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data given by single students. The major exception is that persons who 
scored high for emotional stability on the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament 
Survey quarrel more frequently in marriage than do the low scorers.
There was no specific measure of emotional stability for the parents of 
single students, but for certain characteristics which presumably would 
be indicative of emotional stability or instability, the discussing 
group received more favorable ratings than the quarreling group.
These findings suggest, then, that couples who usually discuss 
their problems can be distinguished, on the basis of certain personal 
factors, from those who customarily quarrel about their problems. In 
general, those who overlook their problems appear to possess character­
istics similar to those of persons who quarrel rather than to those of 
persons who discuss their problems.
Fourth hypothesis: In terms of effectiveness, some methods of
achieving adjustment to marital problems are more likely to produce 
satisfactory adjustments to problems and higher degrees of marital 
success and happiness than are others. The techniques of only quarrel­
ing and discussion are utilized by a sufficient number of cases to make 
statistically reliable comparisons regarding the effectiveness of dif­
ferent methods for resolving problems. As one measure of possible 
effectiveness, these means were compared in relation to the extent that 
each is associated with both satisfactory and unsatisfactory types of 
adjustment. Compromise, conciliation, and conversion were regarded as 
satisfactory solutions and no solution, tolerance, and dominance as 
unsatisfactory. A highly significant association was found to exist.
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For specific types of adjustment, the discussing group is almost three 
times as likely as the quarreling group to achieve compromise. The 
former group was found to be much less likely to achieve toleration or 
domination. little difference exists for the other types of solutions.
Associations significant at less than the 1 per cent level were 
also found for several indices of marital success. For fourteen problem 
areas in marriage, couples who usually discuss their problems have 
more areas of excellent and good adjustment and fewer areas of fair and 
poor adjustment than those who quarrel. An excellent adjustment score, 
computed on the basis of the average degree of adjustment for these 
fourteen areas of marriage, is over twice as frequent for the discussing 
group as for the quarreling group. Over three-fourths of the discussing 
group were rated as very happily married as compared with less than one- 
fourth of the quarreling group. The former scored considerably higher 
than the latter on the family integration scale developed by Reuben Hill. 
One-fourth of the couples who usually discuss their problems were 
reported as having an ’'always harmonious” marital relationship, but none 
of those who usually quarrel about their problems were so rated. Ninety- 
four per cent of the students whose parents discuss their problems said 
that they have never had the feeling that their parents hate each other. 
Less than half of those from the quarreling group gave this response. 
Ninety-six per cent of the students from the former group as compared 
with 65 per cent from the latter group said that their parents, to their 
knowledge, had never considered divorce.
According to each of these indices, then, couples who use dis­
cussion as their most frequent means of resolving marital problems have
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a higher degree of marital success than do those who usually quarrel 
about their problems. In general, those who overlook their problems 
score even lower than those who quarrel. Data submitted by the married 
students and parents of single students suggest, for the most part, the 
same associations. Thus, for the sample considered, the fourth hypothe­
sis must be accepted.
Further support for this hypothesis is provided by several 
factors regarding the use of quarreling. Only 50*4 P®** cent of the 
students who have heard their parents quarrel reported that the quarrels 
are usually or always productive rather than destructive. Over three- 
fourths reported that the quarrels they heard were serious (ranging 
from slightly to very serious). Almost one-third of the parents were 
reported as often or very often having said things in quarrels that 
were later regretted. Only 17 per cent of the couples who quarrel 
make up Immediately after the quarrel. A decrease in the frequency of 
quarreling was reported in 47 per cent of the cases, but an increase 
was reported in 23 per cent. In regard to the usual outcome of quarrels,
40.7 per cent of the students said that quarreling usually or always 
results in solutions to the issues involved. Almost one-third reported 
that problems are never solved through quarreling. For each of these 
factors, more favorable responses were given for those who usually 
discuss their problems than for those who usually quarrel. These find­
ings may lend some support to the theory of productive and destructive 
quarreling, but further analysis is necessary before any definite con­
clusions can be drawn.
Fifth hypothesis: There is a definite relationship between the
methods used by parents in resolving marital problems and the person­
ality adjustment of children in the family. For testing this hypothe­
sis, the frequency of parental quarreling heard by the students during 
childhood was used as the major breakdown rather than the most frequent 
problem-solving technique. An inverse relationship exists between the 
frequency of quarreling and the use of discussion, however; thus a com­
parison can still be drawn between the two methods. Where either nega­
tive or positive associations exist, then, between personality factors 
and frequency of quarreling, it can be assumed that the opposite rela­
tionships exist between these factors and discussion. Of the 186 
students, 76 reported hearing their parents quarrel less than once a 
year, 58 reported one or more times a year but less than once a month, 
and 52 said that parental quarreling occurred one or more times a month.
Negative associations, significant at less than the 1 per cent 
level, were found to exist between the frequency of quarreling and 
both present and childhood happiness of the students. Also, the greater 
the frequency of quarreling, the greater is the proportion of students 
answering "yes*5 to the question: "Do you feel that your childhood would
have been happier if your parents had quarreled less?" In evaluating 
the effects parental quarreling had on their personality development, 
students from the frequent quarreling group are much more likely to feel 
that there has been a detrimental effect than are those from the low 
frequency group, A highly significant positive association was found 
in regard to the degree of emotional reaction of students to parental 
quarreling.
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For certain self-rated personality characteristics, statistically 
significant relationships were revealed. A negative relationship was 
found to exist between the frequency of quarreling and the ease of 
making friends. Positive associations exist for stubborn, angers 
easily, irritable, and easily depressed. Non-significant relationships 
were found for the following characteristics: easily excited, domina­
ting, likes belonging to organizations, moody, easy-going, selfish, 
easily hurt, emotional maturity, takes responsibility willingly, sense 
of duty, and sense of humor.
In regard to areas of adjustment as measured by the Minnesota 
Personality Scale, a significant negative relationship exists between 
the frequency of quarreling and the students' family adjustment scores. 
Although non-significant associations exist for morale, social adjust­
ment, and emotional stability, students from the high frequency quarrel­
ing group scored in the lower quartile much more often, proportionately, 
for each area than did those in the low frequency group.
For such factors as the students' major subjects in college, 
their overall grade averages, their state of health, and the most fre­
quent means used by them in resolving their own problems, no significant 
associations were revealed. Data submitted by sixty-two married persons 
suggest that those reared in homes where parents usually discuss their 
problems may have a greater chance of having a happy marriage than those 
reared in homes where quarreling is the technique most often employed. 
For this sample, the relationship is not significant, however.
The findings indicate, then, that quarreling and discussion may 
have differential effects in regard to certain factors related to
2kS
personality development. For other factors, however, statistically 
significant associations could not be established. Where associations 
are significant, it appears that frequent quarreling is likely to have 
a more detrimental effect than infrequent quarreling and the use of dis­
cussion. The means used by parents in resolving problems must, of 
course, be regarded as only one of several possible causal factors.
It is evident that, for the sample considered, none of the 
hypotheses can be rejected. On the other hand, before they can be 
fully accepted, further research is needed. On the basis of the findings 
of this study, several more specific hypotheses appear feasible for 
further investigation. These may be stated as follows:
1. The greater the frequency and seriousness of marital problems, 
the more likely couples are to use quarreling and the less likely they 
are to use discussion in attempting to achieve adjustments to their 
problems.
2. Quarreling in marriage, whether productive or destructive,
is associated with a lower educational level, less interest in religion, 
a lower degree of emotional maturity, and less favorable personality 
characteristics than is discussion.
3. The greater the degree of homogamy, the more likely couples 
are to discuss their marital problems; the greater the degree of heter- 
ogarry, the more likely they are to quarrel.
U-, The greater the degree of love and affection in marriage, the 
more likely couples are to discuss their problems, and the less likely 
they are to quarrel about them.
5. Discussion is a more effective device than either quarreling
(whether productive or destructive) or overlooking the problem for 
achieving mutually satisfactory adjustments to marital problems.
6. Overlooking the problem is less effective than quarreling 
as a means of resolving marital problems.
7. Discussion is associated with higher degrees of marital 
success and happiness than is either quarreling or overlooking the 
problem.
8. Frequent parental quarreling in the presence of children is 
likely to have a detrimental effect on their personality development, 
whereas the discussion of problems is likely to have a wholesome effect.
9. Children reared in homes in which parents usually quarrel 
about their problems are more likely to be less happy in both childhood 
and adulthood, even in their own marriages, than are those reared in 
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ADDITIONAL DATA FOR MARRIED STUDENTS AND PARENTS 
OF SINGLE STUDENTS
TABLE I
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH FORTY-ONE MARRIED STUDENTS AND THIRTY-ONE 
PARENTS OF SINGLE STUDENTS REPORTED USING VARIOUS 




Frequent Second Sometimes Never
Per Per Per Per
No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent
Calm discussion
Married students 32 78.1 6 14.6 3 7.3 0 0.0
Parents 25 80.6 1 3.2 5 16.2 0 0.0
Quarreling
Married students 6 14.6 18 43-9 10 24.4 7 17.1
Parents 4 12.9 16 51.6 8 25.8 3 9°7
Overlooking problem
Married students 1 2.4 9 22.0 19 46.3 12 29.3
Parents 5 16.2 9 29.0 13 41.9 4 12.9
Withdrawal
Married students 1 2.4 l 2.4 19 46.4 20 48.8
Parents 0 0.0 l 3.2 15 48.4 15 48.4
Consulting third person 
Married students 2 4.9 5 12.2 13 31.7 21 51.2
Parents 0 0.0 l 3*2 13 41.9 17 54.9
Threats
Married students 0 0.0 2 4.9 14 34.1 25 61.0
Parents 0 0.0 5 16.1 9 29.O 17 5 M
Fighting
Married students 0 0.0 0 0.0 9 21.9 32 78.1




RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION AT THE TIME OF MARRIAGE OF SEVENTY 
MARRIED COUPLES AND FREQUENCY OF QUARRELING 
BY THE COUPLES
Frequency of Quarreling
Religious First or Second Most
Affiliation N Never or Sometimes Frequent Means
(Percentages)
Both Protestant, same
denomination 28 50.0 50.0
Both Protestant, dif­
ferent denomination 32 34.L 65*6
All other 10 30.0 70.0
TABLE III
PRESENT RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION OF SEVENTY MARRIED COUPLES 
AND FREQUENCY OF QUARRELING BY THE COUPLES
_________Frequency of_Quarreling;__________
Religious First or Second Most
Affiliation N Never or Sometimes Frequent Means
(Percentages)
Of different faith
or denomination 15- 28 * 6 yi.H-
Of same faith, each 
of same faith as at
time of marriage 28 50.0 50.0
Of same faith, one or
both changed 28 35*7 6L.3
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TABLE IV
CHURCH ATTENDANCE OF SEVENTY MARRIED COUPLES 
AND FREQUENCY OF QUARRELING EY THE COUPLES
Frequency of Quarreling
Frequency of First or Second Most
Church Attendance N Never or Sometimes Frequent Means
Per Month
(Percentages)
Both one or less 14 57-1 42.9
Both two or three 11 k5»5 54.5
Both four or more 32 37 *5 62.5
Other 13 23.1 76.9
TABLE V
FREQUENCY OF ATTENDING CHURCH TOGETHER BY SIXTY-SEVEN MARRIED COUPLES 






First or Second Most 
Never or Sometimes Frequent Means
(Percentages)
Always 29 44.8 55*2
Usually or often 19 47.4 52.6
Sometimes or never 19 21.1 78.9
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TABLE VI
IMPORTANCE OF RELIGION IN THE HOME OF SEVENTY MARRIED COUPLES 


















PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS OF MARRIED COUPLES, AS RATED BY 
HUSBAND OR WIFE, AND THE FREQUENCY OF 




















One or both markedly
or considerably 0 2 5 12
Both somewhat or less 11 7 16 7 5.01
Selfish 63
One or both little or
more 7 7 19 17
Both not at all 4 l+ 2 oJ 3-85
Moody 6o
One or both markedly
or considerably 1 2 8 8
Both somewhat or less 10 7 13 11 2.72
Dominating 6o
One or both markedly
or considerably l 2 6 10
Both somewhat or less 10 7 15 9 2.72
Angers easily 63
One or both markedly
or considerably 5 3 13 12
Both somewhat or less 6 8 8 8 2.52
Irritable 61
One or both markedly
or considerably 0 2 3 9
Both somewhat or less 11 8 18 10 2.18
Stubborn 62
One or both markedly
or considerably 3 4 10 11







Frequency of Quarreling 
Never First or Second 
or Most 
Sometimes Frequent Means 
Married Married 




One or both markedly
or considerably 6 4 15 14
Both somewhat or less 5 4 6 6 1.23
Easily hurt 61
One or both markedly
or considerably 5 2 10 10
Both somewhat or less 6 8 11 9 • 96
Sense of humor 63
One or both markedly
or considerably 7 7 15 5
Both somewhat or less 4 4 6 15 • 73
Easily excited 61
One or both markedly
or considerably 6 1 9 11
Both somewhat or less 5 8 12 9 .60
Sense of duty 63
Both markedly or
considerably 11 8 18 13
One or both less 0 3 3 7 .43
Likes belonging to
organizations 61
One or both markedly
or considerably 5 5 8 9
Both somewhat or less 6 4 13 11 .11
Makes friends easily 63
Both markedly or
considerably 4 4 12 6




considerably 7 7 12 13
One or both less 4 4 9 7 .00
*Chi-square is computed for married students and parents of single 
students combined. "Easily depressed" and "selfish" are significant at 
the 5 per cent level.
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TABLE VIII
QUARTILE SCORES FOR SIXTY-ONE COUPLES ON THE BURGESS AND WALLIN 
COMPATIBILITY OF PERSONALITY AND TEMPERAMENT SCHEDULE 
AND THE FREQUENCY OF QUARRELING BY THE COUPLES
Frequency of Quarreling 
Compatibility Score N Sometimes First or Second
or Never Most Frequent Means
Married Students: 32
First quartile (-15-10) 10 2 8
Second quartile (11-19) 7 3 4
Third quartile (20-30) 9 3 6
Fourth quartile (31-60) 6 3 3
Parents of Single Students: 29
First quartile (-15-10) 10 0 10
Second quartile (11-19) 8 4 4
Third quartile (20-30) 7 2 5
Fourth quartile (31-60) 4 3 1
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TABLE IX
FREQUENCY OF MARITAL PROBLEMS OF SEVENTY COUPLES 
AND FREQUENCY OF QUARRELING BY THE COUPLES
Frequency of Quarreling____
Frequency of Problems N Never or First or Second
Sometimes Most Frequent Means
Married Students: -4o
Less than one a month 13 9 4
One or more a month, less 
than one a week 13 5 8
One or more a week 14 2 12
Parents of Single Students: 30
Less than one a month 20 9 11
One or more a month, less 
than one a week 7 1 6
One or more a week 3 0 3
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TABLE X
NUMBER OF AREAS IN WHICH SEVENTY-TWO MARRIED COUPLES 
HAVE HAD PROBLEMS AND FREQUENCY OF 
QUARRELING BY THE COUPLES
Number of Areas N
Frequency of Quarreling 
Never or First or Second
Sometimes Most Frequent Means
Married Students: 41
0-2 4 4 0
3-5 16 7 9
6-8 15 5 10
9-14 6 1 5
Parents of Single Students: 31
0-2 4 3 l
3-5 9 3 6
6-8 10 2 8
9-14 8 3 5
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TABLE XI
NUMBER OF AREAS IN WHICH SEVENTY-TWO MARRIED COUPLES 
HAVE HAD SERIOUS PROBLEMS AND FREQUENCY 
OF QUARRELING BY THE COUPLES
Number of Areas N Frequency of Quarreling Never or First or Second 
Sometimes Most Frequent Means
Married Students: 41
None 20 12 8
One 9 4 5
Two 2 0 2
Three or more 10 1 9
Parents of Single Students: 31
None 12 10 2
One 7 1 6
Two 4 0 4
Three or more 8 0 8
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TABLE XII
FREQUENCY OF QUARRELING BT SIXTY-EIGHT MARRIED COUPLES 
AND THE MOST FREQUENT TYPE OF ADJUSTMENT 
ACHIEVED TO MARITAL PROBLEMS*
______Frequency of Quarreling______
m c . Never or First or Second
Type o o u xon Sometimes Most Frequent Means
No. Per Cent No. Per Cent
No solution 0 0.0 2 JS+-9
Toleration 2 7 ^ 9 21.9
Compromise 19 70.1J- 18 43»9
Conciliation 3 ll.l 10 24.4
Conversion 3 ll.l 0 0.0
Domination 0 0,0 2 4.9
Total 27 100.0 41 100.0




FREQUENCY OF QUARRELING BY SEVENTY MARRIED COUPLES 
AND SELF-RATED MARITAL HAPPINESS
Frequency of Quarreling N Happiness Rating
Very Happy Happy
Per Per 








Married students 17 11 5 1 0
Parents 11 8 3 0 0
Total 28 19 67.8 8 28.6 1 3.6 0
First or second most 
frequent means
Married students 22 1^ 3 3 2
Parents 20 5 7 6 2
Total 19 45.3 10 23.8 9 21.L 4 9-5
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TABLE XIV
FREQUENCY OF QUARRELING BY SEVENTY-ONE MARRIED COUPLES 
AND THE GENERAL ATMOSPHERE OF THE 
MARRIAGE RELATIONSHIP
General Atmosphere of the 
Marriage Relationship












Married students 17 5 11 1
Parents 11 0 11 0
Total 28 5 17.9 22 78.5 1 3.6
First or second most 
frequent means
Married students 24 l 17 6
Parents 19 0 14 5
Total 43 l 2.3 31 72.1 11 25.6
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TABLE XV
FREQUENCY OF QUARRELING BY FIFTY-THREE MARRIED COUPLES AND 
CHANGES IN THE FREQUENCY OF QUARRELING SINCE 
THEIR FIRST YEAR OF MARRIAGE
Frequency of Quarreling N










Married students 9 5 3 1
Parents 7 4 3 0
Total 16 9 56.3 6 37.5 1 6.2
First or second most 
frequent means
Married students 17 9 3 5
Parents 20 12 4 4
Total 37 21 56.8 7 18.9 9 24.3
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TABLE XVI
FREQUENCY OF QUARRELING BY SIXTY-THREE MARRIED COUPLES
IN RELATION TO WHETHER QUARREIS ARE USUALIY 
PRODUCTIVE OR DESTRUCTIVE
Quarrels Usually:







Married students 11 8 3
Parents 9 9 0
Total 20 17 85.0 3 15.0
First or second most 
frequent means
Married students 24 14 10
Parents 19 11 8
Total 4-3 25 58.1 18 41.9
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TABLE XVII
FREQUENCY OF QUARRELING BY SIXTY-THREE MARRIED COUPLES AND 
THE DEGREE OF SERIOUSNESS OF MARITAL QUARRELS
Frequency of Quarreling N
Degree of Seriousness of Quarrels 
Moderately 









Married students 11 2 6 3
Parents 9 0 3 6
Total 20 2 10.0 9 45.0 9 45.0
First or second most 
frequent means
Married students 24 8 9 7
Parents 19 8 6 5
Total k3 16 37-2 15 34.9 12 27.9
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TABLE XVIII
FREQUENCY OF QUARRELING BY SIXTY-THREE MARRIED COUPLES AND 
THE FREQUENCY WITH WELCH THINGS WERE SAID IN MARITAL 
QUARRELS THAT WERE LATER REGRETTED
Things Said Regretted
Frequency of Quarreling N Seldom or Never Often or Very Often
No. Per Cent No. Per Cent
Sometimes or never
Married, students 11 6 5
Parents 8 k
Total 19 10 52.6 9 k^.k
First or second most 
frequent means
Married students 2k 1^ 10
Parents 20 9 11
Total kk 23 52.3 21 47.7
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TABLE XIX
FREQUENCY OF QUARRELING BY SIXTY-TWO MARRIED COUPLES 
AND THE OUTCOME OF MARITAL QUARRELS AS A 
PROBLEM-SOLVING DEVICE
Outcome of Quarrels










No. Per Cent No. Per Cent No. Per Cent
Sometimes or never
Married students 11 0 3 8
Parents 8 0 1 7
Total 19 0 0.0 k 21.1 15 78°9
First or second most 
frequent means
Married students 2k 5 k 15
Parents 19 6 6 7
Total k3 11 25.6 10 23.2 22 51.2
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TABLE XX
FREQUENCY OF QUARRELING BY SIXTY-FOUR MARRIED COUPLES 
AND THE EFFECT OF QUARRELING ON THE 
AFFBCTIONAL RELATIONSHIP
Frequency of Quarreling
Change in Affectional Relations
Less Close About the Same Closer
N No. Per Cent No. Per Cent No. Per Cent
Sometimes or never 
Married students 11 2 5
Parents 9 2 4
Total 20 4 20.0 9 45.0
First or second most 
frequent means
Married students 24 3 14
Parents 20 4 10











FREQUENCY OF QUARRELING BY SIXTY-THREE MARRIED COUPLES 
IN RELATION TO HOW SOON THEY MAKE 
UP AFTER QUARRELING
How Soon Couples Make Up After Quarreling







Married students 11 4 5 2
Parents 9 1 7 1
Total 20 5 25.0 12 60.0 3 15.0
First or second most 
frequent means
Married students 23 6 14 3
Parents 20 2 13 5
Total 43 8 18.6 27 62*8 8 18.6
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TABLE XXII
FREQUENCY OF QUARRELING BY SIXTY-ONE MARRIED COUPLES 
IN RELATION TO WHETHER THEIR MARRIAGE WOULD 
BE HAPPIER IF THEY QUARRELED LESS
Frequency of Quarreling N
Would Marriage be Happier if 
Couple Quarreled Less?
Yes No
No. Per Cent No. Per Cent
Never or sometimes
Married students 11 5 6
Parents 8 2 6
Total 19 7 36.8 12 63.2
First or second most 
frequent means
Married students 24 13 11
Parents 18 10 8
Total 42 23 54.8 19 45.2
APPENDIX B
FORMS USED FOR COLLECTING AND TABULATING DATA FOR THE STUDY
SINGLE STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
File No.
For the Study of 
MEANS OF ACHIEVING ADJUSTMENT TO MARITAL PROBLEMS
This is a study of the decision-making process in your parental fam­
ily, as you see it. Its purpose is to determine the means used by 
husbands and wives in attempting to resolve the problems arising in 
marriage, the effectiveness of different means in terms of adjustments 
achieved, and the possible effect of these means on the personality 
development of children. By giving the information requested, you can 
assist in a more scientific unders'banding of this phase of marriage.
Please answer ALL questions as frankly and sincerely as possible. If 
you do not know the correct answer, answer the best you can. Most ques­
tions can be answered with a check (o'). Do NOT sign your name.
1. Sex: (1) male , (2) female .
2. Classification: (1) freshman , (2) sophomore , (3) junior ,
(4) senior , (5) graduate , (6) special student
3. School in which enrolled: (1) Arts & Sciences , (2) Business
Administration , (3) Engineering , (4) Music , (5) Law ,
(6) Theology , (7) Graduate .
4. Major:_________________________________ .
5. Are you a member of a fraternity or sorority? (1) yes , (2) no____
6. Overall grade average in college: (1) A , (2) B , (3) C ,
(4) D or less .
7. Age: (1) under 20____, (2) 20-25____ , (3) 25-30____» W  30 or over__
8. Order of birth: (1) first child , (2) between first and last ,
(3) last child
9. Number of brothers ; number of sisters .
10. Where did you live during your childhood (to age 15)? (1) country
(2) small town , (3) small city , (4) suburban area , (5) large
city
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11. Present marital status of your biological parents: (l) still mar­
ried to each other , (2) divorced_, (3) separated , (4)
mother deceased (5) father deceased , (6) don't know
(if either is deceased, also check marital status at time of death.)
12. If your biological parents are not still married to each other, how 
old were you at the time of occurrence of the event(s) checked 
above ?___________________________ .
13. For the most part, by whom were you reared to age 15? (1) biological 
parents , (2) adoptive parents , (3) mother and step-father
, (4) father and step-mother , (5) other (specify): ___
"__________________ . (Hereafter, the terms "mother," "father,"
and "parents" will refer to the persons by whom you were reared.)
14. What is your state of health? (1) excellent , (2) good ,
(3) fair____ , (4) poor___ .
15. What is your mother's present state of health? (l) excellent_,
(2) good____ , (3) fair___ , (4) poor___ .
16. What is your father's present state of health? (1) excellent ,
(2) good , (3) fair___, (4) poor___ .
17. Circle highest school grade completed by mother: Grammar School: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7  S; High School: 1 2  3 4; College: 1 2 3 4 ;  Graduate 
School: 1 2  3 4or more.
IS. Circle highest school grade completed by father: Grammar School: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ; High School: 1 2  3 4; College: 1 2 3 4 ;  Graduate 
School: 1 2  3 4or more.
19. What is your father's occupation? (be specific)____________________.
20. To what extent did your mother work outside the home during your 
childhood (1-15)? (1) full-time regularly , (2) part-time regu- 
larly , (3) occasionally , (4) never .
21. In terms of adequacy, how would you regard the amount of income in 
your family during your childhood? (l) more than adequate ,
(2) adequate , (3) inadequate .
22. What is your father's present income from all sources? (1) under
$5,000 , (2) $5,ooo-$io,ooo , (3) $10,000-20,000 , (4)
$20,000-30,000____, (5) $30,000 or over____.
23. What is your mother's present income from all sources? (1) none ,
(2) under $5,000___ , (3) $5,000-10,000____, (4) $10,000-20,000____ ,
(5) $20,000 or over .
24. How well satisfied is your father in his work? (1) very satisfied___,
(2) satisfied , (3) average , (4) dissatisfied___ , (5) veiy
dissatisfied____.
25. What was your father's church affiliation at the time of marriage? 
(if not a church member, write "none;" if Protestant, give denomina­
tion.)  . Your mother's?_____________________ .
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26, What is your father's present church affiliation? 
Your mother's?_____________________.
27. What is your present church affiliation?_________
28. Check the average frequency of church attendance per month for your 
mother, your father, and yourself during your childhood (1-15) and
at present: nhj-intood  Present______
Frequency per Month Mother Father Self Mother Father Self
None
Less than one_________ ______ ______ ____ ______ ______ ____
One
Two _____ ______ ____ ______ ______ ____
Three_________________ ______ ______ ____ ______ ____
Four or more__________ ______ _____ ____ ______ ______ ____
29. During your childhood, how often did your family attend church 
together? (1) always , (2) usually , (3) often , (4) some­
times___ , (5) never____.
30. Of what importance was religion in your home in early childhood?
(1) very important , (2) moderately important , (3) of some
importance , (4) of very little importance , (5) of no impor­
tance___ .
31. How would you rate the overall happiness of your childhood? (1) very
happy , (2) happy , (3) average , (4) unhappy , (5) very
unhappy .
32. How would you rate your present happiness? (1) very happy , (2) 
happy , (3) average , (4) unhappy , (5) very unhappy
33* How would you rate the present happiness of your parents' marriage?
(1) very happy (2) happy , (3) average , (4) unhappy ,
(5) very unhappy
34. Are your parents happier or less happy now than they were during your 
childhood? (1) happier , (2) about the same , (3) less happy
Questions 35-40 apply to the time when you were a high school senior. 
Answer them as you felt about them at that time.- (Adapted for use 
by permission of Dr. Carol Stone.)
35* With regard to "evenings out," my parents allowed me: (l) every
evening out if I wished , (2) some school nights___ , (3) only
week-end evenings , (4) just an occasional evening out , (5) 
almost never allowed an evening out .
36. With regard to where I went on dates, my parents: (l) were never
critical_, (2) very seldom criticized , (3) criticized as
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often as not , (4) were very likely to criticize , (5) always
criticized____.
37. Considering the family income, my parents, if I needed money, were:
(l) veiy generous_____, (2) fairly generous__ , (3) average ,
(4) rather stingy , (5) very stingy
38. When requiring me to do something, my parents: (l) always explained
the reason , (2) usually explained the reason , (3) explained
about as often as not , (4) seldom explained , (5) thought
explanations were unnecessary
39* With regard to family problems, my parents discussed them with me:
(1) always__  , (2) usually , (3) about half the time , (4)
seldom , (5) never____.
40. My parents respected my opinions and judgments: (1) all of the time
 , (2) most of the time__, (3) about half the time , (4)
seldom , (5) never____.
Answer questions 41-43 as was true of your family up to the time you 
graduated from high school. (Adapted foruse bypermission of Dr. 
Reuben h u TTT"
41. How close were members of your family affectionately? Check the 
degree of affection for each of the following relationships:
Father and Mother: (1) deeply and obviously in love____, (2) in love
more than average , (3) average, congenial, loyal ~ , (4) imper­
sonal relation , (5) estranged or very detached .
Mother and Children: (1) extremely close relations to all children
 , (2) closer than average____, (3) average, good relations with
all children , (4) some friction, favoritism, or detachment ,
(5) much friction or great detachment .
Father and Children: (1) extremely close relations to all children
  , (2) closer than average____, (3) average, good relations with
all children , (4) some friction, favoritism, or detachment ,
(5) much friction or great detachment
Children with each other: (1) all very closely bound together ,
(2) above average affection , (3) passing friction only, average
 , (4) friction minor but continuous , (5) great friction .
42. How frequently did you get out as a family to social activities?
(1) did everything together , (2) did most things together ,
(3) did enough things as a family to maintain unity , (4) had few
family activities, many individual activities____ , (5) had almost no
family activities, most activities individual____ .
43. Did your family have objectives and goals which were so important 
that individual desires were subordinate to these goals? (1) there 
were extreme sacrifices for the family, a great amount of coopera­
tion , (2) there were sacrifices if crises made them necessary 
 , (3) there were moderate sacrifices, but individual interests
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were maintained , (4) there was a reluctance to sacrifice or
cooperate, few family objectives , (5) there was refusal to
sacrifice or cooperate, no family objectives .
44. Did either or both your parents impress you with pride in the family 
tree, in the line you came from, in your illustrious forebears? 
Answer for both father and mother, using "F! for father and "M" for 
mother. (1) had extreme pride in family style of living, in ances­
tors____ , (2) had great family pride , (3) family line considered
"average," family thought to be all right , (4) accepted family
but would like to have made changes , (5) disliked style of
family life, wanted to forget origins .
45. How interdependent did you feel as a family, were you dependent on 
one another for happiness, was there a feeling of unity? There was:
(1) extreme feeling of unity , (2) more than average unity ,
(3) loose noose, average unity , (4) some dissatisfaction___ ,
(5) feeling of tension and desire to break away..
46. Considering a marital problem as any disagreement, difference of 
opinion, different viewpoint, or lack of adjustment which requires 
some type of solution in order to achieve, maintain, or re-establish 
a harmonious relationship between husband and wife, how often, to 
the best of your knowledge, did such problems arise in your parents1
marriage? (l) never , (2) less thanonce each month , (3) more
than once a month but less than weekly , (4) more than once a 
week but less than daily , (5) once or more daily
47. Check, to the best of your knowledge, the degree of seriousness of 
problems (as defined in the preceding question) your parents have 
had at any time during their marriage for each of the following: 
(Check the "Don11 Know11 column only if you have no idea at all.)
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No No Mod-
Problem Serious Slightly erately Very Don’t 
at all Problem Serious Serious Serious Know
Handling family
f i n a n c e s _____________________________________________
Matters of





Table M a n n e r s _____________________________________________
Matters of con­
ventionality
Philosophy of l i f e _______________________________
Ways of dealing with
your f a m i l i e s ________ ■_____  _______




P o l i t i c s  " ~ ~ ~
Rearing of
children _______ ________
48. How often have you ever had the feeling that your parents hate each
other? (1) never , (2) only once , (3) seldom , (4) occa-
sionally , (5) often , (6) always .
49. To your knowledge, have your parents ever considered divorce? (l) 
yes , (2) no .
50. To the best of your knowledge, what means or techniques have your 
parents used in attempting to resolve their marital problems?
A. Check (u-) the one means most frequently used. (Check only one.)
B. Double check (v-'v) the one means next most frequently used. 
(Double check only one.)
C. Leave blank all other means which, to your knowledge, have some­
times been used.
D. Place a cross (X) by those means which, to your knowledge, your 
parents havenever used.
(1)  Calm Discussion— purely objective, no anger involved.
(2) Quarreling— battle of words involving vaiying degrees of 
anger.
(3) Fighting— actual physical violence.
(4)  Threats— one threatens separation, divorce, physical harm,
to withhold money, etc.
(5)  Overlooking problem— saying nothing about the problem,
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hoping that it will work itself out.
(6)  Consulting Third Person— seeking the counsel of a minister,
doctor, counselor, lawyer, parent, friend, etc.; prayer.
(7) Withdrawal— withholding affectional and/or sexual responses, 
refusing to have anything to do with each other.
(8)  Other (describe):
51. Indicate the degree of adjustment you feel your parents now have in 
each of the following areas: (Check the "Don’t Know*5 column only if 
you have no idea at all.)
Excel- Good Fair Poor Very Don't 
lent_______________ Poor Know
Handling family finances ______







Ways of dealing with your families
Wife's working
Intimate relations
Sharing of household tasks
Politics
Rearing of children
52. On an average, how often did you hear your parents quarrel during
your childhood (1-15)? (1) never , (2) only once , (3) less
than once a year , (4-) one or more times a year but less than
monthly _ (5) one or more tames a month but less than weekly ,
(6) one or more times a week but less than daily , (?) one or 
more times a day .
53. In your opinion, should parents ever quarrel in the presence of their 
children? (1) yes , (2) no
5^. What type of solution or adjustment was most often achieved by your 
parents to their marital problems? (If more than one type applies, 
use a "I" to indicate the most frequent type, a "2” for the next 
most frequent, etc,)
(1)  No Solution— problem(s) continued.
(2)  Toleration— agreement to "live and let live," to overlook
problem for the sake of harmony.
(3)  Compromise— both persons give in, mutual give and take.
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(t)  Conciliation— a common ground for agreement found, solution
may differ from original views or wishes of either.
(5)   Conversion— one is converted to the viewpoint of the other.
(6) Domination— same person nearly always gives in, is more or 
less forced to give in to the other in order to maintain or 
re-establish harmony,
(7)  Other (describe):
55* When your father was troubled about problems at work or in other 
relationships outside the family, what was his most usual reaction 
at home?
(1)  to my knowledge, he never had such problems.
(2) acted as though nothing was wrong.
(3) ~  was obviously under tension but would say nothing about it,
(t) was cross and irritable with his wife and children.
(5) would start an argument with mother.
(6) would discuss the problem with mother.
(7) would "blow his top" to his wife about the problem but would
not be at all angry at her.
(8)  other (describe):
56. When your mother was troubled about problems at work or in other
relationships outside the family, or if she had had a rather "hectic*5 
day at home, what was her most usual reaction?
(1)  to iy knowledge, she never had such problems.
(2)  acted as though nothing were wrong.
(3) was obviously under tension but would say nothing about it. w z was cross and irritable with her husband and children.
(5) would start an argument with father.
(6) would discuss the problem with father.
(7) would "blow her top" to her husband about the problem but 
would, not be at all angry at him.
(8) other (describe):
57- For the following list of activities, indicate whether your mother 
or father was most likely to take the lead (or to be more dominant) 
or whether a democratic relationship usually existed in which both 
discussed the matter and arrived at a mutual decision:
Mother Father Democratic
Making decisions
Social and recreational activities ______
Handling family finances________________ ______ ____
Religious behavior ______ ______ __________
Making friends ______ ______
Disciplining the children
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of your home in reference to all family relationships? (indicate 
with a cross.)
60. Indicate the frequency with which you have ever quarreled with each 
of the following: (Omit any that do not apply to you,)




Sister _____ ___________________ __________
Friends of same sex _____ ____________ _____ __________
Boy friend/girl friend _____ ____________ _____ __________
Fiance(e) _____ ___________
6l. For the most part, which of the following means do you use in
attempting to resolve problems arising between you and other persons. 
Check (y) the one most frequently used; double check (w) the one 
next most frequently used; and place a cross (X) by those means 
which you have never used. (See Question 50 for explanation of 
terms.)
(1) ____ Calm Discussion (5) ____  Overlooking Problem
(2) ____ Quarreling (6) ____  Consulting Third Person
(3) ____ Fighting (7)  Withdrawal
(4) ____ Threats (8) ____  Other (describe):
62. Check (y) what you would consider to be the best means for husbands 
and wives to use in resolving marital problems (check only one). 
Double check the next best (double check only one.) Place a cross 
(X) by those means you think should not be used at all.
the following most accurately describes the general atmos- 
the relationship between your parents? (check):
always harmonious, complete freedom from discord, 
usually harmonious, occasional discord.
a somewhat strained relationship, occasional nagging, bick­
ering, or quarreling.
a somewhat strained relationship, no nagging, bickering, 
or quarreling.
considerable tension, no nagging, bickering, or quarreling, 
considerable tension, occasional nagging, bickering, or 
quarreling.
almost constant nagging, bickering, or quarreling, little 
if any harmony.
the above most accurately describes the general atmosphere
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(1) ____ Calm Discussion (5) ____ Overlooking Problem
(2) ____ Quarreling (6) ____ Consulting Third Person
(3) ____ Fighting (7)_____Withdrawal
(k) ____ Threats (8) ____ Other (describe);
63. Which one of the following statements most nearly represents your 
attitude toward quarreling in marriage?
(1) ____ It should be avoided at all costs, for it is always damag­
ing to the relationship.
(2) ____ It should be avoided if possible, for it usually creates
further tension.
(3) ____ It should occur as little as possible, but it is better ,
than permitting strained relationships to continue.
(t) ____ It is usually an effective means of "clearing the air"
and re-establishing one's emotional balance.
(5)   It is perfectly normal and desirable, and marriage would
be dull and monotonous without it.
6k, In the following table, check the degree of similarity or difference 
between your mother and father for each of the items listed. Check 
the "Don't Know" column only if you have no idea at all.
Iden- Sim- Dif- Very Dif- Dorft 
tical ilar ferent ferent Know
Socio-economic background........ .................................
R a c e ...........     . ' __________________________
Nationality.......................................................
Intellectual ability.............................................
A g e .............................................................
Church membership.................................................
Basic religious philosophy . . . .  ________________________________
Goals or ambitions in life . . . .  ________________________________
Educational l e v e l .............. .................................
General physical appearance . . . ________________________________
General state of health . . . . .  ________________________________
Personality traits . . . . . . . .  ________________________________
Temperament ..................... ................................
Sense of humor.................. .................................
Emotional maturity .............. ................................
Manner of facing problems . . . . _________________________ _______
Sexual perspective .............. ................................
Desire for children ............
Demonstration of affection . . . . ______________ _________________
Moral standards................ .................................
Personal grooming . . . . . . . .  _______________________________
Social graces ............  . . .
Table m a n n e r s ..............   . _________________________________
Choice of f r i e n d s .............. ........................ ________
Recreational interests .......... ................................
Esthetic interests ..............  ................................
Political viewpoints . . . . . . .  ________________________________
Food tastes................... .................................
Church attendance . . . . . . . .
6^ (continued)
Attitudes toward:
Iden- Sim- Dif- Very Dif- Don't 
tical ilar ferent ferent Know
Spending leisure time . . . . . .  ____________________ ____________
Rearing children.............. ............................. ....
Wife's working...................................................
Sharing household tasks..........................................
Husband's occupation . . . . . .  _________________________________
Place of residence.............ZZZH ZZZ!______________________
How house should be kept . . . .  _________________________________
Drinking ......................
Pattern of family authority . . .
In-laws  ..................
Handling family finances . . . .  _____ ________________
65. Indicate the degree to which you and your parents have each of the
following personality traits or characteristics. Use "M" for
mother, “F" for father, and ,fS" for yourself. Be sure to rate each
person on each trait.
Gonsid- Some- A Not 

















66. For the most part, and with particular reference to questions per­
taining to the relationship between your mother and father, how 
accurate do you regard the information you have given on this ques­
tionnaire thus far? (1) very accurate , (2) fairly accurate ,
(3) of questionable accuracy , (4) of very questionable accuracy
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If you have never heard your parents quarrel, omit the remainder of 
the questionnaire. (Please note "REMARKS" at the end of the ques­
tionnaire, however.) If you have ever heard your parents quarrel at 
any time, be sure to answer alt remaining questions.
67. How does the frequency of quarreling by your parents now compare 
with that during your early childhood? (l) quarreling has ceased
altogether , (2) much less frequent now , (3) somewhat less
frequent now , (1) about the same now as then , (5) somewhat
more frequent now , (6) much more frequent now
68. In reference to the theory of productive and destructive quarreling, 
how would you classify most of your parents' quarrels? (Productive 
quarrels center on the issue involved; destructive quarrels attack 
the ego.) (1) always productive , (2) usually productive ,
(3) sometimes productive, sometimes destructive , (4-) usually
destructive , (5) always destructive .
69. What was the usual outcome of your parents' quarrels as a problem 
solving device? (1) no solution to problem, further tension created 
 , (2) no solution, but tension relieved , (3) problem some­
times solved , (h) problem usually solved , (5) problem
always solved .
70. In terms of anger and emotional involvment, how would you rate the
seriousness of most of your parents' quarrels? (l) very serious____,
(2) moderately serious , (3) slightly serious , (4) not at
all serious____.
71. How soon after quarreling did your parents usually make up? (1) 
Immediately , (2) the same day , (3) remained rather cool
toward each other for several days , (k) never .
72. How did quarreling usually influence the affectional relationship
between your parents? (1) less close than usual__, (2) about the
same as usual , (3) closer than usual____.
73. How important were the issues about which your parents quarreled?
(l) always trivial , (2) usually trivial , (3) sometimes triv­
ial, sometimes important , (1) usually important , (5) always 
important
7^. How often did your mother and father say things in quarrels that
they later regretted? (1) never , (2) seldom___, (3) often ,
(4) veiy often , (5) always .
75. During your early childhood, what was your reaction, for the most
part, to your parents* quarreling? (1) seriously upset emotionally
 , (2) somewhat upset emotionally , (3) not at all upset
emotionally .
76. In reference to your overall personality development, what effect 
do you feel your parents' quarreling has had? (l) a very detri­
mental effect____, (2) a somewhat detrimental effect____, (3) little
if any effect , (^ +) a somewhat wholesome effect , (5) a veiy
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wholesome effect ,
77. Do you feel that your childhood would have been happier if your
parents had quarreled less? (1) yes____ , (2) no____.
78, Do you feel that your parents would be (or would have been) happier
if they quarreled less? (1) yes , (2) no .
REMARKS: Please comment upon any point concerning your parents' mar­
riage you may wish to, particularly any special communication 
devices used to prevent quarrels or to alleviate misunder­
standings, such as husband twirling his hat when he comes 
home from a bad day at the office, or the wife wearing her 
apron astern when she's in an unpleasant mood. You may write 
on back of questionnaire if you wish.
MARRIED STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
File No.
For the Study of 
MEANS OF ACHIEVING ADJUSTMENT TO MARITAL PROBLEMS
This is a study in marital adjustment. Its purpose is to determine 
the means used by husbands and wives in attempting to resolve the prob­
lems arising in marriage, the effectiveness of different means in terms 
of adjustments achieved, and the possible effect of these means on the 
personality development of children. Ejy giving the information requested 
you can assist in a more scientific understanding of this phase of mar­
riage .
Please answer ALL questions as frankly and sincerely as possible.
If you do not know the correct answer, answer the best you can. Most 
questions can be answered with a check (V) „ Do NOT sign your name.
1. Information is being given by: (l) husband , (2) wife .
2. Classification: (l) freshman , (2) sophomore , (3) junior ,
(4) senior , (5) graduate , (6) special student
3. School in which enrolled: (1) Arts & Sciences , (2) Business
Administration , (3) Engineering , (4) Music , (5) Law ,
(6) Theology , (7) Graduate .
4. Major______________________________________ .
5. Are you a member of a fraternity or sorority? (1) yes___ , (2) no____ .
6. Overall grade average in college: (1) A , (2) B , (3) C ,
(4) D or less .
7. Is this your first marriage? (i) yes , (2) no . If not, how
many times have you been divorced? (1) none , (2) one , (3)
two , (4) three or more .
8. Is this your mate’s first marriage? (l) yes , (2) no . If not,
how many times has he (she) been divorced? (1) none , (2) one ,
(3) two , (4) three or'more___ .
9. How old were you when you married your present mate? (1) under 20____ ,
(2) 20-25___ , (3 ) 25-30__ , (4) 30 or over____. How old was your
mate? (l) under 20______(2) 20-25____, (3) 25-30____, (4) 30 or over
10. How long have you been married? (1) less than one year , (2) 1-2
years , (3) 2-5 years (4) 5-10 years , (5) 10-20 years
 , (6) 20 years or over .
11. How many children do you have? (1) none , (2) one , (3) two
 , (4) three or more . Give the age of each:_________________
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12. Is your mate a student at S.M.U.? (1) yes_, (2) no___ .
13. Circle highest school grade completed by mate: Grammar School: 1
2 3 ^ 5 6 7 8 ; High School: 1 2 3 4; College: 1 2 3 4;
Graduate School: 1 2 3 4 or more.
14. Husband’s occupation (be specific):__________________________  .
If husband is a student, what is his intended occupation?________
15. Wife's occupation (be specific):_____________________
If wife is a student, what is her intended occupation?
16. Husband's annual income from all sources: (1) under $1,000 , (2)
$1,000-2,500 , (3) $2,500-5,000 , (4) $5,000-10,000 , (5)
$10,000-20,000 , (6) $20,000 or over____.
17. Wife's annual income from all sources: (1) none , (2) under
$1,000____, (3) $1,000-2,500 , (4) $2,500-5,000____, (5) $5,000-
10,000 , (6) $10,000 or over____.
18. For the most part, by whom were you reared to age 15? (1) biologi­
cal parents , (2) adoptive parents , (3) mother and step­
father , (4) father and step-mother , (5) other (specify):
19. For the most part, by whom was your mate reared to age 15? (1) bio­
logical parents , (2) adoptive parents , (3) mother and step­
father , (4) father and step-mother , (5) other (specify):
_________________  . (Hereafter, the
terms "mother," "father," and "parents" will refer to the persons 
by whom you or your mate were reared.)
20. Where did you live during childhood (to age 15)? (1) country ,
(2) small town , (3) small city , (4) suburban area , (5)
large city
21. Where did your mate live during childhood (to age 15)? (l) country
  , (2) small town , (3) small city , (4) suburban area ,
(5) large city____.
22. How would you rate the socio-economic status of the family in which
you were reared? (1) well above average , (2) somewhat above
average___ , (3) average__ , (4) somewhat below average , (5)
well below ~average____.
23. How would you rate the socio-economic status of the family in which
your mate was reared? (l) well above average , (2) somewhat above
average___ , (3) average____ , (4) somewhat below average____ , (5)
well below average____.
24. Of which of the following social classes do you and your mate con­
sider yourselves as members? (1) lower lower , (2) upper lower
 , (3) lower middle , (4) upper middle , (5) lower upper
 , (6) upper upper .
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25. How would you rate the overall happiness of your parents' marriage?
(1) veiy happy , (2) happy , (3) average , (4) unhappy ,
(5) very unhappy
26. How would you rate the overall happiness of the marriage of your 
mother- and father-in-law? (1) very happy , (2) happy , (3) 
average , (4) unhappy , (5) very unhappy
27* How would you rate your childhood happiness? (l) very happy , (2) 
happy , (3) average , (4) unhappy , (5) very unhappy
28. What was your church affiliation at the time of marriage? (if not a 
member of a church, write "none." If a Protestant, give your denomi­
nation.) . Your mate's?_____________ _
29* What is your present church affiliation?_______________________  .
Your mate's?______________________________.
30. On an average, how many times per month do you attend church? (1)
none , (2) less than one , (3) one , (4) two , (5) three
 , (6) four or more .
31. On an average, how many times per month does your mate attend church?
(1) none , (2) less than one , (3) one , (4) two , (5)
three , (6) four or more .
32. How often do you and your mate attend church together? (1) always
 , (2) usually , (3) often_____ , (4) sometimes___ , (5) never
33* How important is religion in your marriage? (1) very important ,
(2) moderately important , (3) of some importance , (4) of
very little importance , (5) of no importance .
34. What is your present state of health? (1) excellent , (2) good
 , (3) fair , (4 ) poor .
35* What is your mate's present state of health? (1) excellent , (2)
good , (3) fair , (4) poor .
36. Considering a marital problem as any disagreement, difference of 
opinion, different viewpoint, or lack of adjustment which requires 
some type of solution in order to achieve, maintain, or re-establish 
a harmonious relationship between you and your mate, how often do 
such problems arise in your marriage?
(1) ____ never
(2) ____  less than once each month
(3) ____  more than once a month but less than weekly
(4) ____ once a week
(5)   more than once a week but less than daily
(6) ____ once or more daily
37. If you have been married over a year, how does the frequency of such 
problems now compare with the frequency during your first year of 
marriage?
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(1) ____ much less frequent now
(2) ____ somewhat less frequent now
(3) ____ about the same now as then
(d) ____ somewhat more frequent now
(5)  much more frequent now
38. Check the degree of seriousness of problems (as defined in Question 
36) you and your mate have had at any time during your marriage for 
each of the following:
No No Mod-
Problem Serious Slightly erately Very Don't 












Philosophy of life ______________________________________________
Ways of dealing with








39* When you recognize that a problem or potential problem exists in your 
marriage, what do you usually do? (1) face the matter with your mate 
immediately , (2) postpone any consideration of it with your mate
until a more convenient time , (3) postpone any consideration of
it with your mate until such tension has built up that it can be no 
longer evaded , (d) try to make the best of it and never face it
do. Check the most frequent means used by you and your mate in attempt­
ing to resolve problems in each of the areas in the table below. 
Leave blank those areas in which you have had no problem at all. 
Column numbers in the table refer to the following headings:
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(1) Calm Discussion— purely objective, no anger involved.
(2) Quarreling— battle of words involving varying degrees of anger.
(3) Fighting— actual physical violence.
(4) Threats— one threatens separation, divorce, physical harm, to
withhold money, etc.
(5) Overlooking Problem— saying nothing about the problem, hoping
that it will work itself out.
(6) Consulting Third Person— seeking the counsel of a minister, doc­
tor, counselor-, lawyer, parent, friend, etc.; prayer.
(7) Withdrawal— withholding affectional and/or sexual responses,
refusing to have anything to do with each other.
(8) Other— Check and then describe any other means used under "Re­
marks” below.
XU 121 i21 ihl L2l <JlL ill 181
Handling family finances _______________________________
Matters of recreation _______________________________
Religious matters _______________________________
Demonstration of affection__________ _______________________________
Friends _______________________________
Table manners_______________________ _______________________________
Matters of conventionality _______________________________
Philosophy of life__________________ _______________________________
Ways of dealing with your families _______________________________
Wife's working _______________________________
Intimate relations _______________________________
Sharing of household tasks__________ _______________________________
Politics _______________________________
Rearing of children, if any _______________________________
Remarks:
41. Considering your marriage relationship as a whole, check (v) the one 
means most frequently used by you and your mate in facing marital 
problems. Double check (v'v) the one means next most frequently used. 
Place a cross (X) by those means that neither you nor your mate have 
ever usedL (Consider means as described on preceding pages.)
(1) ____ calm discussion (5)_____ overlooking problem
(2) ____ quarreling (6)_____ consulting third person
(3) ____ fighting (7)_____ withdrawal
(4) ____ threats (8)_____ other (describe):
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42. Which of these means, to the best of your knowledge, were most fre­
quently used ty your parents in attempting to resolve marital prob­
lems during your childhood (1-15)? Check the means most frequently 
used, double check the means next most frequently used, and place a 
cross by those means which, to your knowledge, were never used by 
your parents.
(1) ____ calm discussion (5) ____  overlooking problem
(2) ____ quarreling (6) ____  consulting third person
(3) ____ fighting (7) ____  withdrawal
(4) ____ threats (8) ____  other (describe):
43. Check what you would consider to be the best means for husband and 
wife to use in resolving marital problems. Double check the next 
best, and place a cross by those means which you think should not be 
used at all.
(1) calm discussion (5) overlooking problem
(2) .. quarreling (6) consulting third person
(3) fighting (7) withdrawal
(4) threats (8) 0the r (de s cribe):
On an. average, how often did you hear your parents quarrel during
your childhood?
(1) never (5) one or more times a month
(2) only once but less than weekly
(3) less than once a year (6) one or more times a week
W one or more times a but less than daily
year but less than (7) one or more times a day
monthly
45- Which one of the following statements most nearly represents your 
attitude toward quarreling in marriage?
(1) ____ It should be avoided at all costs, for it is always damag­
ing to the relationship.
(2) ____ It should be avoided if possible, for it usually creates
further tension.
(3) ____ It should occur as little as possible, but it is better
than permitting strained relationships to continue.
(4) ____ It is usually an effective means of ''clearing the air" and
re-establishing one's emotional balance.
(5) ____ It is perfectly normal and desirable, and marriage would be
dull and monotonous without an occasional quarrel.
46. In your opinion, should parents ever quarrel in the presence of their 
children? (1) yes , (2) no .
47. If you and your mate have ever quarreled, how often, on an average, 
did (or do) you quarrel during your first year of marriage?
(1) ____ never (5) _____  one or more times a week
(2) ____ only once but less than daily
(3) ____ less than once a month (6) _____  one or mere times per day
(4) one or more times a month
but less than weekly
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48. If you and your mate have ever quarreled and have been married over 
a year, how does the frequency of quarreling now compare with the 
frequency during your first year of marriage?
(1) ___  quarreling has ceased altogether
(2) ___  much less frequent now
(3) ___  somewhat less frequent now
(4) ___  about the same now as then
(5) ___  somewhat more frequent now
(6)  much more frequent now
49. Check the type of solution or adjustment most often achieved hy you 
and your mate for problems arising in each of the areas in the table 
below. Leave blank those areas in which you have had no problem at 
all. Column numbers in the table refer to the following headings:
(1) No Solution— problem(s) still exist(s).
(2) Toleration— agreement to "live and let live," to overlook problem
for the sake of harmony.
(3) Compromise— both persons give in, mutual give and take.
(4) Conciliation— a common ground for agreement is found, solution
may differ from original views or wishes of either.
(5) Conversion— one is converted to the viewpoint of the other.
(6) Domination— one is more or less forced to give in to the other
in order to maintain or re-establish harmony, same person 
nearly always gives in.
(7) Other— Check and then describe any other type of solution under
"Remarks" below.
Hi hi hi iil hi hi m
Handling family finances_______________ _________________________
Matters of recreation _________________________
Religious matters______________________ _________________________
Demonstration of affection_____________ _________________________
Friends_______________________________ _________________________
Table manners___________________________________________________
Matters of conventionality _________________________
Philosophy of life_____________________ _________________________
Ways of dealing with your families _________________________
Wife’s working _________________________
Intimate relations _________________________
Sharing of household tasks _________________________
Politics________________________________________________________
Rearing of children, if any _________________________
Remarks:
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50. Taking all your marital problems into consideration, what type of 
solution or adjustment is most often achieved by you and your mate?
(1) no solution , (2) toleration  , (3) compromise , (4)
conciliation , (5) conversion , (6) domination , (7) other
(describe):
51. For the most part, do solutions to problems tend to be permanent or 
temporary, that is, are given problems settled once and for all, or 
do the same problems, even though settled once, keep coming up again 
and again? (1) permanent , (2) temporary
52. What degree of adjustment have you and your mate achieved in each of 
the following areas?
Excel- Very
lent Good Fair Poor Poor
Handling family finances_________________ _________________________
Matters of recreation _________________________
Religious matters________________________ _________________________
Demonstration of affection_______________ _________________________
Friends__________________________________ _________________________
Table manners____________________________ _________________________
Matters of conventionality _________________________
Philosophy of life_______________________ _________________________
Ways of dealing with your f a m i l i e s _________________________
Wife's working _________________________
Intimate relations _________________________
Sharing of household tasks_______________ _________________________
Politics_________________________________ _________________________
Rearing of children, if any _________________________
53* Which of the following most accurately describes the general atmos­
phere of your marriage relationship?
(1) ____ always harmonious, complete freedom from discord.
(2) ____ usually harmonious, occasional discord.
(3) ____ a somewhat strained relationship, occasional nagging, bick­
ering, or quarreling.
(4) ____ a somewhat strained relationship, no nagging, bickering, or
quarreling.
(5) ____ considerable tension, no nagging, bickering, or quarreling.
(6) ____ considerable tension, occasional nagging, bickering, or
quarreling.
(7) ____ almost constant nagging, bickering, or quarreling, little
if any harmony.
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5&. Under Column I below, check the degree of similarity or difference 
between you and your mate at the time of your marriage for each of 
the items listed. Under Column II, check the degree of similarity 
or difference at present. For items that have become either more 
or less similar, indicate under Column III whether the change has 
been largely on your part, your mate's part, or on the part of both,
(items for which no change would be possible are crossed out under
Columns II and III.)
Sub-headings for Columns I and II: Sub-headings for Column III:
I— Identical S— Self
S— Similar M— Mate
D— Different B— Both
VD— Very Different




Intellectual ability . . . .
A g e .....................
Church membership ........
Church attendance ........
Basic religious philosophy . 
Goals or ambitions in life . 
Educational level . . . . .
General physical appearance 
General state of health. . .
Personality traits ........
Temperament  ............
Sense of duty ............
Emotional maturity ........
Manner of facing problems 
Sexual perspective . . . . .
Desire for children . . . .
Demonstration of affection .
Moral standards ..........
Personal grooming . . . . .
Social graces..............
Table manners. . . . . . . .
Choice of friends..........
Recreational interests . . .
Aesthetic interests........
Political viewpoints . . . .
Food tastes . . . . . . . .
II III
I S D VD S M B
X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X
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5^ (continued) 1 11 111
..... , . j I S D VD I S D VD S M BAttitudes toward; _ _ _  —  _ _ _  —  _ _ _
Spending leisure t i m e ...................  _ _ _    _ _ _
Rearing children................_ _ _    _ _ _    _ _ _
Wife's working..................    _ _ _    _ _ _
Sharing household tasks . . . .  _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
Husband's occupation............ _ _ _    _ _ _    _ _ _
Place of residence • • • • • • • _ _ _  __ _ _ _    _ _ _
How house should be kept • • • • _ _ _  __ _ _ _    _ _ _
Drinking........................_ _ _    _ _ _    _ _ _
Pattern of family authority   _ _ _    _ _ _
In—laws • • • • • • • • • • • ■          _ _ _ __ _ _ _
Handling family finances • • • • _ _ _  ___  _ _ _    _ _ _
55* How long has it taken you and your mate to achieve a mutually satis­
factory adjustment in each of the following areas?
Still Satisfac- One to Six Months One to Over 
Unsatis- tory from Six to Five Five
factory Beginning Months One Year Years Years
Handling family
finances ________________________________________________
Matters of recreation ________________________________________________







Philosophy of life ________________________________________________
Ways of dealing with
your f a m i l i e s _______________________________________ ________
Wife * s w o r k i n g ________________________________________________






56. How would you rate the overall happiness of your marriage? (1) very
happy , (2) happy (3) average , (k) unhappy , (5)
very unhappy .
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If you and your mate have never quarreled, omit the remainder of the 
questionnaire. (Please note "Remarks" at end of questionnaire, however.) 
If you have ever quarreled, it is important that you answer all the 
remaining questions.
57* Which of the following is (was) generally true of the quarrels 
between you and your mate?
(1) ____ Our quarrels centered on the issue involved, and nothing
was said to attack or harm the ego of the other person.
(2) ___ _ We said harsh things about each other, attacked each other's
ego, rather than keeping the quarrel centered on the issue 
involved.
58. How often do (did) you and your mate say things in quarrels that you
later regretted having said? (1) never , (2) seldom , (3) often
 , (49 very often , (5) always .
59* For the most part, do (did) quarrels tend to be spontaneous, that is, 
do (did) they occur without any forethought and without any build-up 
or tension about a particular problem, or do (did) they usually occur 
only after considerable tension had accumulated concerning a given 
problem? (1) spontaneous , (2) only after considerable tension ,
(3) sometimes spontaneous, sometimes only after considerable tension
60. In terms of solutions achieved to problems, what was the usual out­
come of your quarrels? (1) no solution to problem, further tension
created , (2) no solution, but tension relieved____, (3) problem
sometimes solved , (4) problem usually solved , (5) problem
always solved .
61. In terms of anger and emotional involvment, how would you rate the
seriousness of most of your quarrels? (1) very serious , (2)
moderately serious , (3) slightly serious , (4) not at all
serious .
62. How soon after quarreling did you and your mate usually make up?
(1) immediately , (2) the same day , (3) remained rather cool 
toward each other for several days____.
63. How did quarreling usually influence the affectional relationship
between you and your mate? (1) less close than usual , (2) about
the same as usual , (3) closer than usual .
64. How important were the issues about which you and your mate quar­
reled? (1) always trivial , (2) usually trivial , (3) some­
times trivial, sometimes important____ , (4) usually important ,
(5) always important .
65* Do you feel that your marriage relationship would be happier if you 
and your mate quarreled less? (1) yes , (2) no .
66. If you have children, did you and your mate ever quarrel in their 
presence? (1) yes , (2) no .
3oo
67* If you have children and have quarreled in their presence, what was 
their usual reaction? (1) seriously upset emotionally , (2) some­
what upset emotionally , (3) not at all upset emotionally ,
(^■) have no idea as to their reaction .
REMARKS: Please comment on any point concerning your marriage you may 




For the Study of 
MEANS OF ACHIEVING ADJUSTMENT TO MARITAL PROBLEMS
This is a study in marital adjustment. Its purpose is to determine 
the means used by husbands and wives in attempting to resolve the prob­
lems arising in marriage, the effectiveness of different means in terms 
of adjustments achieved, and the possible effect of these means on the 
personality development of children. By giving the information requested 
you can assist in a more scientific understanding of this phase of mar­
riage.
Please answer ALL questions as frankly and sincerely as possible.
If you do not know the correct answer, answer the best you can. Most 
questions can be answered with a check (w). Do NOT sign your name.
1. Information is being given by (1) husband , (2) wife .
2. For the most part, by whom were you reared to age 15? (1) biological
parents , (2) adoptive parents , (3) mother and step-father
 , (4) father and step-mother , (5) other (specify):__________
3. For the most part, by whom was your mate reared to age 15? (l) bio­
logical parents ____, (2) adoptive parents , (3) mother and step­
father , (4) father and step-mother , (5) other (specify):
 . (Hereafter, the terms "mother,"
"father," and "parents" will refer to the persons by whom you or 
your mate were reared.)
4. Where did you live during childhood (to age 15)? (1) country ,
(2) small town , (3) small city , (4) suburban area ? (5) 
large city
5. Where did your mate live during childhood (to age 15)? (1) country
 , (2) small town , (3) small city , (4) suburban area ,
U T  large city .
6. How old were you when you married your present mate? (l) under 20
 , (2) 20-25 , (3) 25-30 , (4) 30 or over____. How old was
your mate? (1) under 20____, (2) 20-25____> (3) 25-30____, (^+) 30 or
over .
7. Is this your first marriage? (1) yes , (2) no . If not, were
you ever divorced? (l) yes , (2) no . If so, how many times?
(1) 1____, (2) 2____, (3) 3 or more____.
8. Is this your mate's first marriage? (l) yes , (2) no If not,
was he (she) ever divorced? (l) yes , (2) no If so, how many
times? (1) 1____, (2) 2____, (3) 3 or more____.
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9. How many years have you and your present mate been married? (l) less
than one year  , (2) 1-2 years , (3) 2-5 years , (4) 5-10
years , (5) 10-20 years , (6) 20 years or over .
10. How would you rate the socio-economic status of your parental fam­
ily during your childhood? (1) well above average , (2) somewhat
above average , (3) average , (4) somewhat below average ,
(5) well below average .
11. How would you rate the socio-economic status of your mate's paren­
tal family during his (her) childhood? (1) well above average ,
(2) somewhat above average , (3) average , (4) somewhat
below average______, (5) well below average____.
12. How would you rate the socio-economic status of your own family?
(1) well above average , (2) somewhat above average , (3)
average , (4) somewhat below average , (5) well below average
13. How would you rate the overall happiness of your parents' marriage?
(1) veiy happy , (2) happy , (3) average , (4) unhappy ,
(5) very unhappy
14. How would you rate the overall happiness of the marriage of your 
mother- and father-in-law? (1) veiy happy , (2) happy , (3) 
average , (4) unhappy , (5) very unhappy
15. How would you rate the overall happiness of your marriage? (1) very
happy , (2) happy , (3) average , (4) unhappy , (5)
very unhappy
16. Considering a marital problem as any disagreement, difference of 
opinion, different viewpoint, or lack of adjustment which requires 
some type of solution in order to achieve, maintain, or re-establish 
a harmonious relationship between you and your mate, how often do
such problems arise in your marriage? (l) never , (2) less than
once a month , (3) more than once a month but less than weekly
 , (4) once a week , (5) more than once a week but less than
daily , (6) once or more daily
17. Check the degree of seriousness of problems (as defined in the pre­
ceding question) you and your mate have had at any time during your 
marriage for each of the following areas:
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No Problem No Serious Slightly Moderately Very 
at All Problem Serious Serious Serious
Handling family
finances___________ _______________________________________________
Matters of recreation _______________________________________________
Religious matters _______________________________________________
Demonstration of
a f f e c t i o n ________________ _____________________________
Friends_____________________________________________________________
Table manners________ ________ _______________________________________
Matters of con­
ventionality _______________________________________________
Philosophy of life ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _______







Rearing of children _______________________________________________
18. How does the frequency of problems now compare with the frequency 
during your first year of marriage? (l) much less frequent now ,
(2) somewhat less frequent now , (3) about the same now as then
 , (4) somewhat more frequent now , (5) much more frequent
now .
19- When you recognize that a problem or potential problem exists in
your marriage, what do you usually do? (1) face the matter with your 
mate immediately , (2) postpone any consideration of it with your 
mate until a more convenient time , (3) postpone any consider­
ation of it with your mate until such tension has built up that it
can be no longer evaded , (4) try to make the best of it and
never face it .
20. Check the most frequent means used by you and your mate in attempting 
to resolve problems in each of the areas in the table below. Leave 
blank those areas in which you have had no problems at all. Column 
numbers in the table refer to the following headings:
(1) Calm Discussion— purely objective, no anger involved.
(2) Quarreling— battle of words involving varying degrees of anger.
(3) Fighting— actual physical violence.
(4) Threats-*-one threatens separation, divorce, physical harm, to
withhold money, etc,
(5) Overlooking Problem— saying nothing about the problem, hoping
that it will work itself out.
3Qi+
(6) Consulting Third Person— seeking the counsel of a minister, doc­
tor, counselor, lawyer, parent, friend, etc.; prayer.
(?) Withdrawal— withholding affectional and/or sexual responses, 
refusing to have anything to do with each other,
(8) Other— Check and then describe any other means used under 
"Remarks" below.
ill <rl 121 <51 izi idl
Handling family finances___________ ______________________ ______
Matters of recreation ______________________________
Religious matters _____ _________________________
Demonstration of affection ______________________________
Friends__________________________________________________________
Table manners_____________________________________________ ______
Matters of conventionality ______________________________
Philosophy of lif e ______________________________
Ways of dealing with your families ______________________________
Wife’s working ______________________________
Intimate relations_________________ ______________________________
Sharing of household tasks ______________________________
Politics ______________________________
Rearing of children ______________________________
Remarks;
21. Considering your marriage relationship as a whole, check (i/) the 
means most frequently used by you and your mate in facing marital 
problems. Double check (ww) the means next most frequently used. 
Place a cross by those means that neither you nor your mate has 
ever usedl ("Consider means as described on preceding pages.)
(1) ____ calm discussion (5) ____ overlooking problem
(2) ____ quarreling (6) ____ consulting third person
(3) ____ fighting (7)  withdrawal
(4-) ~ ~  threats (8) ____ other (describe):
22, Which of these means, to the best of your knowledge, were most fre­
quently used ty your parents in attempting to resolve their marital 
problems during your childhood? Check the means most frequently 
used, double check the means next most frequently used, and place 
a cross by those means which, to your knowledge, were never used 
by your parents.
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(1) ____ calm, discussion (5)_____ overlooking problem
(2) ____ quarreling (6)_____ consulting third person
(3)  fighting (7)___ _ withdrawal
(h)  threats (8) other (describe):
23. Check what you would consider to be the best means for husband and 
wife to use in resolving marital problems! Double check the next 
best, and place a cross by those means you think should not be used 
at all.
(1) ____ calm discussion (5) ____  overlooking problem
(2)  ___  quarreling (6) ____  consulting third person
(3) ____ fighting (7)   withdrawal
(4-)  threats (8) ____  other (describe):
2h. On an average, how often did you hear your parents quarrel during 
your childhood?
(1)  never
(2) ____ only once
(3) ____ less than once a year
(h) ____ one or more times a year but less than monthly
(5) ____ one or more times a month but less than weekly
(6) ____ one or more times a week but less than daily
(7) ____ one or more times a day
25. Which one of the following statements most nearly represents your 
attitude toward quarreling in marriage?
(1) ____ It should be avoided at all costs, for it is always damag­
ing to the relationship.
(2) ____ It should be avoided if possible, for it usually creates
further tension.
(3) ____ It should occur as little as possible, but it is better than
permitting strained relationships to continue.
(h) ____ It is usually an effective means of "clearing the air” and
re-establishing one's emotional balance.
(5)   It Is perfectly normal and desirable, and marriage would
be dull and monotonous without an occasional quarrel.
26. In your opinion, should parents ever quarrel in the presence of 
their children? (1) yes , (2) no .
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27. Check the type of solution or adjustment most often achieved by you 
and your mate to problems arising in each of the areas in the table 
below. Leave blank those areas in which you have had no problems 
at all. Column numbers in the table refer to the following headings:
(1) Mo Solution— problem(s) still exist(s).
Toleration— agreement to "live and let live," to overlook prob­
lem for the sake of harmony.
Compromise— both persons give in, mutual give and take.
Conciliation— a common ground for agreement is found, solution 
may differ from original views or wishes of either. 
Conversion— one is converted to the viewpoint of the other.
Domination— same person nearly always gives in, is more or
less forced to give in to the other in order to maintain 
harmony.
Other— Check and then describe any other type of solution under 
"Remarks" below.
ill (il (31 W  (51 W  (71
Handling family finances_________________ __________________________
Matters of recreation __________________________
Religious matters________________________ __________________________
Demonstration of affection __________________________
Friends __________________________
Table manners____________________________ ______________ _ __________
Matters of conventionality __________________________
Philosophy of life_______________________ __________________________
Ways of dealing with your families ____________ ______________
Wife's working _____________________ _____
Intimate relations_______________________ __________________________
Sharing of household tasks __________________________
Politics __________________________
Rearing of children  ■____________________
Remarks:
28. Taking all your marital problems into consideration, what type of 
solution or adjustment is most often achieved by you and your
mate? (1) no solution , (2) toleration , (3) compromise____









29. For the most part, do solutions to problems tend to be permanent or 
temporary, that is, are given problems settled once and for all, or 
do the same problems, even though settled once, keep coming up again 
and again? (1) permanent , (2) temporary
30. What degree of adjustment have you and your mate achieved in each 
of the following areas? Excel Very
lent Good Fair Poor Poor
Handling family finances 
Matters of recreation 
Religious matters 





Ways of dealing with your families
Wife's working
Intimate relations
Sharing of household tasks
Politics
Rearing of children
31. Which of the following most accurately describes the general atmos­
phere of your marriage relationship?
(1) ____ always harmonious, complete freedom from discord.
(2) ____ usually harmonious, occasional discord.
(3) ____ a somewhat strained relationship, occasional nagging,
bickering, or quarreling.
(t) ____ a somewhat strained relationship, no nagging, bickering,
or quarreling.
(5) ____ considerable tension, no nagging, bickering, or quarreling.
(6) ____ almost constant nagging, bickering, or quarreling.
32. Under Column I below, check the degree of similarity or difference 
between you and your mate at the time of marriage for each of the 
items listed. Under Column II, check the degree of similarity or 
difference at present*! For items that have become either more or 
less similar, indicate under Column III whether the change has been 
largely on your part, your mate’s part, or on the part of both. 
(Items for which no change would be possible are crossed out under 
Columns II and III.)
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Intellectual ability . . . .
A g e .....................
Church membership..........
Church attendance..........
Basic religious philosophy . 
Goals or ambitions in life .
Educational level..........
General physical appearance. 
General state of health. . .
Personality traits ........
Temperament...............
Sense of humor ............
Emotional maturity . . . . . 
Manner of facing problems. .
Sexual perspective ........
Desire for children........






Recreational interests . . .
Aesthetic interests........
Political viewpoints . . . . 
Food tastes...............
II III
I s D 15 s M B
X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X







Place of residence . . . . . . . .
How house should be kept ........
Drinking .......................
Pattern of family authority. . . .
In-laws.........................
Handling family finances ........
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33- How long has it taken you and your mate to achieve a mutually satis­
factory adjustment in each of the following areas?
Still Satisfac- 














Ways of dealing 
with your
families _______ _________
Wife's working _______ _________
Intimate relations _______ ________
Sharing of house­




If you and your mate have never quarreled, omit the remainder of the 
questionnaire. (Please note "Remarks" at end of questionnaire, however.) 
If you have ever quarreled, it is important that you answer all the 
remaining questions.
3^ . How often, on an average, did you quarrel during your first year of
marriage? (1) never , (2) only once , (3) less than once a
month , (*!■) one or more times a month but less than weekly ,
(5) one or more times a week but less than daily , (6) one or 
more times per day
35* How does the frequency of quarreling now compare to that during 
your first year of marriage? (1) quarreling has ceased altogether
 , (2) much less frequent now , (3) somewhat less frequent
now , (*0 about the same now as then_____, (5) somewhat more fre­
quent_now , (6) much more frequent now
36. Which of the following is (was) generally true of the quarrels
between you and your mate?
One to Six Months One to Over 
Six to Five Five
Months One Tear Years Years
3io
(1 )  Our quarrels centered on the issue involved, and nothing
was said to attack or harm the ego of the other person.
(2)  We said harsh things about each other, attacked each other's
ego, rather than keeping the quarrel centered on the issue 
involved.
37- How often did you and your mate say things in quarrels that you
later regretted having said? (l) never , (2) seldom , (3)
often , (4) very often , (5) always .
38. For the most part, do (did) quarrels tend to be spontaneous, that 
is, do (did) they occur without any forethought and without any 
build-up or tension about a particular problem, or do (did) they 
usually occur only after considerable tension had accumulated con­
cerning a given problem? (l) spontaneous , (2) only after con­
siderable tension , (3) sometimes spontaneous, sometimes only
after considerable tension .
39* In terms of solutions achieved to problems, what was the usual out­
come of your quarrels? (1) no solution to problem, further tension
created , (2) no solution, but tension relieved____, (3) problem
sometimes solved , (4) problem usually solved____, (5) problem
always solved .
4-0. In terms of anger and emotional involvment, how would you rate the
seriousness of most of your quarrels? (l) very serious , (2)
moderately serious , (3) slightly serious , (4) not at all
serious____.
41. How soon after quarreling did you and your mate usually make up?
(l) immediately , (2) the same day , (3) remained rather cool 
toward each other for several days____.
42. How did quarreling usually influence the affectional relationship
between you and your mate? (1) less close than usual , (2) about
the same as usual____, (3) closer than usual_ .
43* How important were the issues about which you and your mate quar­
reled? (l) always trivial , (2) usually trivial , (3) some­
times trivial, sometimes important____, (4) usually important ,
(5) always important .
44. Did you and your mate ever quarrel in the presence of your children? 
(1) yes____, (2) no .
45* If you did ever quarrel in the presence of your children, what was 
their usual reaction? (1) seriously upset emotionally , (2) 
somewhat upset emotionally , (3) not at all upset emotionally 
 , (4) have no idea as to their reaction .
46. Do you feel that your marriage relationship would be happier if 
you and your mate quarreled less? (1) yes , (2) no .
REMARKS: Please comment upon any point(s) you may wish to concerning
your marriage relationship, particularly any special communi-
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cation devices used to prevent quarrels or alleviate misunder­
standings, such as husband twirling his hat when he comes home 
from a bad day at the office, or the wife wearing her apron 
astern to let her husband know she's in an unpleasant mood.
You may write on back of questionnaire if you wish.
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Martin LaVem Norris was born to Martin Van Buren and Sarah 
DeLoache Norris on February 22, 1922, at Heflin, Louisiana. He is the 
youngest of seven children. On June 2k, 19^ -3 > be was married to Frances 
Gayle Ouzts, of Ruston, Louisiana. He and his wife have one adopted 
daughter, Diana, born May 18, 1956.
Norris completed elementary school at Gibsland, Louisiana, in 
1935 and secondary school at Athens, Louisiana, in 1939. In the summer 
of 1940, he entered Louisiana Polytechnic Institute at Ruston, Louisiana, 
majoring in general agriculture. Because of the war situation, he 
enlisted in the Enlisted Reserve Corps in September, 19^2, and received 
training in radio under a United States Army Signal Corps program. On 
September 27, 19^3> be entered the A m y  Air Force. He was stationed on 
Guam with the 2kth Air Depot Group from October, 19kk, to April, 1956.
On March 3 5 1956, he was honorably discharged from the service tilth the 
rank of sergeant.
Immediately after his discharge, Norris enrolled at Louisiana 
State University, where he received the Bachelor of Science degree in 
agricultural economics in June, 1958. He then attended Anderson College 
and Theological Seminary, Anderson, Indiana, for one year and received 
a Bachelor of Theology degree in religious education. In September,
1959, he returned to Louisiana State University where he began graduate 
study with a major in sociology and a minor in psychology. From
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February, 1950> to February, 1951? he worked as a vocational counselor 
in the Veteran's Administration Guidance Center at the university.
He accepted a teaching position in sociology at Louisiana College, 
Pineville, Louisiana, in February, 1951- In August, 1952, he received 
the Master of Arts degree from Louisiana State University and secured 
a teaching position in the sociology department at Southern Methodist 
University, a position which he presently holds.
Norris continued his graduate study at the University of Chicago 
during the summer of 1953 and ah Florida State University during the 
summer of 195*5• He returned to Louisiana State University in September, 
1955, and completed his year of residence and all requirements for the 
doctorate, with the exception of the dissertation.
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